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PREFACE 
The general field- theory of Schouten and van Dantzig forms 
an important step in the solution of the unification problem of 
the gravitational and electromagnetic phenomena in Physics. 
This theory depends on the use of a projective geometry employ- 
ing five homogeneous coordinates. In the first part of this 
thesis an attempt is made to make a contribution to this unified 
field- theory by finding the identical relations between the 
field- equations in this theory. We have also shown the con- 
nection between these identities and the identities found by 
Professor E.T. Whittaker between the field- equations of Einstein's 
general relativity. 
In the second part of the thesis we first develop certain 
series and integral properties of Legendre functions in a direc- 
tion, which has received little attention till now. The import - 
á.nce of the properties of -functions developed towards the end 
of the second part may be seen from the following remark of 
Professor E.T. Whittaker in his well -known paper (The Bulletin of 
the American Yathematical Society, volume 10, [1903 -04,] page 133) 
in which he defines the function (T m ( ) 
"There are other members of the family of functions .41`k 
,S)) 
which have not been noticed, but which give promise of interest- 
ing properties. Among these may be mentioned the families of 
functions for which rn, = 0 and those for which m, = 2 ". 
The k- functions considered correspond to the case m, = 2 , 
the associated differential equation having arisen recently in 
2 
the theory of turbulence in researches of W. Tollmien and 
Th. von Kármán and also in the wave- mechanical theory of the 
ok- particles by Theodor Sexl. 
I take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to 
Professor E.T. Whittaker for the kind encouragement and facili- 
ties given to me during the preparation of the main portion of 
my thesis at Edinburgh. My thanks are also due to the King 
Edward Memorial Society of C.P. and Berar, Nagpur, India, for 
awarding me a research fellowship, which made it possible for 
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The identical relations between field- equations 





1. The problem of unified field -theory is to find a geometry 
which will represent both gravitational and electromagnetic 
phenomena just as the Riemannian geometry of general relativity 
represents gravitational phenomena alone. The most recent 
attempts depend on the use of a projective geometry employing 
five homogeneous coordinates. This is a step in the geometri- 
Sation of Physics. It may be said to have started with 
_Faraday's lines and tubes of force and electricity filling all 
space. Then we have the attempts of Einstein, who from 1915 
to 1933 has been occupied in finding out a geometry to study 
Physics. Weyl's attempts in 1917 -18 and those of Eddington in 
1921 to bring macroscopic Physics into geometrical form may be 
mentioned here. The general field- theory is the direct descend- 
ent of the five dimensional theory of Kaluza and Klein. This 
theory has received a clear and detailed investigation at the 
hands of Schouten and van Dantzig and in this chapter we give a 
short account of the theory before we take up some fresh contri- 
bution to the theory in the following chapters. As will be 
shown, the theories of Veblen and Hoffmann and Einstein and 
Mayer are particular cases of this theory. 
In Riemannian geometry of ordinary general relativity a 
unification of electromagnetic and gravitational phenomena is 
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impossible. All unification theories make use in some way of 
a fifth coordinate in the local spaces. Now it seems impossible 
to give this fifth coordinate any physical meaning and this leads 
to the conception due to Veblen that local spaces are projective 
spaces and the five coordinates are the well -known homogeneous 
coordinates of projective geometry. 
Using projective local spaces, pseudo -parallelism can be 
generalised into a mapping of local spaces on each other in a 
projective way. Cartan created for the first time projective 
geometries of a very general kind based on this principle. But 
these geometries are too general for relativity, since there 
has to be some kind of a metric. To get such a metric Veblen 
introduced in each local space a non -degenerate quadric and 
imposed the condition that this quadric is an invariant of the 
process of mapping local spaces on each other. If we take 
this quadric as the unit sphere, there is such analogy with 
Riemannian geometry, But there is a big difference, I-he contact 
point and the hyperplane at infinity are no longer invariants of 
the mapping process. 
We can take the quadric asaunit- sphere, then the differ- 
ence with the Riemannian geometry is that the contact -point and 
the hyperplane at infinity are no longer invariant. 
2. Homogeneous coordinates 
We describe the four -dimensional space -time world by 
five homogeneous coordinates, 
(x° x 2 )Z.5 , x ) (2.1) 
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These five numbers define a point so that we have 035' points. 
Two points x and it are said to be coincident if 
13 47_1" - 
JC.p z x3 x+ 
(2.2) 
A set of coincident points defines a spot. A spot is physically 
a point -event in space -time. Subject the coordinates to a 
transformation 
P l 
x o ( z 3 (xx,)c x,x ) 
where these new coordinates are homogeneous functions of degree 
one, not necessarily linear, of the old coordinates. A group 
of these transformations is called ifs 
We also consider transformations of points, 
(lJ = o, I 2, , 1+ - - - - ( 2.4 ) 
where P is an arbitrary function of xdi homogeneous and of 
degree zero. These last transformations leave invariant every 
spot. We denote the group of these transformations by F 
These are peculiar to the projective theory of relativity. It 
gives change from point to poiiit. 
Tensors of Einstein's general Relativity are now called 
affinors because they belong to the affine geometry. We now 
introduce the analogues of tensors, which we call "projectors ". 
A function of x x x x3, x 4, which is invariant under 
the transformation of the group H 
5 
, and which acquires a factor 
r 
F under transformation F is called a scalar of degree n. . 
A set of five functions, which under 45 have the law 
V4 fix' "V - - - - - (2.5) 
1.) óxß 





constitute a contravariant projector of rank one and degree 
or a contravariant point of degree A, . This corresponds to a 
contravariant vector of the ordinary tensor -calculus. 
A set of five functions, which under Hs have the law of 
transformation 
W ' 
,L) axp W,L3 - - - - (2.7) 
and under F acquire f ' is called a covariant point of 
degree Schouten and van Dantzig call it a covariant 
projector of valence one and degree A, . 
Similarly a projector of contravariant valence 
r 
and 
covariant valence C and degree is a set of sa +`Ü 
homogeneous functions of the coordinates of degree n, , which 
transform under H like a product of 
f 
contravariant and q, 
covariant points and under F acquire r r 1 
i 2 3 LF 
Let 7 y , 
j 
be the ordinary non -homogeneous 
coordinates in four -dimension space -time. The differentials 
á d, 
2 13 
c are regarded as coordinates in another 4- 
dimensional space called the tangent -space at the point. In 
this local tangent -space we introduce a Euclidean (Minkow$ski) 
metric (44 2 _ dr 
z 
- (c(4 2 + oln' 
z 
t dn.2) ) . The theory of these 
tangent -spaces together with the underlying space constituteSa 
Riemannian metric. The Minkowski coordinates at any point 
( T, 'A, y, Z ) are functions of the general coordinates 
J , z, 
3 
in terms of which we describe the whole space 
z p so that 
941 




Similarly in the new theory at each spot of space -time 
we have a local tangent -space t , which is a projective space. 
To begin with,we define L4 attached to any spot P as a 





when the coordinates of the underlying space are subjected to 
transformation ß15 . The contact points of degree zero, 
which exist at this spot P are in one -to -one correspondence 
with the points of the F and may therefore be identified 
with them. 
By Eulerts theorem on iomogeneous functions 
u 
x 
- Ú xw - - - - (2.9) 
Hence ( x° x xz x3 x4. ) are not only homogeneous coordi- 
nates of a point of space -time but also coordinates of a point 
of degree one of the 
4 
. The corresponding point of the 
£ identified with the point x u of the space -time is called 
4 
the point of contact of the 
The fundamental quadric 
In every local space tµ let us introduce a quadric 
(3- dimensional quadratic hypersphere ) which does not con- 
, 
tain the point of contact x , 
r G Vn VD =0 (9b) #J----- (3.1) 
is a projector of covariant valence 2. so we normalize 
by the condition that 
Ci - z - - - - Je x u w (3.2) 
where w is a positive constant of dimensions of length. 
w being constant of gravitation, = , C 
is the velocity of light, and - 0, 1, /,3, q off- 
In Einstein's theory 
q. dx'L cb4 ( 21 3, 4 
gives ten g's determining the gravitational- field. Here we 
have fifteen G's of which fourteen are at our disposal since 
one is normalized. This supplies ten Ç' to account for 
the gravitational field, and four for electromagnetic proper- 
ties. As in Riemannian geometry using the G 's to raise 
and lower the indices we get, 
V)1/4_ G; V - - - - (3.3) 
The point of contact x;\ will have a polar hyperplane with 
respect to the fundamental quadric 
h 7A- G ft 
so x x W 
X X 
or . c¡ 
0 
writing ,Xh_ W q,k and x W (if 
X J 
- - - - (3.4) 
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As in elementary projective geometry, we can find a Euclidean 
metric in which the fundamental quadric go becomes a hyper - 
sphere, the point of contact its centre, the polar hyperplane 
of the point of contact becoming the plane at infinity. Since 
the hyperplane at infinity is the plane Glf 
X 
= o , in this 
metric the square of the element of the length is ct% + Oi + - - 
where X - W . L Y and Y -w . - - - The 
YA 
equation of the quadric is 
a V + -6_ V + 
k 
and we assume that the point of contact which is the centre of 
the hypersphere has its X, NI, Z, - - - all zero. Hence 






Hence, we must have 





_ by (3.4) 





-k W2 = -w 2 and therefore K _ 1 and = clé _ 71, 
Denoting by -e the distance in this metric from the point of 
* 
contact to an arbitrary point Y ) in the , we get 
- - - - (3.5) 
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where V = 
1), 
V is called the weight of the con - 
travariant point V 
Excess. Suppose with some projector we perform on the points 
the transformation c _ x where P is a constant 
U I -I I,) 
and then perform the transformation x =! x of N5 . so 
the new coordinates of the new points are the same as the old 
coordinates of the old points. If the projector acquires the 
E 
factor 15 , then is called the excess of the projector. 
(I-- 
Suppose the projector is of degree n, in contravariant valence t, 
covariant valence 4 . When we perform Jc = rx of F , 
the projector acquires 
P 
v- ; when we perform xLi 
l- 
P x4, of N5 
the projector acquires 
f 
s 




E - + 
Unless the contrary is stated all projectors henceforward will 
be supposed to be of excess zero. The point of contact 
has k, -I - - o b = I and so (I=0 has it. -2., 
tu, 
S. z a o and hence E = o . The derivative of a scalar 
is a vector only if the scalar is of excess zero. 
Now introduce the description of the space -time world by 
i 3 4- 
four non -homogeneous coordinates 
j 
y) y , L{ . These are 
homogeneous functions of zero degree of X JCS 
r 
X z x3 x 
The space of ( 
f 
z f') (ordinary space -time) is denoted 
by X . In this space as in Einstein's general relativity we 
introduce at each point a tangent space E The coordinates 
4 
i 2 .3 
in it are y d y c1 L j +. We identify the points 
z 3 4 J 
J 
of the ñ with the spots of the 
We write 
I z/ 3 
- - - - (3.6) 
This is called an affinor- projector since 
AlzI - 14- A I r` ó 
To every covariant vector CO , A sets up a corres- 
pondence with a covariant point by the equation 
- E_ A w 
ft- 
By Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions 
= o or A = o - 
To the affinor projector A 1Z let us associate a dually 
12 
- (3.7) 
corresponding A j3 defined by 
E_. e A 
crU 
A0 ̀ - o 
There exists a one -to -one correspondence between covariant and 
* 
contravariant points of weight and excess zero of E and 
tics. 
covariant and covariant vectors of E. respectively. 
LF 
The Projector A N, 
Define A as 
From the equations 
and 
13 
At ---- - A n A (3.9) 
we get in general 
Hence 
cll'Adj 
_ w" (LrtjtiA`c,)°` Ft t- 
L if Adj = o 
j4` 
u 
- - - - (3.9a) 
li 
Hence we get that if V is a contravariant point of weight 






point of weight zero. Thus contravariant and covariant points 
of weight zero ( contravariant and covariant vectors) are unaltered 
14- 
if W is a covariant 
by transvection with A 
4. Define the difference of two spots X V 
u 





- - -- (4.1) 
where U and U are their weights. This is a contravariant 
point of weight zero and so corresponds to a vector. In par- 
ticular the difference of a spot V lu and the spot of the point 
of contact is 
% 
V 
since E_ c/ 06 - 
N /-/ 
U 
So the difference of the spot of V and the spot of the point 
of contact corresponds to a vector 
u 
I where n. _ A V ~ q- v b 1) l 
d..] 
or conversely y V _ cif Pt tz 
or VL = V (E, Ak4) h- ftil 
(4.2) 
These equations set up a one -to -one correspondecne between the 
points of the local E ( }i,k being a vector from the origin 
of the E4 to the points in E ) and those spots V of the , 
which do not lie in the hyperplane 
U 
. The point of contact 
of the k corresponds to the origin of E. and the straight 
lines through these points correspond. The spots in Et , which 




Thus is identified with t . 
15 
The resolution of a projector into an affinor and cif -factors :- 
ÿ < Ak, X . V E. A .A A V A), v 
V - V A E V \ +V ` U 
u -- - -rza-) 





)\/1-'=. Ad-) 0 being the affinor 
X 
- (4.3) 
In general a projector is an affinor when in every suffix its 
transvectant with 1 or C¡ vanishes. Thus a projector T\ 
p U ,0 
rtb is an affinor if 
T - o , 
TMu = 0 
I 
- - - - (4.4) 
tt- 
U h.) 
Any projector can be expressed as a sum of products of affinors 
and factors The affinor part of a projector will 
p p. 
be denoted by adjoining a dash. It is obtained by remembering 
that an affinor is unaltered by transvection with A whereas 
cb and 
i 
vanish when transvected with A Thus the 
affinor part of T is simply E A A 6^ Tcr 
PT' 
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The metric in the E14. . 
Carry over the metric we introduced in the E to the 
E 
l+ 
by means of the correspondence set up above between E4 
I 
and C If -1, is the distance in the E* from the point 
1 




= v2 G X + j't 
), 
2-w.L vv` 





, - IJ (GI + U r{-) V ° a - 
is an affinor. The corresponding true 




(12 wz 7 )1) 
Considering the immediate neighbourhood of the origin of the Elf 
(the point of contact of the L I+ ), L can be written as cL . 
Comparing the infinitesimal equation d3 ,L £ A 
u 
with the finite equation vk,` A V 
N 
L 
we see that NA) or (since we are dealing with immediate 
neighbourhood of the origin Vv-- cVL L 
ki 
c U h reduces in the infinitesimal case to L 
) 
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So -r-= W2- 
I 
. 
)1,1' '11 becomes G.z= 
tL 
a. . cir 
Gq 
- - - (4.6) 




We identify O}. with Riemann fundamental tensor of general 
relativity. So q ¿ specifies gravitational field and \ 
specifies the gravitational field and the electromagnetic field. 
We readily prove that 
rx 
` u u 
rL' = A 
f" c°1' 
Covariant differentiation of a projector (of excess zero) can 
be defined by the equations, 





W4 _ x , Wu 





We do not suppose so here. 
T1 
are a set of 125 functions 
of degree -I . They are not projectors just as in ordinary 
Einsteinian relativity the Christoffel symbols are e
not tensors. In fact 
or 
x` cx x"u --x.)xn 
n u x a z r ox >, n u (> >c -62-6x 
- - (4.9) 
L. )9' x 1 xij' c1-' ,,, x, . >))et 
)x) ax b /kt` >,tt 
5. The bivector 
Define by 
}t c ,1 
1\11 x 
- - - (5.1) 
- 2 CV>,cia 
Since 
cktA is an affinor and it is skew (xtl_ -9j ). 
Hence it is called a bivector. We identify it (salle for a 
constant factor) with the electromagnetic bivector. 
The Chrystoffel symbols:- 
Write 
1-) - L L CP - G hP + - - - _ ( 
N 
-^ (5.3) 
r x x 
and define 
F.k,i kcCa r --á 1 
--- i a 
Ó r J (5.4) i 
Since ÿ _ 
'7 >rc 
comes out as 
19 
after some reduction (5.3) 




v ó` xKJ 
1-- 1,, 
-{- a L + ` +- C/ 
u X 
- - - (5.6) 
n 
where GL1r C are constants to be determined by the condition 
that 
VII Gaw _ o 
(5.7) gives (a,+ Cr ) _ o 
- - - - (5.7a) 
Write C - I for it or - q, and') - I for C . 
(5.6) then becomes 
u 
(a' 
\ ( f 
+ u` 1L') +- I Vnx (5.8) 
In the symmetrical theories of Veblen, Hoffmann and Pauli, 
b ¡ q In the Einstein and Mayer's five- dimensional 
unified theory, when projectised, is undetermined while j3 = p 
In Schouten and van Dantzig theory up to the end of 1932 
I` 
= L{.. , 
2 In Schouten's 1933 theory c _ 2 , ID is arbitrary 
but satisfies 11-211 -1- 2h>0. 
The projector 
= --(To Uti 
This gives 
U 




Pd--) p e 
9 f -o 
P rjt 
n ® 




--- 2= Ti' x l - 




`gc(loi kyl fi cif \tA. ) 
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(5.9) 
- - - - (5.9a) 
- - - - (6.1) 
- - - (6.2) 
We determine an affine -connexion by means of a differential 
R 
operator which represents the affinor part of the 
21 
projective covariant derivative of an affinor. 
v - A A ̀ u - VV V c, P since Z_ v' o °Li 
V DJ =21A AT' OuÚ , since 1=0 
r x eq 1 
The affinor (in latin letters) corresponding to 
Similarly 
Aft. AK V V 
Pr P 
All V u) 
f 
is 
We extend this affine connexion to a projective one by the 
additional conditions Q 1 = 0 and VT (4 = 0 . V 
tt 
Let V be any contravariant point of excess zero and so of 
degree one. Then 
V /= j v, 
r x 
where ' {- 
.0 
- - - - (6.3) 1 - 11:) -nw í y 
are the parameters of the covariant differentiation of the 




kk I _ V - [T1R\ 
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If F.. is the electromagnetic six -vector, then 
1 where @,, (2, , (pa are the components of 
thekmagnetic potential vector, and - 04, is the electric 
potential. We identify F¡4 as 
o ' - (6.4) 
where C is the velocity of light and lz is a constant of 
dimensions - L2 
(6.4) gives in homogeneous coordinates 
_ U that is -)4?>, 




is the electromagnetic potential. 
In Einstein's general relativity we have the Riemann Tensor 
k...e _ 
p b + 
tiD1 p- ax  3 t t 
This referred to homogeneous coordinates gives 
From 
Ti 'l" 'l`) f- - 
P 




we form the projective curvature tensor 
)T1',/, ryI'-iP -2= 11 óx xW p IpM ).1Ú 
From (6.6) and (6.7) we get 
R N. Kw' ^1 v 
.K 
_ r w lt xW+1w7 tt 
R L, q u R q g/ 
1Z L 
7 w G ' -F U c W V - Uh i U' , 
2 
2 %J b1W 
fA'ILIKTrwl/fx `"' UP +P n 
u q' w ó U fr 
Forming the generalized contracted Riemann tensor 
N . 2. 
Ne.h. 
; K ̂  n P P 
E Gto\ N ),k, and 
t°` 




1\11-A - km \ - -61/1' q 
V c- 
and 
'f 1a) Iftt 




7. The variation Principle and the Yield- Equations. 
The simplest variational principle J Z = O where 
I- N `{ u droc 0 Gigs 1 GtiC a 0 3 CL3C - - - - (7.1) 
24 
where N is the projective scalar curvature, gives the field 
equations. In variation, Co are to be varied while the 




+ ' °JP -z Q ,ihQ á e c 
where cU , oúx ° drx: 4c 2 ck.c 3 ci,,c ' 
So the variational equations are 
+20 (Gq, q l qI 
ß 
Pa- T2 é UnP2 rJ P vP Dn 
Subtract this from the equation obtained by interchanging 
and tc we get 
R l 
91 v - v 
V r 0 Ck 
j1 - Q, 2, , 4J 
These equations can only be satisfied if 
f- Vr P =a E, 6010, =o, 1, .3, 41 
(7.3) then reduces to the equation symmetrical in X and 
/` 
- (7.4) 
'\Ma Qlto-_2Q,Pn/J( 9 -- (7.5) 
11 `` 
a l 1¡I/ "IU 
(7.3) 
The Einstenian field -equations of Gravitation and Electromagnetism 
in empty space are 
k.. _ zk _ ifgt E.. 
25 
$ T7t.k. where is the Newtonian gravitational 
potential due to one erg of matter at 
a distance of 1 cm. 
where kL is the contracted Riemann Tensor 
I< ;f6 scalar curvature 
o - 0L energy tensor 
In empty space 
EL. _;% 7 f_ F F - c 2 F Ft's 
where F is the electromagnetic six -vector. 
PI 
(If lx. , al , di is the electric vector 
kx 
F ¿, F` =C 
is the magnetic vector 
I 
23 
pp ox Z 
3_ C h,x F = C3 h x and so on ). 
Thus the field equations are 
F k g + <z F. F. -- . F ) = o 
ó d 




n 2 + u n .P 4 cri, 
with help of (6.4) and (6.5). 
This must be identified with (7.5). So we must have 
/ 
Q2 
R (7.4) gives F L á = Q or ,-w-- 
This is the Maxwell's tetrad of equations 
dix 
d+ 
+ -- = o _-) 01/r .U k + 1 o ó ) ' t ó 
(7.8) 
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The other tetrad of Maxwell's equations are equivalent to the 
fact that 
N 






8. The Equations of Dirac 
Dirac's numbers for projective theory are defined by the 
equations 
(8.1) 
and by using these numbers the Dirac -equation in Euclidian space 
can be written 
e + h&c q M) o 





(11 J 0 
where R R 
a , rk 
R 
-11 K S. +1-- f Q. i< 





Now in projective theory we have to use instead of P 
- 
óx).1 
-- - I - d d + ° h Lt x 
(8.5) 
and the question arises whether the use of V 
M 
instead of 









- - - (8.6) 
Hence, if we impose the condition that the Dirac equation 
of projective relativity is identical with the ordinary Dirac 
equation and contains no additional terms we have then 
- - - - (8.7) 
9. The variational equation in the case of a current. 
In ordinary theory the term with the current in the maxwell 
equation (7.8), results, if we take instead of N a world 
function N-1- I< where 
= t 
This function is "practical real", that is, the imaginary part 
is a divergence. This is necessary because otherwise the 
result could not be real. In projective theory we have natur- 
ally to take instead of 
- - - - (9.1) 
-P, (7) (i9 
C 
c( C 




But this condition is identically satisfied if W ;70 
z 
It is remarkable that for W 4- Q we find as a necessary 
and sufficient condition 
Hence (9.3) implies (8.7). 
We now take W 7 p and - - -- -'- as signature of . 
A 
The variational equation 
? I l -f N NW3c° Cr,c' O,c2 063 064 = o - - - - (9.4) 
gives 
1. The equations of energy and impulse 
of gravitation 
of electromagnetic field 
and of material waves 
2. The equation of Maxwell 
'-2, , ( Q - es. Z %  .) - - - - (9.5) 
in which equation e s L is the current- vector, 
.S - _ - - - - being .- 5X, S (9.6) 






Emmy IT ether1, by generalising certain results of filbert% 
has proved a general theorem to the effect that 
If F is a function of 1-1, quantities , which are them- 
selves functions of the m coordinates 
Co 
pc x _-__ 
and their derivatives and if the integral 
F . 01ix ° . d6' 
is invariant with respect to arbitrary transformations of the 
coordinates x z zm , then in the system of the `h, 
Lagrangian differential equations, which belong to the variational 
problem, 
d ' .o 
there are always , which are a consequence of the - m others, 
in the sense, that between the -IA quantities and their total 
differential coefficients with respect to ). Jv - 
linearly independent relations are identically satisfied. The 
best method of finding these identical relations in any particular 
3 
problem is one due to Klein, which is based on Lie's theory of 
infinitesimal transformations. 
1) Göttinger Nachrichten, 1918, p. 236. 
2) Göttinger Nachrichten, 1915, p. 395. 
3) Göttinger Nachrichten., 1917, p. 469. 
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In this chapter let us try to work out the above theorem 
for the variational integral (7.1) of the last chapter, namely 




d,x,° d,x1 dxz d,x.3 cv3c4 
jr-c-)1 ? G" (l.l) 
..- 
Pclr kx h- 2 K _ 
21) "° p) 21)\ri +z ,, P P 
-2 r 
f 
x urc P 
=0 (1.2) 
give the field -equations. 
2. To find the value of S'O.t. 
Comparing Ç N and CI + S Q " as they correspond to a trans- 
formation of coordinates, we have 
G»n )`+x ()P + ) 
ôx° xP 
fi d r )(Ex ) 
7x -6 x- 
where JD\ and 
Hence 
S G 
= G 4t)' +- G . (0\) 
31 
This gives a comparison of the projector C;)\/ at x°`+ 
S' 
in 
the new coordinate -system with the value at x°` in the old coordinate- 
system. There would be no objection to using this value of 
provided we took account of the corresponding S Cct2r-) . We prefer 
to keep c1/1" fixed in comparison and must compare the values at x°L 




F x Gi' K Q Xr x °` of in the distance 
óxd 
W-L p) + G h (?)1/4) 
"?) x°` 
3. Using (2.2), (1.1) becomes 





+G "' "` G b) clfT >l e( N x cox óx 
We integrate this by parts, supposing the 's and their first and 




x$n P q + x" p \(G ax 
Interchanging the dummy suffixes in each of the first two terms 







h }od o = o 
is arbitrary, its coefficients in this equation must 
Hence 
p ,I-GT . Gn + 
)cd- 
p . \f"- 
0, I, 2, 3, 
Interchanging ) andin in the second term we get 
ar _ (P + p x n b. 60) J G - 01 + q)\ p x 
c 








6-formula which can be proved in the same manner as the corresponding 
formula in ordinary tensor -analysis and put 
!` OE + 
N 
(3.3) 
Then we have 
[--z 
11 
()( .). +zx " 
G 
_0 - - - - (3.4) 
P P>\61 
Cd 3, ) 
Or interchanging the dummy suffixes M and o- in the first term of 
the second [ J- bracket and changing the dummy suffix into 
33 
JA and interchanging it with the dummy suffix 6-in the second term 
of the second [ J - bracket in (3.4) and remembering that 
x vG ` r 
which too can be proved as in ordinary tensor-calculus, we get 
\TT. X P X - t X M -] o r x ß- G 
(3.5) 
or 
2: ó Cx"tXM T y-IX!`!.' .....(3,6) 
1 xr J ` t°-- cr.r ti I(%J 1 \ !l - O \ \ 2i \ f.. J 









( ii ) _ M (3.7) 
- I _4_0 qi q . f (C _ , gi q - - i ) C/ q °_ { p 
Making use of (3.7 i) in (3.6) we have 
r 
E , = X e ¡ f-t x + n t ß` ° _ j " '.° - ° X o- 0 ` ` J 
Since 
(c1.=-0, 




we see that the third and the fourth terms in (3.8) cancel out. 
Then making use of (3.7 iii) we finally arrive at the identities 
between the field -equations in the form 
(1),.0, ,2,3,1+) 
or changing the dummy suffix o' into X we have the required 
identities as 
rv J CT ) 
I n 11 L 







The verification of the identities. 
(GSJ, t ) 
By means of)(7. 3) of Chapter I and (1.2) and (3.3) of 
Chapter II, we have 
X N NG +( 2- 3-2) cl)! 
ah ` 
ie -(bt- 0- '' 1 
+(_z-21)1+0 G f 
This can be written as 
xx ^ z 




P R P + Z N _ 2 N +(-12.+ 3)I-2P) v>: 




Changing of into X , X into cr- and substituting from (1.2)j (3.10) of 
the last chapter breaks up into the sum of two parts, namely 
and 




Making use of the following relations, which we prove in the next 
sections, 
(NN -2 NS 
2) - ca ` +(z 2 p +2 h) 4ßj r 
+ - 101 vf 





in evaluating (1.5) we see that it reduces to 
2 (112 -2, !Di( p 0)\ 
Similarly, after reduction (1.6) comes out to be equal to 





So the left -hand side of (3.10) of the last chapter reduces to 
22.0/2- zz)v /Pf+ 2 (12- + zp) k v 7 /fJ 
and this is zero since q - 1 
Thus the identities are verified to be true by actual substitution. 
2. To prove (1.7) we make use of the following relation given 
1 
by Schonten and'\an Dantzig. 
[N. N 
N N Pa--- 
cr./4- y, tt Pt-/A r erp 
(1) Annals of Mathematics, Vol. 3L, p. 293. 
/ 
-7 
2 )1\a- 12i-IL. + 
qV xt 
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le 1a- - ' I n ... (2.1) 
remembering the values of S - - t\ , and S 
r 
6-I given by 
(5.9) of Chapter I. 
The first term on the right of (2.1) contains transvections of 
the q,'s with IN x . To evaluate these we make use of the 
following identities, which can be easily obtained from those 
given by Schouten and lean Dantzig in their paper in the Annals 
of Mathematics:- 
sGN _p v- 
P 
+o 
P 91611`1- = o 
D-cl)f 
q 
I U ßl 
/ --,(2.2) 
To evaluate the second term of (2.1) we observe from (6.8) of 
Chapter I, that 
N nfcr'_ k nrcr R 
Q alt / 6. _ ci cf °_ G I.0 2.3) cf J ( U C 




11 r if 
cr °d/. Ire' qt 7\17( V 
Transvection of the k in (2.3) with the 'S vanishes since 
k>.. 
is an affinor, when we substitute in the second term 
of (2.1) from (2.3 ).the transvections of the right -hand side of 
(2.3) with the 0's can be easily evaluated by the known formulae 
of Chapter I. After these simplifications (2.1) comes out as 
3 
(N'2!Dc 
-q'- "1p) aP r6- }- (1z- 2h 
, U P 
+ 11(i' i) LP VP 7,-\ 
which is (1.7) 
To prove that . V 
rr K 
We have 




This comes out by remembering that 
o 
38 
_ - - (3.1) 
FL 
,) P+ 1191h) (.%-u t U7r) i C h 
-hcr.La 114 Lr 
qUP11+7 
r 
which follows after some simplification. 
In getting (3.2) we require a formula 
V' 
which can be easily seen to be true because 
..(3.2) 
(3.3) 
- - o a-- Px= x il`rxP + 9f r6. 
P 
The first term on the right vanishes and 
w'(1)')^67. 
Lk) p ) give 





We also require for (3.2) 
v 
U P - Ytt 
f 
17r 91 a ñ , o 




. . . (3.4) 
(3.5) 
We get (3.1) from (3.2) by raising À , changing it into 
fi and putting for .L . 
Operating on both sides of (3.1) by V we have 
f\T Vr.Lv vcrtocr-Vriq19611,,,,] 
Both the terms on the right -hand side of (3.6) can be seen to be 







by means of (3.3) 0.-/-Y\41- 
QP 9.'P CS4 IT -IT 6) 
- 9.)4'e a Q - ,-p 
,aT 
= Q by interchanging 
A and r and changing the dummy suffix into l- in the first term 
on the right. 
To 
í 





rik ` 61Th [() ox - xy 1- T1P 
-11 e'd X all , _ G - 
- 2 Q- 
! . r r 4.1) 
by making use of relations in 5 of Chapter I. 




again by relations in the first chapter. 
fa- )7,T__ 













- 2 { -- `-- - 





crF ñ 6-It C6- r U % 
/ 





Connexion with identities between field- 
equations in Einstein's General Relativity. 
Finding the true affinor corresponding to the left -hand side 
of (3.10) of Chapter II and putting it equal to zero we have 
2L L. 2 - 2 ' ;GI p Ó _ 0 (1.1) 
Ó ( =1,2,3,4) 
This must give us the identities between field- equations in 
Einstein's general theory of relativity. 
It is easy to see from the last chapter that 
- K: _ k + ( h F - `nt L. C t, 
'f?--i 
= say , _r, 2, 3, 41 (1.2) 
(1.1) then by means of (7.4) and (7.7) of Chapter I becomes 
k V. AL + F B = o , (i. - 1) z) ,4) 
y_r t -, 
0 
or760: ). + 4_4. 'i F. . ..f&' = o ., Cu -1, ,,-f.) 
R 
a a 
where 13t = 7 Î _ O gives Maxwell's equations 
7 . - 5 , 1 -1 -) ) 
and A. _ p gives Einstein's combined gravitational and 




2. Professor E. T. Whittaker at the end of his paper on "Hilbert's 
world -function" gives the identities between field- equations of 
Einstein's general theory of relativity. He has assumed the 
existence of magnetic and electric currents and massive particles. 
When we assume that there are no currents and no massive particles 
his identities reduce to our identities (1.3) above. 
Hence in vacuo the identities given by Professor Whittaker 
are 
.(2.1) 
where A p represents the vectorial divergence of the symmetrical 
tensor e Ab4 which is equal to 
K)tz`ij X,S X" - X X'p) 
J 
qrr, 
X 05 I F above; s , `t5 ßx4 óxß s 
Ì3 X 
h 
sa that 31 = 0 gives Maxwell's 
\1:71; 7\7 equations, and is a constant inversely proportional to the 
Newtonian constant of gravitation. Taking Y- - (2.1) and 
(1.3) can be at once seen to be the same. 
2 
J. M. Whittaker also at the end of his paper gives such 
identities in general relativity, taking into account the wave - 
mechanical considerations. When we do not take into account the 
wave -mechanical considerations he has brought into the identities, 
we shall just see that his identities also reduce to (1.3) above. 
1) Proc. Royal Society 7London,ApVol. 113 (1927) p. 496. 
2) "On the principle of least action "; the Proc. Royal 
Society of London +A,Vol. 121; 1928, pp. 543 - 557. 
43 
His identitiesin space free from electric and magnetic currents 
and matter, and also free from the wave -mechanical restrictions 
become 
277 
fi lb / 
d _ 
0 




A" X (kt"' -2 i- r ) + z E x ( `- 
Ua 




Taking r= - ; (3.1) can at once be seen to be 
the same as (1.3) above. 
1 
4. W. Pauli also in his unified field- theory gives the following 
identities between field equations: - 
kfz 0@) = Q k 
where 
L,41 R - 
I< ` = - % (` ,`' 
Xij? 
and E. + I 
Paul i' s , is A of (1.2) and his R. is our Li Li 
(4.1) in our notation becomes 
(4.1) 
. Thus 
1. Ann. der Ph. 18. (1933) pp. 305 - 372. "über die Formu- lierung der Naturgesetze mit fünf homogenen Koordinaten' 














Introduction of A and the current -vector 
into the identities. 
Let us first try to introduceXthe universal constant pro- 
portional to the square of curvature of the world, into the field - 
equations and the identities given in the first two chapters. 
If in the variational integral (7.1) of chapter I we take 
N -2 for N and proceed in the same manner we arrive in place 
of (7.5) at 
Kx - vk +JO f(qi2- al" - ID) Yr p6- t. l>\19 f 9 (1.1) 
car = o)I,2 ),1+) 
x \t,L 
of the identities (3.10) of Chapter II now takes the form 
\ 
= -4- A 
4 
-f- (G I2 -2o F 2 ) V 
J J 
in place of (1.2) of Chapter III. 
The identities (3.10) of Chapter II now take the following 
1.2) 
form 
/ ) aI(11' 11rG -1) glk 
J u U3/, ̀ t U 
where is given by (1.2) above. 
=0 
1.3) 
Finding the true affinor corresponding to the left -hand side 
of (1.3) we have 
R 





where z = ku'j 
0 F 
+ 2 b +2)z d'` c 
I a 




(1.4) can be written as 
or CA, + Cz l (-) 
where A. = p gives Einstein's combined gravitational and 





and o gives Maxwell's equations (c,j _ },z, 3, 4 ) 
2. The term with the current -vector in the Maxwell's equations 
has been introduced in (9.4) of Chapter I when we take 
/ 
= 2 r 





gives the Maxwell's equation with the current vectorc5. introduced. 
It is easy to see that (1.5) can be put into the form (2.1) 
since 
0 - - -(2.3) 
4.7 
(2.3) may be seen to be true by converting it into homogeneous 
coordinates. 
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PART II 
Certain results involving Legendre 
functions and the Kn- functions, a 
particular case of the confluent 
hyper -geometric functions. 
I e 
On some definite integrals involving Legendre functions 
By N. G. SHABDE (University of Edinburgh). 
(Received 5th December, 1933, and in revised form 30th January, 1934. 
Read 12th January, 1934.) 
1. A few definite integrals involving more than two Legendre 
functions in the integrand have been considered by Ferrers, Adams, 
Dougall, Nicholson and Bailey. We take for example the following 
integrals. 
1(1.1) fi 1PP (N) PQ (N-) Pr (Fu.) dµ, 
i 
2 (1.2) (1 - 1.1,2)'nx Pp Cu.) Pg (µ) clF.,, or 
3 Jo 
(1 
F2Ym (P) Pg ('1) dµ, 
4 (1'3) f 
1 
P (p) P (p) Qv (F) dµ and 
2 (1'4) f i i{Pp (04dµ. 
It will be interesting to consider other definite integrals of the above 
type with three Legendre functions in the integrand, various possible 
combinations of the Legendre functions of the two kinds being taken 
into account. We also generalize for unrestricted values of m and n 
the definite integrals 
fi 
Pn (p) Qm (N') dµ, i 
fi 
iQn (µ) dµ and 
fi 
Pn (µ) Qm (N-) dµ, 
0 
considered by Nicholsons for integer -values of n and m only. 
1 Hobson, Spherical and Ellipsoidal Harmonics, p. 87. The references to Ferrers. 
and Adams, who considered this integral, are given there. 
2 W. N. Bailey, "On the product of two Legendre functions," Proc. Cansb. Phil.. 
Soc. 29 (1933), 173, results (4.1) and (4.2). 
3 J. Dougall, Proc. Edin. Math. Soc. 37 (1919), 33 -47, formula (3). 
1 Nicholson, Phil. Mag. (6) 43 (1922), 783. 
5 Phil. Mag. (6), 43 (1922), 1 -29, " Zonal Harmonics of the second kind." 
uL,A.4. 
4g DEFINITE INTEGRALS INVOLVING LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS 
2. In the expansion for (g2 - 1)i"n Pp (g) Q7 (pt) given by W. N. 
Bailey' we put m = 0. We have the result 
(2'1) Pp (N') QQ (Mo _ 
A, Ap-rAq-p+r 2q - 2p + 4r + 1 Qg+p+2r (N) r=o A7.+,. 2q -2p + 2r + 1 
2 where (2)s i (2)2 -r y (2 - m)r . = A3 , i.e., 
(q + n - r) - ̀27 -r' Aron, - ! 
AS = A° = A3,0; A3" g = (-)(ni 
s ) 
8 
, q p and p and q are positive 
( )8 
integers or zero. 
From the definition 
Qn (cos 0) _ {Qn (cos O + 0i) + Q,, (cos O - 0i)} 
we see, after putting g = cos O + 0i and g = cos O - 0i successively 
in (2.1), adding and dividing by 2, that (2.1) is also valid for g = cos 0, 
for real values of O. We multiply both the sides of (2.1) by Q,,, (g), 
where R (n) > 0, and integrate with respect to from g = - 1 to 
g = + 1, remembering the results 
3(2'2) 
Jl IQ,ra(.)Qn(!.)dN' 
[ {0 (n + 1) -0 (m + 1)} {1 + cos m77- cos nrr} - sin (n - m) rr] 
(m-n)(m+n+1) 
= B,, say, where R (m) > 0, R (n) > 0 and m==n, and 
4 (2'3) 
J1 
{Qn (g)}2 dg -. 2n+1 
[ 
(1+cos2 nrr) ,(2) (n+ =Bn,n say, 
where R (n) > 0, 0 (t -{-- 1) = d {log P (t -}- 1)} and 0(2' (z) = d2 {log IP (z)}. 
Tit 
i L.c., formula (5.4). 
2 I have to thank a referee for suggesting this notation and other modifications in 
this paper. 
3 Ganesh Prasad, "On non -orthogonal systems of Legendre's functions," Proc. 
Benares Math. Soc., 12 (1930), 33 -42. 
Shabde, "On some series and integrals involving Legendre functions," Bull. 
Calcutta Math. Soc., 25 (1933), 29. 
3 
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We have 
(2'4) J 1 1Pp (N') Qq (p) Q.(0 c114 
p A Ap -r Aq -p +r 2q -2p + 4r + 1 
r=o Aq +r 2q - 2p + 2r +1 Bq- p +2r, n 
where R (n) > 0, q > p and p and q are positive integers or zero. 
As a simple deduction from (2.4) we have 
(2.5) J'Pp (p) Qq (µ) Qn (p) dµ = 0, if q -p + n is an odd integer. 
To evaluate f 1 Pq, (F.c) Qq (p) Q (p.) dµ, 
0 
where p and q are positive integers or zero such that q . p and 
R (n) > 0, we proceed in the same manner as for (2.4) using in place of 













11 ( 2 ) 11( 
n 
- 




= Cm, n say, where m==n, R (m) > 0 and R (n) > 0; and 
nrr II\n21/H\2) 
2 II(m21)II/2\ 
(2'7) Jo EQ. (Or d _ f 11[Q (w)]2 dw = 2n -f- 1 L 4 (n + 1)] 
= Cn,n say, where n is a positive integer. 
We have, finally, 
(2'8) Jo Pp(f"-)Qq(F+O)Qn(p)di. 
2' ArAp- rAq -P +r 2q- 2p+4r+1 
ro Aq +r 2q - 2p + 2r + 1 Ca- 9+2r' n 
where R (n) > 0, q > p, and p and q are positive integers or zero. 
Dhar and Shabde, " On the non - orthogonality of Legendre's functions," Bull. 
Calcutta Math. Soc., 24 (1932), 185. 
At 
4+ DEFINITE INTEGRALS INVOLVING LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS 
When n is a positive integer (2.4) can be deduced from (2.8), since 
fl 1Pp (µ) Qq (µ) Qn (!) dµ = {1 + (- 1)p +q +n) I Pp (µ) Qq (,u) Q,("2,) dµ 
To evaluate Pp (µ) Qq (µ) Qn (µ) dµ, where R (n) > 0, q > p, p and q 
1 
being positive integers or zero, we use (2.1) with the results 
1 (1) J 
w 
Qa (µ) Qm (µ) dµ = (m 
1) -ti (n + 1) 
1 (m- n)(m+n+1) 
R (m) > 0, R (n) > 0, m * n, and 
- D,,,, ,,, say, where 
(ii) 
J 
[Qn (µ)]2dµ = 1 0(2) (n + 1) = Dn, n say, n being a positive 
1 2n+ 1 
integer. 
So we have 
(29) 
J1 
Pp CO (2g (µ) Qn (p) dFu 
Ap -r Aq -p +r 2q -2p + 4r + 1 
r--o Aq +r 2q -2p -!- 2r + 1 
Dq -p +2r, n 
where R (n) > 0, q > p, q and p being positive integers or zero. 
3. Taking Ferrers' definitions for P'g (µ) and Qn (µ), it can be directly 
shown that 
(3'1) ÇQ(i) Pp µ (I) d 
1 
[ {Pvto Qn (I L) - Qn (N) PpZ(!)} (1 - µ2) 
7 
(P- ra)(p -!nr1) dµ dµ 1 
= 0, if p + n is even, 
2 (p +m)!, ifp-!-nis odd, pZlit. 
(p- n)(13 +n +1) (P - in) ! 
Converting the expansions for (µ2 - 1)im Pp (p.) PQ (p.) into Ferrers' 
notations we get 
(3'2) (1 - 112)mFp (µ) Pq (µ) ' (P+m)!(q-i-m)! - ( _1 ) 2m(p- m)!(q -m)! q+m A Ana Ana r, m q-r p-r m r=0 
2g -!- 2p -F- 2m - 4r -!- 1 Pm 
2q + 2p + 2m - 2r + 1 p+q+m-2r (µ) 
1 Ganesh Prasad, i.e., p. 40. 
2 W. N. Bailey, i.e., formula (3.3). 
N. G. SHABDE 4-.rJ 
Multiplying the two sides of (3.2) by Qn (s), and integrating with 
respect to from µ = - 1 to µ = 1, we have, after using (3.1), 
(3.3) 
J1 
(1 - 1u2)im Pp(IL) P7(µ) Qñ (µ) dµ =0, if p + q f m + n is even, 
and 
m (p + m) ! (q + m) ! l - (- ) 2m (p-m)! (q-m)! 
Aron, A7 r `4p-r 2q+2p-{-2m-4r+1 
r=o Ap+¢+na r 2p-!-2q-}-2m-2r-}-1 
2 +q +2m -2r)! 
(p+q+m -2r -n) (p±q±m- 2r+n+1)(p+q -2r)! 
if p+q+m+n is odd such that p+q > 0, p -q Z 2m and n <p -q -mot 7 ht1i ++n 
¡1 
4. To evaluate 
J 
Pp (µ) P7 (ß,,) P, (j,) (1 - µ2)" dµ, we use (3.2) with -1 
the results 
JP(x) (4.1) Pn, (x) dx = 0 if q + n is odd, 
2 - ( -1)k 2n } 1 ((n ±m)! if n = q and m - t = 2k, 
= 4 (n + t) ! Lk (- 1)k +s kc8 r +k- 8 -1Ck -7 (2n + 2k - 4s + 1) (n - t) ! 8 =0 
(q- t -2s)! (m +q)! (2q -2s)! (q - s + k)! (q - r - s)! 
(q +m -2s)! (q -m)! (q -s)! (q -r -s +k - 1)! 
(2q= 2k- 2r -2s- 1)! 
(2q - 2r - 2s + 1)! (2q + 2k -2s + 1)!] where n =q -2r, 
m -t = 2k, and the summation is taken over all values of s from 0 to r 
if r < k, and all values of s from 0 to k if r > k. 
Hence if p > m, q > m, n > t, p -q > 2m and m - t = 2k, k being 




(1 - µ2)4m Pp (µ) P7 (F") Pn (µ) dµ = 0 when p + q + n + n is 
1
an odd integer, and 
= (- 1)m (p + m) ! (q + m) ! 
q+ 
Ap -i 2P + 2q + 2m -41 -!- 1 
2m (p -m)! (q -m)! 1=0 Ap +2+m_1 2p + 2q + 2m -21 + 1 
1 
PI (f-) PM a- I -m -21 (14 dj, -1 
1 H. K. Sirkar, Proc. Edin. Math. Soc., 2, 1 (1927 -29), 244, "On the evaluation of 
r1 1 
J 
P PP dx and 
I 
P;' PQ dx. " 
6 
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wherem <n <p- q- m <p +q +m, 
( -1)m (p + m) ! (q + m) ! q++m í41,m Am l Ap -a 2p + 2q + 2m - 41 + 1 
2m (p - m) ! (q - m) ! 1 =0 Ap +q +m -a 2p + 2q + 2m - 2l + 1 
4 (n + t) ! 
L 
rtk ( -1)k +s k(8 r +k- 8- 
1G,k -1 (2n + 2k - 4s + 1) ! (n -t)! L8 =0 
(p +q +m- 21 -t -2s) ! (p +q +2m -21) ! (2p +2q +2m- 41 -2s) ! 
(p +q+ 2m - 21- 2s) ! (p +q -21) ! (p +q +m -21 -s) ! 
(p +q +m- 21 -s +k)! (p +q +m- 21 -r -s)! (2p +2q +2m- 41 +2k- 2r- 2s -1)! 
(p +q +m- 21- r- s +k -1)! (2p +2q +2m- 41- 2r- 2s +1)! (2p +2q +2m- 41 +2k- 2s +1)!_ 
where p + q+ m - 21 - 2r = n, the summation within [ ] being taken 
over all values of s from 0 to r if r < k, and all values of s from 
0tokifr >k. 
5. Following the method given by Ganesh Prasadi for evaluating 
J 
Q,,, (µ) Qn (lc) dp. for unrestricted values of m and n such that R(m) > 0, 
and R (n) > 0, the following results can be easily worked out: - 
(5'1) ÇP() Qrn(i)dt 
1 
- 1 + cos (m - n) 9r - 2 sin na cos ma (m + 1) - (n + 1)) 
TT 
(m - n) (m + n + 1) 
where R (m) > 0, R (n) > 0 and m +n. 
1 1 - cos n7r (52) Qn (µ) d - n (n + 1) , where R (n) > 0, 
(51) Jo Pn (P) ) dl- 
1 -1+ 11(2" 11(m2 1) cos n - (m- n)(m +n +1) n -1 II m ( 
nt) 
2 
( 2 ) (2) 
where R (m) > 0, R (n) > 0 and m==n. 
These results reduce to the values given by Nicholson2, when m 
and n are positive integers. 
1 L.e., p. 38. 
2 Phil. Mag. (6), 43 (1922), 1 -29. 
7 
From the PHmosoP$xCAL MAGAZINE, Ser. 7, vol. $viii. p. 1158, 
December 1934. 
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On some definite Integrals involving Legendre Functions. 
By N. G. SHABDE, Research Student, Mathematical 
Department, Edinburgh University. 
Introduction. 
IN a recent paper t, the author has obtained some 
definite integrals involving Legendre functions. The 
object of the present note is to generalize some of the 
results given in this paper. Also use is made of a 
theorem of MacRobert $ to evaluate an integral, the 
integration being with respect to the degree of the 
Legendre functions. Such integrals with respect to the 
degrees of the Legendre functions have been a subject of 
study in a recent paper § by MacRobert. As little is 
known regarding such integrals, it will be worth while 
studying such integrals. 
t Proc. Edin. Math. Soc. ser. 2, iv. part i. pp. 41 -46. This paper 
will be referred to as (P. 1) in this note. I take this opportunity of 
stating that (3.3) of (P. 1) is also valid if n >p+q -Em 
t Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. li. part ii. (no. 16), pp. 116 -126. This 
paper will be referred to as (P. 2). The theorem is given on p. 123. 
§ Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. liv. part ii. (no. 13), pp. 135 -144. 
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1. 
If p and q are positive integers or zero, R(n) >0, such 
that pd-q> 0, p > q, and R(n) <p-q or >p+q, then 
we have 
J 11 Pp(µ) Pg(µ) Q. (0 
dµ 
Ap-r.Ar,Ag_r(229+2q-4r+1 
r=0 Ap+g-r 2p+2q-2r+11 
x 
f1 
Pp+q-2r(µ) Qn(w) dµ 
Ap-r.A,.. A. (2p+2q-4r+1) 
r=o Ap+q-r `2p+2g-2r+ 1J 
x r -1-!- cos (n-p-q±2r)gr 1 (1.1) 
L (n-p-q-!-2r) (n-i-p+q-2r +1) .1 . 
bymeans (t'i.1) of (P.1). Here Ar - 2r(2)r , as in (P. 1). r! 
Similarly, with the same restrictions on p, q, and n as 
in (1.1), we have 
J 1 Pp(P) Pg(µ) Qn(2) dµ 0 
_ Ap_r.A,..Aq_r( 2p+2q-4r+11 1P d 
r=0 Ap+g-r \ 2p4-2q-2r+1 f p+q-2r(µ) Q,44) µ 
_ É Ap_r.Ar.Aq_r(2p-!-2q-4r+11 




\ 2 J ` 2 J 
cos (.p-!-q-2r-n l r 17(P+_2r_l)ji (n) 2 / 
. (1 .2) 
by means of (5.3) of (P. 1). 
Integrals involving Legendre Functions. ßê9 
§ 2. 
MacRobert's Fourier -Legendre integral theorem in 
(P. 2) states that 
"if F(A) BO) Px= (cos0)Vsin dO,O <p 
then 
2f 'F(A) . A. sin(TrA).PÀ_ 2(- cos0)1/sin0.dA 
_ {W(0 +0)+PO-0)}. p<B<q 
, 
0 , 0<B <p or g<0<7r 
We use this theorem with the integral 
J 
1 Pa(µ) . P(t) dt`= 
-1 
(m- n)(m +n +1) 
X L- 2sinm7r. sin n7r {tp(m+1)- 41(n+1) }+T sin (n- m)ar]. 
. . (2.1)* 
This result is valid if mOn and m+n +100. Putting 
n =A -¡ and taking m such that -2<m<O, we have 
1 +1 
-1 
Pnz(µ) PA -l(µ) (m- A +-) (m+ A +i) 
X [ 42sinmacosAir {1(m +1)- 0(A +4) } + -2cos(A- m)ir]. 
. . (2.2) 
Using the theorem stated above, we get 




X {41(m+1)-401+D}+ 2 cos (A-m)a1 dA 
=Pz(cosB); -11<m<0 and 0<0 <IT . . (2.3) 




ON THE VALUE OF f 66(0 Qn(P) dFt, 
-- I 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE 
I.. The object of the present note is (I) to examine carefully 
the integral f Q,(te). Qn(u), du for values of m and n, which 
are integers and different, and (2) to show that the result of 
Nicholson* that the integral is equal to zero, whatever different 
integers m and n may be, is wrong. The correct result has been 
given by G tnesh Prasad, in his paper,f "Oa non -orthogonal 
systems of Legendry s functions." 
Ganesh Prasad has proved that "if m and n are integers 
but both odd or both even, then the system is non -orthogonal," 
that is, in this case of m and n being both odd or both even 
integers , f Q,n. Q. dµ o when m #n. Thus, there is a 
-I 
I 
difference in the value off Q,n Qm dm as given by Ganesh Prasad 
and as that given by Nicholson for the case of m and n being 
both odd or both even integers and tnn, according to Ganesh 
Prasad the value being not equal to zero and according to 
Nicholson it being equal to zero. For other integral values of 
See in the Phil. Mag, (6) Vol XLIII, pp, 1-29, (5922), the paper by Prof. 
J. W. Nicholson, F. R. S , entitled "Zonal Harmonics of the second kind." 
t The Pros. Benares Math. Society, Vol XII, 5930, PP, 33 -42. 
$ Page 39, Ilird deduction, 
11 
I 
The Value Of l Qm(ti) Qn(f2)dp. 
-I 
m and n, m #n, the value of the integral/ Q. Qn 4 o actor., 
ding to both. 
Let us first state the proof of Prof. Nicholson*:- 
Q. (p) may be defined as 
¡Pm(p) log ±µ , Eo a rm -2r- 
and the coefficients ar are numerical. 
I I 
1 Qm. Qn. dµ=(7n-ri)(m+ni+I) 
C(I-f42) (QmQ'n-QnQ,ut) -I .- I 
We shall suppose that Fe lies between +1 and m and n are 
integers. 
(I-fA2) (QmQ'n-Qn Qn) 
=(I-,(42) X r=o ar Pm-2, -I s-o a, P r n-2s--I 
-( I -f12) 2ar P yn-2r-1 aQ Pn-28-1 
2 
+ µ 
(1 -14 2) P n log lar Pni-D.-1 
+ (t -02) Pam log I ±µ 2aa P n -2r -1 
rand P' are polynomials and finite for all values of fl concerned, 
Therefore, the first two rows vanish by virtue of the factor 1 -µ2. The 
next two rows also vanish because the limit of (I -µ2) log I. +le 
I -g 
is zero when ,u= ±I. Therefore f Q. Q. dµ =0. 
-1 
3. We shall now examine this proof critically. 
Let us find the value of 
L. c., pp 1-2, 
N. G. S1iABDE 
(t -µ ") (Q, .(2'n -Qn Q'm) and then see whether it agrees with 
that given by Nicholson. 
Q'n(µ) c dQn - P'n lo 14-11 I I -µ _l. Pn I -z s o as P',r-qt-i, 
Q I -}-1 I 
Q',n11) = 
dlµm- 
P',n.log -4-P1. I-µ.2 r-o arPm-2r-11 
11 
Qniµ)'/Pn(N 
I ) log Iµ 31 -0 °i Pn-_s-li 
Qm(fr) = 1P,,(11). 
I -}-u 
). log P I -µ r-o ar m_2r_1. 
Hence 
n 
(1-1A2) (Q.. a dQ - n. m ) 
=0 -N,2) [{IPm(ft) log + - 2,m ar. Pm-2r-1 
X{, I -1- /l I . 
¡Pn. log -FP,. I-µs -- a_o'' P'=-2s-11 
-{,Pn. log I - 8=0 as' Pn-2s-1 }x 
X{' 
I -t- ¡1 I 
f ¡ P,n.log I-µ -I-P,n 1-µ2 - r=oar Pm-2r-1I] 
. The rows given in Nicholson's proof 
+ (I -µ'l) 
14.4 .i' (I__.µ2) 4. P,,, Pf. ( log I 
(I -la2) I. P',nPn ( log 
I --1-u 
-1s 
+ (t -142) { P,n Fn. /.._/22 log I%µ 








4- The Value Of Qm(µ) Qn(µ) p. 
-I 
where 




Zar P'm-2r -.1- Pm 1as P'n -2s -1 } 
=The rows given by Nicholson+ 
T} I. 2 i 2 1-P2 2 ( µ ;.sá. Pm.I''n.( log ± . P'm. Pn t log ±µ 
+ Pm t2as. Pn -25-1) - (Pa. N ryr. Pm -2r -1} 
So our expression for (I -µ2) (Q z Q'ñ Q1. gm) differs 
from that given by Nicholson by the last two rowe. When we 
substitute the limits + r for p, the rows of Nicholson vanish 
and also the first of our rows vanishes as the limit of (I 
.( log 14 µ )2 is zero when µ =4-1 as will be seen by evaluating µ 
the undetermined form, 
Now coming to our last row we see that it cannot vani8h if 
the limits are substituted, when m and n are both odd or both even 
integers/ 
Thus, it is definitely seen that 
fQm Qn dµo 
-I 
when m; m and m and n are both odd 
or both even integers. 
Thus, it is clear 
that the result given by Ganesh Prasad that "if vz and n are 
integers but both odd or both even, then the system (of Legendre's 
functions Qiz of the second kind) is non -orthogonal is correct, 
In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to Prof, 
Ganesh Prasad for the kind interest he has taken in the prepara- 
tion of this note. 
See -r-E-x t p o- e 
= 2 Co-s C+ 
+ 
) 
- -I 44 
,- 4= C1-=-' 
=o - 
Y = h,, -i- I 







4. Let us work out a special case by actual calculations. If 
we use the expansions 
Go 
I ' \ I` 
Q0- ----- 
C o 2 r, t I 2 n, 2 ni + I 
1,,=o 
Q 
°-- I .t I 
C 2n, - 1 





+. 1 I - C2n-i +J h#I 
Yv = o 
cc, I I 
Q C z -3 n +I ) - 
1-t. =9 
The value of the integral may be calculated by means of the 
Parseval's theorem for Legendre series. In particular 
Qo z 
dt( 
1 I I I I I I 
+1 ) ft ¡+4)7 34 




To prove that the integral is not zero we have to prove that 
+ ! u , __ . ) } 14- 3. 4- 5. 6 C 3 1 . 
That is, that 
3 











(2+3)@. -rv ++)(2 *`.-t- SJ 
a h = o (D. r,-I- 3) (,2 n,-F 4) ( 
n +q 
Hence the series is less than 
{(I123) 
3 if. S 5 , '7 
(.51-}- `.6.7 + 
----1 z(i 
J 
! - -I- ' 1'2. 23 3 
1 
-- _ 32 
This is certainly less than 3 
8 
} 









ON THE SUMMATION OF INFINITE SERIES OP 
LEGENDRE' S POLYNOMIALS . 
BY 
N. G. SRABDE. 
(Calcutta University) 
The object of the present paper is to add to the list of such series 
0 
of Legendre's polynomials of the type z a P(x), a being indepen- 
=o 
dent of the argument r, as admit of being summed up into forms, 
compact and free from the sign of integration. 
Among those who have given such series may be mentioned Bauer,* 
Heine,t Most, $ Routh §, Hargreaves,¶ Chapman, ii Darling, ** 
Stuart and Ganesh Prasad.ff 
Many of the series given below are believed to be new and these 
are starred. There are also numbers of other series, which deserve 
speoial attention, as, although they can be summed up by combining 
certain known and new series or by known methods used by previous 
writers, their sums are so simple that they merit to be added to the 
list. These series are not starred. 
* Von den Coefficienten der Reihen von Kugelfunktionen einer Variablen " 
Crelle's Journal, Bd. 56. pp. 101 -121. 
t Handbuch der Kugelfunktionen, Bd I. 
$ " Ueber die Differentialquotienten der Kugelfunktionen " Crelle's Journal, Bd. 
70, pp. 163 -168. 
§ Proceedings London Mathematical Society, Vol. XXVI, pp. 481 -491. 
¶ " Expansion of Elliptic integrals by zonal harmonics with some derived 
integrals and series." The Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. XXVI, 1897, pp. 89 -98. 
" On the expansion of (1 -2r cos 9 +r2)' in a series of Legendre's functions." 
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. XLVII, 1916, pp. 16 -26. 
SN " On Legendre's coefficients and Associated functions with non - integral 
subscripts and their connection with the elliptic integrals." Q. J. of Mathematics, 
Vol. XLIX, pp. 289.301. 
1 t " On the summation of infinite series of Legendre's functions," Bulletin 
of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, Vol. XXII, pp. 159 170. 
N. G. SHABDE 
My sincere thanks are due to Professor Ganesh Parsad, at whose 
kind suggestion I undertook this problem_of summation. 
In the first part of this paper is :given the :list of the series along 
with their sums and more or less full hints for obtaining the results 
are given in the second part of the paper. 
Unless otherwise stated, the argument of the Legendre Polynomial 
P. is understood to be x =cos O and)a \orV,,which occurs in the series, 
is supposed to be less than unity. 
PART I. 
z .s(+) p-,=is 
L 
log r3--r+ -1-2xrs+rs ( 
3(n-{-1) 1-x 
00 e 1+ cos [' lo cot . 
9 
Z 1 









_ } 1 
 
I- V-2 1-.c 
4 
22 (1-a;)-1-x-4 x+1J 
( -1) "P" 
(4 ) Z (n + 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3) 





2V2 (1+á)-1+x-h x1-1] 
I9 
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00 P" 
(5) z 
(n + 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)(n+4) 
1 [_58+9-3-1 
lo 
1-m+ 2(1-æ) - 2 1-x 
S 15r9-22.r.-F7 4/2(1-x) 
6 
+í 15.r2-27x-{-14 1 
6 
00 (-1)"Pp 6) *? (n-í-1)(n+2)(n-I-3)(n+4) 
] 5xs+9:c23x-1 l0 1+r+-2(1-í-.r) 
-g2 g 1+.c 






a"+bp ras 4/1-2aæ+a2+ 7 :r. as 4/1-2ax+a2 n+5 L 4. 4.3 
+ 
2 
4/1-2ax+a2 . x'- 
+1-2a.c+a2 + ?- 34x2.3 4 .a;s-.2 x 








x4x\ 2.3x -x-3:c)-4\ 2 
2G N. G. sHABDE 
P r S 1 7 1 5 7 3 (8) Z n+5= L V2(1-2) 4 -1-4,3 '+ 2 ' 3 `4 xg 2.4 
7.2x+7 3 5 ti3.3x +S2 7 _5,3.7 3 +3.3 
4.3 42'3 4.2 z3'4` 2.3.4` 4.2 
log 1-x+-2(1-x) 7 re 3.5.x3 
-- 
1.5 2 
1-x 3 4' ` 2.3 2.3 3 


























} log 1+x+ 4/2(1+x) _7 
4 
( _3.5.a3 :3 
l+x ` `L. 
(10) ? (- 1)2n+32A+1 = c tan -1 _ - .c 
z (- 1) -1Pa _ .r +a, loa 1- x + log (1 +x) -1 
=0 2(ßz +l) 1 -x 2 
z ( -1) ̂P2 n +l -V:c +3x( x -1) -0 2n, +4 2 2 
+ (33,3 -' J 2 
1 [ log (1 +`L) +( 32a 2 ) log 11 cx 
z (_1}^-1P-^ =;r x' +( 3,u2 l tani 1 =0 29z+3 a `L ? \ 2 1 l æ 
zi 





(-1)"Pa - r_/., 5 x' 
.F0 2(n--2) L 3+3 Z 
} ---)11'.e + 2 log (1 i x)- l +.e log 
1- 4x 
1 -x 
. l o g - 
6 
log 11 "x .1 
00 





-1 t ,x 
3 
\ æ' a n 
B 
(16) 







tan' 1( Vcos B.)1 4n+1 4 2 B 2 J l+sin 
4`(17) P z 1.3.5...2m -1 2K 
° n =, 2.4...2n 7 {2(1 -x) }4 
K being the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, with (modulus)' 
=4(1 -sin ). 
oo 
4,18 P+ (- ) P_2 K 1 
( ) 2.4..:2n n {2(1 
K having the same meaning as in (17)c.,,.tk.(w4- 4.-4)1= A ) 
0O .s n+s 1 
*(19) n 2n+3 Pn - 2 [u-2 dn u. es ac {-2 ds u-2E(u)], 
where u =cn-1 1 +ra , cos 2 and E (u) is the elliptic integral of 
the second kind, the modulus k of these elliptic functions being cos 2 




`Z - sine 11 2 J' n=o 2n-I-3 
K and E being complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind 
with modulus k =cos 2 . 
00 (-1)»4.an+s 1 r *(21) Z 2n-}-3 
P 
2 Lu-2 
do u cs u+2 ds u-2 E(u) 
























- L2 -E-sin .(2 1, 
K and E having the same meaning as in (20). 
(-1)nr'»-i 1 (25) »z 2n-1 Px 2[ u-2 dn u es u-2 ds u- 2 E(u)1 
n=cn-1 t 1+ra , sin 11. 
*(26) xZ 2n-1 L2 -E-cos B2 ' 
$ and E having the same meaning as in (22). 
SUMMATION OF INFINITE SERIES OF LEGENDRE,S POLYNOMIALS 
°O Pn __ 1 
27) n.o (2n-1)(2n+3) 2-J2 1-x 
(28) z (-1)` Pn -- 1 /1+x. 
n=o (2n-1)(2n+3) 2A/T- 
oo 
Pn 1 3/2 (21 n? (2n-1)(2n-3)(2n+3)(2n+5) 36-2 (1-x) 
°O -(-1)213 - 1 :3/2 (30) (2n-1)(2n-3)(2n+3)(2n+5) 36A/0- (1+x) 
0o ,§n1-5 1 
42(31) n 2n+5 Pn= 3 [ rA/1-2rax-I-r.4 
*(32) 
+4x, ti" -dn u cs u+ds u-E (u) 
a 
{- cn-1( 
1+Ma , cos 8)11' 




cos 6 l +ra 2 
272 nta 
( 2n +5 Pn- 3 r%/1 +2r$,c+r* - (4x +1)L 






*(33) nz 2 Pn5 - 3 [ -2(i -x) +4x r2.-S. -E -}-sin K 1, 
modulus of K and E being cos '2 
*(34) (-1)4P2- 1 no 2n+5 3 [2os -4 cos B cos 
- K(4 cos 9 +1) +4 cos O.E j, 
modulus of K and E being sin 
2 
N. G. SHABDE 
°O P 5 8 E 4 *(35) 2 (2n- 1)(2n +5) - [ -1s sin {1 -.3 cos 
+ 
12 
{1_- (4 cos 0 -1) } s i n ! ], 
modulus of K and E being cos 92.. 
(- 1) "P,. r *(36) nz (2n- 1)(2n +5) - L 18 cos 2 -6 {1 +3 cos 01 
+ 12 {1 +- (4 cog 9 +1)} +9 cos o cos B 
modulus of K and E being sin -26' 
*(07) 
00 P Kr _4 cos 0-1 1_E 4 
, (2n +5)(2n +3) 4 L 1 3 J 
C 1 cos o] 
+ [- 
6 
in 2 -3 cos o sin 
L 
1, 
modulus of K and E being cos 
Z 
. 





cos O cos 
Z 
], 
modulus of K and E being sin 
2 
. 
] -2 [ 1+3 cos H ] 
°O P 
- rK 4 cos 0-1 (39) z (2n+1)(2n+5) L 8 {1- 
-6 sing -3 cososin2 -cos o.E], 
modulus of K and E being cos 2 , 
25 
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( ) 
(-1)"P'; r K (1+ 4 cos B+1 
n=o (2n-1-1)(2n+5) - L 8 3 1. 
1 
6 
cos 2+ 3 cos B cos 2- 3 cos 0.E J, 
modulus of K and E being sin . 
*(41) 
where 
00 ßn+1 l 
3n-F-1 
P'"= [4 ú-1 (-34 ; ga+gs / ó-1\4 ; g'" gis 
O_1( -,' r 
2, '\ 
r l-4 -1 
X ggg ;g"gs )1' 
H--3 $_2x+5 g_18a,+9 2 9x-}-3 11....X2-2x+9 
4 y 2 y 4 y 2 4 Kr=-3Y- ,4 5-2x ya+18x-9yt+3 (9x y-a,g-l.2x+9 
4 2 4 2 4 
i 
X =(y+2)(y'-3y-2x) 
X'=(y-2)(yg -3,y-2 r) 
15 11 7x a2 g,=-3.r.+4 gs=- 
a 
g'a=3(x+4 egs=-4-4 81 
being the Weierstrass's notation for the elliptic function, for example 
('OO ds 
V4s'--g2s-gs 
=ö-'(s; ga, gs) 
6 
42- N. G. SHABDE 
oc 
*(42) nZ 3n+1 = 4 0_' (4 g2' 
\ 
s I- 0-1 /3 
; 9'/9' 9/ s) 
*(43) 
*(44) 
1 -1 7 a.2+138x+185 
32(1-x) ; g" gs) 





L4 4 g 2g s 4; 92, 9s 
1 t _, 7:2-138.c+185 
4 32(1+x) 'g2' 9s )] 
O° ,3,14k H 1 fi i g2'gs J n 372+2 P"-= L4 0_ (_.-; / 





 z Pn = 1 (x+138+185 
n=o 3n+2 4 32(1-x) ;.7 "gs) 
*(46) 
_1(i 
)- _(4 . , ;g2'g ` g's, gs l 
1 1 ( x2-138./+185 








Z Pn 1 ó-1(3, ) 372+1)(372+2) 2 4 g2' gs 
1 (..2-1-138x-1-185 
L _1 321-x) ' 2. gs) 
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( 
* 
1xP = 1 3 grs 48 ' gra+ =o (3n-{--1)(3n -}-2) 2 4 ) 
1 x2-138.0 185 r + ¡ 
32(1-{-a,) 3 2, s 
00 





( cos 2 
. sd u ), 
4 cos 
2 
a2"-1 a2"-g a2"-b 
A" 2n-1 2n-3 + 2n- 5 
-+"' 
+( -1)" tanl(a)+(- 1) " -'a and zc =cn-1(1 1+2 -a2 cos 8 
*(50) zg - 1 -!- 1 --I ...(-1)' (7- 1 P Ii `2'rz-1 2n-3 27z-1 4 - ) 4 
ar 1 e 
8 cos e 8 
2 





*(51) Z A.P.- u- 1 tan 1 cos sd u , 
" - 4 4 cos 
2 
a2 " +1 a2 
" -1 a2 -3 
where A 2n +1 2n -1 + 2n -3 
-+ 
and u= cnl( 1-I-a2 , cos 2) . 
00 
*(52) Z r 2n +1 2n1 1 + 2n1 3 2n1 5 + "' 
( -1)" (1-1 )]P = - 21- 9 + 6 9 
8 cos 8 cos 




N. G. SIIABDB 
00 
r 1 *(53) Apn= ák log L l±k 1+k ed u J' 
a2"2 a2R -4 
where A = 2n 2n -2 + 2n -4 -+ 
.-1 (-1) a' 
+ log (1 -f-a2) and u- cn-1(1i:a9 , k), k being =cos oo- 





8 cos 1 -cos 
1+cos 
P 
1 ( 1 w' +a *(55) 
4n-}-5 " [C - a 
- dn w. es w-}-E(w')-E(w) J, 
where a= 2+2 cos ' /3= A/ 2 -2 cos B 
dn ui as 
1 
= an a ,ß l and '=K-sc-1 w ( w , 1- 1/ a' 






*(56) 2 Pw = 1 [Ca_1 sn \a ,ß l -}-aE- a J ` a 1
- aE jsn1C)_adns;1(, ß 
x 
modulus of K and E being , \/ 
SUMMATION OE INFINITE SERIES OF LEGENURE' S POLYNOMIALS -86- 
*(57) " (4 +5P"= 2 Ltá- 4 'fsnl`2 ,/ 1.1-a'E- 
- áE jsnl\21,ß'e-ádnsn 1L,ßl f}X 
( 1 ar ß/ \ % cs su 
';i1 
where a'= 
and E being 
°° ¡- 
*(58) n A"Pn=áL sn `\ 1 
r-F r 
,V2 +2 sin > ß'= ,/2 -2 sin 







and modulus of K 
-l3" `o', a) 
a' r a3. k'sn a. on a. dn a 
a' -' a' -4 -1 where ka - , sn'a= , (0'= K-sß 1 
ß 
Er"-1 
r3" -3 -I 
and A 
4n -1 - 
'(o;, a) denoting the elliptic integral of the third kind. 
*(59) 2 [I i 1 .{ ... -1 + ] p, =1[1 sn1(a f ß 
n_o 4n -1 4n -3 4 a a 
2{kg, a) 
a a'k'sn a'sn a dn a 
 
30 
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0o 
*60) 2 A.P.- r Roo', a1 
=o Lagkgsn a enadna J ' 
y4 " -1 -1 





4n+1 4n -1 +... +1- 4 








(}- 3)(4aP - 1) = 2 r , modulus of K being , 1-g2- . 
00 
Yn 1 pi 1 a 
-1 \a 3 ) 
(64) 
(4n-h5)(4n-I-1) 4 La + a 
sn 2 
1 
+ 2Eisn (2'ß) j- a 
dnfsnl(2 ,ß )jcs isnl 
modulus of K and E being 'V 1--a2. 
a a))J 
2'a 
1 P> 1 K r po (- )" _ ß .) {65 
(4n-45)(4n-f-1) 
- 
4 [.+(1.7 a' -0$1711(a; , ar 
a 1 á + 
2 
E i sn ( )- 
2 
3l 
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-ladn (snlal ß, 1} 1.7'1( a ß 1} - ,- cs , , 
2 2 a `l, a' i 
modulus of K and E being ,/ 1 -ßßa . 
(66) z P 1 ra Esnl( a ß l}- aE 
,=o (4n-{-5)(4n-{-3) 2 L2 t \2 'a JI 2 












sn1 'ß )1, 
modulus of K and E being J, -ß9 . 
J 
00 
( -1) -0 (67) rtZ (4n- 
I- 5)(4n +3) - Right hand side of (66) with a, ß being 






r to dt 
1 n 1 
3(n +1) (1- 2,rts+16)2 
On integrating out,the result follows immediately. 
Result (2) 
can be obtained by subtraction from 
oo -- log { sin ( 1+sin ) } n 
00 
and (ii) ( -1)4 p -- log { cos 6 ( 1+ cos 2 )} 1 n l 
68 N. G. SAIDE 
Result (3). 
00 
1 1 (1 -a)2. da Pn f an(1- a)3da= f 
n =o 41- 2ax -{-a' 
o 0 
The result follows from integrating out both the sides. 
Result (4). In (3) change .s into -x. 
Result (5). 
00 (1-a)'da f a"(1-a)3dac f 
° o o 
4/1-2axa2 
Result (6). Change x -x in (5). 
Result (7). 
oo 
o n+5 = d (1-2(10-l-0)1 
0 
The result follows by ordinary processes of Integral Calculus. 
Result (8). Put a =1 in (7). 
Result (9). Change x into --o) in (8). 
Results (10) to (15). Put a =i in results (30)/ (31) and (32) of 
Prof. Ganesh Prasad's paper* and equate the real and imaginary parts. 
Result (16). This is obtained by combining the result (2) with the 
well -known result (26) of Prof. Prasad's paper. 
Result (17). 
+ P". f 1 an j1 da 71)° 







put a =cos O 
32 
33 
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Change x into -x in (17) 
°O.n"+s / tadt 
o 2n 3P"- 
o (1-2xt9-1-t4)'-s 
For integration of the right -hand side we make the substitution 
t 
(' 1 -0 
2 -J (1- 2a.t$-I-t4) zdt= cri 1C 1+.t9 
o 






Put-r=1 in (19) 
Change x into -,r, in (19) 






P"- f t-s{(1-2xtá-I4*) -1}dt 
o 
To integrate the right -hand side we make the same substitution 




$ Result (27). 
Put r =1 in (23) 
Change .s into -x in 23) 
Change .c into -x in (25) 
Combine results (20)(and (24) 
f Greenhill's Elliptic Functions, p. 61. 
}f See Modern Analysis, Whittaker and Watson, Third Edition, p. 516. 
These, viz. (27) and (29) follow also as particular cases of the expansion of 
nti 
1 2x 1 given by Bauer, Crelle's Journal, Bd. 56. 
3 z 
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Result (28). 
Change x into -x in (27) 
Result (29). 
Apply Bauer's result* to (27) 
Result (30). 







we have } the reduction formula 
x '-9 -X- (nt - 1)au , +4(9n -t )bu, _1 +6(m- 2)cu ,_s 
+ 4(m -s)du,_3 +(ma- 3)eu , -s 
x"'.dx 
where u, =f , X=a.c4+4b.i;s+6cx'+4dx+e - X 
In our case x =t, a =e =1, b =d -0, 6c= -2x. The result follows 
immediately. 
Result (32). 
Change x into -x in (31) 
Result (33). 
Put r =1 in (31) 
Result (34). 
Change x into -x. in (33) 
Result (35). 
Combine results (33) and 124) 
Result (36). 
Change x into -,r. in (35) 
Result (37). 
Combine results (33) and (20) 
Result (38). 
Change .c into -x in (37) 
* Modern Analysis, p. 333, Ex. 25, Third Edition, 
t Greenhill's book, p. 200. 
35- 
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Result (39). 







Change x into -x in (39). 
P= J(1-2.cts +16) $dt. 
o 
To integrate the right hand side we see that it is of the form 
dz 
J a +yza+Rzs 
This hyperelliptie integral has been found by R. A. Roberts * to be 
equal to 
where a =ß =1, =t, y=-2x. 
1 
2-k it dy dy 1 (y-2k)1 (y-I-20 V{ß(ya-3k2y-{-7)} 
s 
where a=/3. k6 and y =z+ - . In our case k =1 and y= z- +-z -1. Thus 
z 
j(1 -2xts t6)-idt has been made to depend upon the two elliptic 
integrals 








(i) and (ii) can be integrated out t easily. 
Result (42). 
Put r =1 in (41) 
Proceedings L. M. S., Vol. XXII, p. 32.. 
t See Greenhill's book, p. 62. 
6 
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Result (43). 
Result (44). 
Change x into - c in (42). 
r"+á 
p 3n+2 Pa- I (1-2xts+tE) 2.t.dt. 
This hyperelliptic integrals.: also can be made to depend upon the 





Put r =1 in (44). 
Change x into -x in (45) 
Combine (41) and (42) 
Change x into -x in (47). 
Result (49). 
Pa 
¡as"da ¡ da 
n =p of .l+as (1+0) -1- 20:c+a* 
a 
To integrate 
J 1 +'a a put a =tan O and we get A.. 
o 
To integrate the right hand side we have the substitution 
u -J 1 -ae cos 9 / and we get 2 
0 1- 2a9x -1 a* \ 1 +0 2 
da 
(1+a2o (1-í-a9) -1- 2a2x+a* 
integrated out. 
Result (50). 
---1f [1 +en u]du which t can be easily 
Put a=1 in (44). 
* Proceedings L. M. S., Vol. XXII, p. 32. 
t lodern Analysis, p. 216. Third Edition. 
36 
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Result (51). 
We find that 
0o ,. a Oda 
0 ö 1-1-a2 o ó (1+0),1- 2a2x-1 a4 
which integrals can be evaluated as in (49) and the result follows 
immediately. 
Result (52). 









These integrals can be easily evaluated leading to the result. 
Result (54). 
Put a =1 in (53). 
Result (55). 
°O r.4 ^+5 
P 
j r4dr 
. fao04n-}-5 0 1-2.crd.1-r8 
r4dr j (u2-1)du 
4/1-2x0 -9.$ u4-4u2 F2(1-x) A/v4(-I-vg4-v21hd2v 1-x) 
where r-)- 1 -u, r-- -v. 
r r 
it 
Thus the hyperelliptic integrals has been made to depend upon a 
sum of elliptic integrals which can be easily evaluated.$ 
Result (56). 
Result (57). 
Put r =1 in (55), 
Change x into -x in (56). 
* Modern Analysis, p. 216, Third Edition. 
t A Tract on the Addition of Elliptic and Hyperelliptic Integrals, by Michael 
Roberts, 1871, p. 59. 
$ See Greenhill's book, pp. 33 and 162, and Modern Analysis, p. 516. 
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Result (58), 
°O dr 2 AnPn=J 0 0 (1+r')V1-2xr4-}-rg 
dr du dv +' 
(l+r')-1-2xr4+r8 Vv4-h4v'-E-2(1-x) 
dv 
(y2 +4) 'Vv4 +4v' +2(1 -x) 
where v =r- 1 and u =r+1 . 
r r 
The elliptic integrals can be evaluated as in (55) to give the result. 
Result (59), 
Put r =1 in (58). 
Result (60). 
00 r2dr 1 
An P 
0 (1 +r2) 4/1- 2xr4 +r8 
in (55) and (58). 
Result (61). 
Put r =1 in (60). 
Result (62). 
Combine results (41) and (43) of Prof. Ganesh Prasad's 
paper.* 
Result (63). 
Change x into -x in (62). 
Result (64). 
Combine result (41) of Prof. Ganesh Prasad * with the 
result (56) of this paper. 
Result (65). 
Change x into -x in (64). 
Result (66). 
Combine result (56) of this paper with result (42) of Prof. 
Ganesh Prasad.* 
which can be evaluated as 
Result (67). 
Change x into -x in (66). 
* l.c. 
Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol, XXIII, No. 1 (1931). 
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ON THE SUMMATION OF INFINITE SERRIES OF 
LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS. 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE. 
(Calc utta University.) 
(Read, the 23rd August, 1931.) 
Introduction. -The object of the present paper is to sum such 
infinite series of Legendre's. functions, P (cosh v) or Q (co9h u), 
with non- integral n,- as admit of being summed up into forms, compact 
and free from the sign of integration. 
The first successful attempt at the summation of such series has 
been made by Professor Ganesh Prasad,* who has recently given 
ten such sums. 
Many of the series given below are believed to be new and they are 
starred. There are also a number of other series, which deserve special 
attention, because, although they can be obtained as deductions from 
the results of Professor Prasad or by methods quite analogous to those 
used by him, their sums are so simple and interesting that they merit 
to be added to the list. These series are not starred. 
My sincere thanks are due to Professor Ganesh Prasad for sugges- 
ting to me this continuation of his work and for his kind and keen 
interest in it throughout its course. 
Taking K, (cosh fr) =P_ß +, (Cosh i(r), 
(1) K1 (cosh tk) + Ks (cosh i)-5 K5 (cosh i)- K, (cosh ip) 
++--++-- to inf. 
2 
k2F(h, k=e, for 0 < < 4 , 
* " On the summation of infinite series of Legendre's functions," (second paper), 
Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, Vol. XXIII, No, 3, pp. 115-124. 
20 
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= 1 k2 F'(,. k=e for 4 < < 34. $ 
Proof : 
It is known * that 
¡ cos p d 
K1, (cosh ,(i) =2- J , 
o {2 (cosh G-cosh ¢)}z 
Therefore, the series in question has the sum 
2 ` dcß 1 cos 54) 




o {2 (cosh -cosh 0) }2 
cos 70+ to inf. . (i) 
The cosine t series within the crooked brackets equals when 
-4 < cß< and equals zero when 4 < <4. 
Therefore, (i) equals 
¢ . 2 , L .f d 
o {2 (cosh tk-cosh 0)}1* )  á * 
c 1 k2 F (k'), k =e'', assuming tk to lie between zero and 
4 




* See Hobson's paper, "On a type of spheric al harmonics of unrestricted 
degree, order, and argument," Phil. Trans. of the Royal Society of London, 4., 
Vol. 187, 1896, p. 530. 
f Enc,yklop. der Math. Wissensch. II -I, p. 938. 
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(2) K, (cosh tp)-1 Ko (cosh )-{-1 K, (cosh i) K11 (cosh 4/) 
7 11 
and 
= 1 /AF(k'), k=e41, for 0< <3 
F (k'), kces , for 
3 
< if/ < 3. V3 
-h -...to inf. 
Proof: 
Proceeding as in (1) we find that the series has the sum 
2 fk d cos s5- cos 54 +cos 74) 
7r 
U {2 (cosh qi -cosh 4)) } 2 5 7 
11 
cos 110 +- +...to inf. (i) 
The series * within the crooked brackets has the sum 1 . 
3 
when 
O < and zero when < < 
Therefore (i) equals 1 ¡' dlb 
V3 Jo {2 (cosh tp-cosh 




3 < ' < 
2 
, (i) equals 1 ka F (k'), k =es 
, 
(3) Ps (cosh o)+ 11x P, (cosh o)--9.18P9 (cosh o-)-}-,.. 
* Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, Third Edition, p. 192, Ex. 16. 
to inf. 
468- N. G. SHABDË 
ÿ2 
1 ='s..1 . 1r2(j) .,Ahere cosh Q_5' 17-3 
6- 
. 
r(*) (3 -17 -5)T ' - 16 
Proof : 
'TP_'s (cosh v 3 r P, (cosh v 
1 rir d¢ 
+3.g r2 P9 (cosh o-)-f-... 
a lO (cosh Q-r sinh Qcos q5)3 
_2 r2 




(Putting 41= 2(3 ) 
7r (eff-r (1-k2 sin' B)3 eo--r 
n 
2 ¡2 dB 2 - i 




1 3 o. -1- ./17 5 V17 -3 Put r=:73 , k2=-4_ and hence e - and cosh v- 
16 
and we have 




, f 3 /cm k = 
7 (3A/17-5)3 0 
2 6g r2(e) 
ir 6(3-17-5)s r(s) 
* Ganesh Prasad, t. c., p. 123, Series IX. 
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* Q_á (cosh Q)+2 Qá (cosh o) r+... to inf. 
= 2K , modulus of K being ¡ e-°-r 1 ev 
(e_r) l J 
e -r 
Putting cosh u =2 and , /( e - ° -r ) -0, 
v v J 
e -r 
we have e°-=2+ , r- 1 - 1 and K = 
eo 2+4/3 Z 
Therefore, 
Q_3 (2)+ 3 L Qa (2)+... 
(2 A/3). 
to inf. 




.  (  
e4 
, 2 Binh 2 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (4) and putting 
* Ganesh Praead, l,c., p. 117, Series III. 
N. G. SHABDE 
o =$ `. vf( eQ- rr l -0, we have the required sum. 
(6) Q_,(cosh 1)+ 1 1 Q, (cosh 1)+ 1=3 1 Qg(cosh 1) 
2 e 2 z 2.4 e z 
n 
4- ...to inf. 
- i 
(2 sinh 1)2 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (4) and putting 
v =1 and v/ eQQ r =0, we have the required sum. 
e -r ( ) 
(7) (log 2).Q_1(cosh o) -Q,(cosh v)+1,2 Q$(cosh v)-3 Q4(coshv) 
1 
2 
LZ log k+ 4K' , k -each f. - cosh6 . ` 
2 
Proof : 
It is known* that 
r (-1)' cos n10.d0 
Q , (cosh )- - - 2(cosh a+cos 0) 
Therefore the sum of the series is equal to 
J 
r7r dB { log 2-}-Z 
co 




ir log sin- . dO °Ocos 1)20 as log 2 } - - log sin 
2 0 V cosh' 2 -sine 2 1 
m 
* Hobson, l. o., p. 524. 
0 
2 
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log sin 4, d¢ 
2 (putting 0='20) 
1/ cosh° c -sine 4, 
1 2 log sin 15.4 
coshá -1 sin24 20 \ 
where k2 = sech2 
Z 




(8) (log 2)Q_2 (cosh a)-1-QQ (cosh a)-i- Q2 (cosh a 
+3 Q(cosh a)-}- to inf. 
1 K log k' r 1. 
cosh- 2 k 4 - 
Proof : - 
Proceeding as in (7), the sum of the series is found to be equal to 
r 
1 S log cos ¢ do, k2. -sécha 
cosh 
2 
0 1 -k2 sin 20 
.7= 
1 [K' k' 1 
a 
2 
log k.- 4 irK 
cosh 
2 
(9) Q, (cosh a)-- Q5 (cosh a)-1-5 Q(cosh a)+... 
2 




1 N. G. SHABDE 
Proof 
Subtract (7) from (8) and the result follows immediately. 
*(10) rP; (cosh v)+1 -r2 P, (cosh 0)+ 1-'3 rs Pq (cosh o-) 
2 L Z 2,4 3 




- V(e`r-r )E 
Proof : 
It is known{- that 




P ) -1-2 P, (cosh a) . r+ 
1'3 r2P4 (cosh o-) 
d4.) 
A/cosh cr- r+sinh Q cos ¢ 
+ ...to irif., r<é Q 
Integrating this series with respect to r from r -0 to r=r we get 
r.P (cosh o) .}.2 2 PÉ (cosh Q)- 2.4 3, PZ (cosh Q) 
+ to inf. 
=2- 
a Jd f dr fd¢ [A/D-r ]o 
0 0 VD- o 
a = f d. -D - f dD-r .- 
o o 
(D standing for cosh o+ sinh a- cos 0) 
t Ganesh Prasad, l,c., p. 115, 
SUMMATION OF INFINITE' SERIES OF LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 1C 
4 






_ 4 r evE ¡ , / 2 enh 
L `'V 
2 sink o sine 9 
eQ -r (Putting 41). =261 
v 1- eQ-r E. 
," e°in rQ /] 
*(11) (2_4 (cosh a')-FrQi(cosh o-)4-r2Q1(cosh Q)-}-...to inf., fri<1 
: 
= 2' K-F (1-Fr)e II ,n=- (1+)Zand k=sech . 
Proof : 
It is known f that 
a (-1)' cos and de 
Qm_ (COSh o)= 
-2(cosh 0.+ cos 0) 
It is also known that 
1 +r cos 6 -1 -r cos 6 +0 cos 26- +...to inf.,Irf <1. 
1 +2r cos 9 +0 
--::..s. 
Therefore, the sum_ of the series in question is easily' found to. be 
equal to I de (1+r cos 6) 
{1+2r cos 6+r2 }A/2(cosh o-+ cos 0) 
1 7r (20 1 + - (1-r2) 





1 +2r cos e +re 
21 
de. 
,I.(cosh v+cos 8) 
} Hobson, l;c p.' 694, 
LIS 
1C4 N. G. SHABDE 
=1 fi dct, t (1-r) j2 _ ' 
tick 
L 
o (cosh',-sin'q))2 (1-r) U (1+n sin'¢) Vcosh22-sin2¢ 
(Putting 0=2 4)) 
a _- K+ 
(1 
+?)'II , where a -- +,)a and k =sech 
2 
. 
*(12) Q,(cosh v)-2rQ,(cosh v)-}-2r'Qs(cosh v)--t-...to inf. Ir1<1 ï 
1-r' 
(1 -r )' kll' n- 'r and k -sech 2 . 
Proof : 
Q %( cosh a "- 
Also 
-f 7r (-1)"` cos r128 d8 /2(cosh v-}-cos B)B) 0 
1 -14 -1 +2r cos 0+2r' cos 20+2r' cós 30+...to inf. sr' <1. 
1 -2r cos 0+r' 
Therefore, the required sum is equal to 
Jo (1-2r ccs B-{-r') V2(cosh v-{-cos 0) 
(1 -r' )dB 
¡2 (1 -r') d¢ - (1-r) a 1+ sin' cß l cosh' Q -sin' 4i (1 -r)' 2 
(Putting 0=2 ¢) 
- 1-,.a kII (1-r)' 
*(13) P,(cosh o-)-{-r P, (cosh Q)+9' P, (cosh v)-{-,,.to inf., r<e-cr 
2 7 
2 [K-} Q II], 
the modulus corresponding to K and 11, the complete elliptic integrals, 
SÚJMMATION OF INFINITÉ SERIFS OF I,EGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 
and the parameter n corresponding to II being respectively 
and -2 sirih' cr 
e ° -r 
Proof : 
It is known t that 
7r 
P 1 (cosh e') __ 




cosh a +sinh P cos O} 
Therefore the series has the' sum 
,'s 
f dip jo { 
m 
+á } (D standing for cosh a +sinh Q cos ¢) 
D 0 
2 ¡ dB 
7r-ea -1-k 81112 8 ir(e= éo. ; 
2r 
xf 2 de " ( k' = 2 sinh Cr and n_ -2 sinhv 
0 (l+n sin 'B) /1--kasiuv9' ` ea 
(Putting 28=0) 2 
, e-r e 
-h(14) P, (cosh o-)+2rPg (cash 0-)+3r2P (cosh Cr) +...to inf., rCe a 
- 2 ¡+ 7.12 E k'+n K 
L a-ea (e-r) (ea' 2(1!},n) 
` n) 
(1¢ 2(1+k$:) ha3n.]b 
1i 
f Hobson, l.c., p..524. 
s 
444. Ti. G. SHA$DE 
o 
n and k having the same meaning as in (10). 
Proóf : 
Differentiating (13) with respect to r, we have the required sum 
- 2I2 dB 
u (ea -r) -e01- 1+ n sin28}{1-k' sin'B}a 
2r ,r dB 
+ -eQ (e'r-r)' I (1-}-n sin20)2{1-k' sin'B}÷ 
- 2 [11i- n (E_k'nK ` ar -eP(e -r) L (e -) 2 1 +n)1+ -k--2- ¡ jj`C n n 
n 
-h ( 1-f- 2(1-i k') 3k' )}1 
(For the second integral see Cayley's Elliptic Functions, p. 133.) 
*(15) P, (cosh v)3 rPs (cosh °) 3. Sr'P,(coshv)--... - 
2 2 2.4 v 
2 E _ - g 
(e -,.)ika 
Proof : 
where k''- 1- Ic' =1- 
to inf., r<é 6 
2 Binh u 
eCr -r 
dy5 P 
o {cosh a+sinh v cos 0'+l 
Therefore the series has the sum 
1 ` r 2 - 
J `l Ds + 2 Ijz. + 2.4 na -i-...to inf. .( 
(D standing for cosh u+sinh Cr cosh) 
5l 
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=1r d4) 8 a (D-r)2 
- 2 f dd 
o {ea. -r-2sinhQsin$B}' 






Ir(e (1- sin' 
2 ( K du 
4 d a 
a e r) 2 n u - a 
2 ¡K dnau du - _AJ k,s 
or(e -r)$ o 
(Putting B- ) 
kR 
2 sink O' 
eo- -r 
(See Modern Analysis, Third Edition, p. 516.) 
2 1 2 sinh Q 
Q 
or(e 6 -r) á e -r 
*(16) Q, (cosh cr)+- rQz(cosh + : rYQl(cosh v)-{-F r<e° 
= 
2 v á LKkE 
1, lea- 
° 
(e -r) a -r 
Proof. 
It is known t that 
Q,_1 (cosh v) - c dB 
o (cosh o +sinh Q cosh B)m +9 
Therefore proceeding as in (15), we have the sum of the series 
equal to 
dB 
1 (cosh v -r +Binh Cr cosh 0) 
0 
-2J dt , where 0 =2t 
(cosh v -r +sinh a cosh 2t) -s 
t See Hobson, Lc , p. 524. 
N. G. 8$ABDË 
dt 




`g '(where cosh t=sèc ¢) 
U (2 sinh o sec' i- r+e ° 
sec ll'p 
(sec ¢)g {e°-r-(e-°-r) sin2414 
ir 
- M 1i 
cos' d 
2 
-° -r ' 
° 
s 
°1-k sin e-r 
- 2 I cd2u.du (e°-r)4 
o 
' v 
2 r su-1-70 sn 26.cd u - (e° r1áLiL F.9 
- °2 áL 
A 










(cosh o) + 
2 
r P (cosh Q) + 2. r2 P, (cosh °) . 
+...to inf., r<e ° 




, A -2_ Shill 
o 
. 
3a(e 9) s k ' e a-r 
,,,',Proof :. . . 
Proceeding as in (15) the sum of the series 
t 
2 dB 





-.2 Binh v 
rr(- e° -r)' a (1- 'k'sin'B,e e ° -r 
Sec Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, Third Edition, p. 516. 
2. 
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K du 
(e _ .) J dn4u 
0 
The above integral by means of the reduction formula t 
(n +1) k'afnd " +2 n du-n(1+ 4") fnd "u (n- 1)fnct "-2 u du 
+k2nd " -1 u cdusdu =0 
becomes 
2 ('A 1+k'2 du - K 71-J k'2 dn2u 3k'2 
o 
Therefore the sum of the series is equal to 
2 
2 1+k,2 E 
k'2 
K. 
°' - 8 2,) L 3 1'2 3h'2 
2 [2,1+42)E;yK k's] 
k'4 
* (18) Qq (cosh o) 5 r Q"(coshv)-1- 5-7 r2Q,(cosh Q)+... 
2 L4 2 
to inf., r< e6 
- Z [2(1+k2)(K-E)-k2K 1, k2- e -r 
3 (e ̀ r .1 -r)'k e--r,._ 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (16) we have the'surri of tfie series equal to 
2 K -u 
5 cd*udu, k2=e 
-r 
(e 
Q -r)2 o eu -r 
But we have the reduction formula f 
t See the Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. AI, 
" On Elliptic functions" by J. W. L. ßlaisher, pp. 120 -13$. 
170 N. G. SHABDE 
(n+1)k' f cd"}2 udu-n(1+k') f cd'udu+(n-1) f cd"-'udu 
{- k'2cd"-'u sd u nd u-0. 
This gives 
f cd 3 .(1 k ) I cd2u du - 319 K 
o o 
2 (1+k2) (" K-E -j 1 
3 k2 L k2 J 3k' 
3k4 [2(l +k') (K-E)-K k']. 
Hence the sum of the series is equi to 
2 
b [2(1+10)(K-E)-k0K_) 
.i(ecr -r) z k4 
*(19) P6 (cosh o-)1-- 7 r.P, (cosh Q)-}-2 r'Pz (cosh v)+ 
'L .T 





157r(e°-r )-2- .P6 e°.-r 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (17) it is easy to see that n being an odd integer 
(i) P a)+ . rP (cosh a)+ n(n+2) 2 2) r'P2+1 (cosh Q) 
+......to inf., r<e-°- 
rK - 2 " , r 1 nd"-' u.du 1 1, 2 
2 sinh 
, which can 
ire -r )v Lo e -r 
be evaluated by the successive use of the reduction formulai 
i (ilaiaher, i.e., pp. 120-138, 
SUMMATION OF INFINITE SERIES OF LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 4 
n +1) f nd " +u.du- n(1 +k') f (n -1) f nd " -2udu 
- k2.nd" 'u.cdu.sdu =O. 
Putting n =7 in (i) we have the required sum 
= 2 1 
2 sinn ` ndeudu, ko= o r (ef -r)a o e -r 
4(1-+'2) K g K 
[ 5k'' ncPu,du -5k,,, I mPta.du 
0 0 
2 1 (eQ-,. ) 2 
2 (' 2 (1+k'Z) E_ K 
L 4 ,g 5r(e°-r, k'2 3 b 3k 
2 [8(1+,k,agE-4(1+k'2)k'°K-9E]. 
15r(eu-r , 2.k'e 
7.9 
,*(20) ' Qá (cosh Q)+2 rQQ (cosh v)+ 2.1 2.Q9 (cosh o-) 2 
2 
[8(1 +k2)'(K -E 
15(e ° -r)2k6 
-o- 




.{- . . . .to i n F,, r < e ° 
- 4(1 +k2)Kk2- 9(K -E)], 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (18) it is easy to see that n being an odd integer 
(i) Q (cosh v) +t2 rQ. (cosh v)-{- 
n(n+2) 
Qa (cosh Q) 
z l 2 z 2.4 á+i 
2" 




......to inf., r<eu 
which can be 
N. GN SHABDE 
evaluated by the successive use of the reduction formula 
(n+i)ka ) e cd'u du-F(11- 1)Ç cd-nds 
+ 2 cd- tu -stk. nds=0 





2 4(1kt k2) CI( 
d 47,-3 . SKedu.du 
5(ea-r )77 
2 [ 4(1-1- kg) I z . 2(1+0)(1i-E)- 
5(e- -r ) 2 
(K--;E) k} 
2 
. [8(1 + ka)1(1C -E) -4(1 + k )Kk3 -9(K -E)]. 
15(ecr-r)T.k 
3.7 *(21) P , (cosh 0-) + -3 rP., (cosh 0+ r213, (cosh or)) 
-7; 4. 4.8 
r<e-er 
2K 
, where the moduli 7 corresponding 
7 r(e'r -r )4 -Vie 2(1 1-1e) 
Vg sinh 
to K is and k2 -W - 
V2(1-1-k") -r 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (15) the required sum 
7r cc 
= dy6 3.7.11...4m-1 
_ 4.8.12...4m I 7r o D 
o 
57 
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a 
1 
f dSb (D-r 
_a 
-2I 
2 de ( 8  putting -4' =o) a 
o (f-r-2 sinh Q sin'o)4 ` 2 
a 
2 ¡2 do 
l 
ke_2nh v 
(1-k' sin aB)4 irte -r)4 o e -r 
4K 
r(e`T-r)-k 2(1+k') 
l / 7 
. (See Greenhill's Elliptic Functions, p. 165.) 
, modulus corresponding to K being 
V2(1 +k') 
*(22 i ra. P (cosh v)+1 . rg P 
á 
(cosh v ' ) + l r' P, (cosh o-) 
2 -z'- 2 3 2.4 ' 4 i 
+ to inf., is easily summed for r<e - °. 
Proof : 
Multiplying each term of 
P, (cosh Q)+ 2. P1 (cosh o). r+ 2.4 r2P1(cosh v) + ...... to inf. 
by r and integrating the series with respect to r from r =0 to r =r we 






0 o VD -r 
Now 
(D standing for cosh Q+ sinh o-. cos . 
frdr Ddr _fD-r dr. 




-D-r 1+ 3[( D-r) z 1 r 
=2 (D-r)'-2DD-r +3 D2 
N. G. StiABDË 
Therefore the sum 
Iá 
3 a a 3 
n J 3 (D-r)2d- f D,/D-r d -I- 3rf D2d0 
o o o 
= 3 f 2 (1-k'siti'B)7(eQ-r)z d9-{- 3a 
o 




fa s s 
2 (1-irsin2B 2(e Q )zd8 
o 
i 
1- k sin 2B),1-k2sin2B)2dB ' 
(Putting 0=20) 
2 sieh a 2 2 sieh a 
where k2 - and k - e -r t eQ 
S8 
=-.4 (e--r)2 1 
F(k) 
dn*udu+ (e°)23 f V(ki) dn'vdv rr 
0 0 
4 - (eQ . 
ir 
F(k) 
(1-ki sin2 u) dn2u.:l,u 
o 
where dn2u= 1- k2sin20 and dn2v= 1- k2sin "0 




rF(k) - e°(e-r2J {1+k2 k2sn4u-(k2-E-k2i)sn2u}du 
ir 
o 
where k'2 -1 -k2 and k'2=1 -k2 
1 I 
S6( 
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( 1 2 
{2(1k k2) \ F(k)-E(k) ll -F(k)} J 





to inf., 191<1. 
= where is expressible in terms of elliptic functions. 
Proof : 
It is known that 
Q (cosh o-)= 
( -1) ° . cos mO. dB' 
° ,/2(cosh o-+cos 9) 
therefore, the sum of the series is equal to 
7r dB 
V2(cosh Q-Fcos B) 
{ r2 cos B-F cos 
1 dB.log (1-2r cos 0-}-r2) 
-= 
-2(cosh o--I-cos B) 
-1 ¡2 log {(1-r)2-f-42- sin20}dci, 
¿ ° Vcosh2 -sin2cj, 
20+ 3 
9 
cos 30- F...fo inf. 
(Putting 0-20) 
6 
-}4' N. G. SHABDÉ 
log (1_r) r2 d4 1 
cr f 
cosh 0 1 -sech2 
2 
sin 20 2 cosh 2 
f log 1.-Fn sin2cß)d¢ 
X f2 
° ,1-sech2 




-{E(k -F(k)}{F(k', a)}2-2F(k log sin a-; F(k')-F(k) log k 
J 
where k=sech L, cot 2 a=n - 4 ( ) 2 
+ a' E: k, a)da 
and yik,a)= J 
° 4/1-k2 sin2a 
= E a. + log t 0 O (n) }amu=a N ) ' 
*(24) P5(osh o) - 1 1.3 c r P_, (cosh o)- 48 r2P4 (cosh v) 4 4 
1.3,7 r9P (cosh o-)-...toinf. 
4.8.12 4 
is easily summed for r<e °. 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in (15) the sum of the series is found to be equal to 
7r o 1 2 Binh 
2- (e6- r)-4- I-2- (1-k2 sin2B)4dB, k2- 
o e° -r 
t See Liouville's Journal, Tome XI, p. 471. 
$ See Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, Third Edition, p. 518. 
o 
(0i 
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dO 
Now proceeding as for *IT we find that 
o (1 -k2 sin2O)T 
' 1+k' r r ydy f (1-k2 sin'B)4dB= 
r2- v1+k LJ ,(1-y)(1+0(y-)3) 
+ ydy +1 
A/77 r dy 
I,/(1-y)(1+y)(y-ß') J 2 /1+k' [IV(1_y)(1+y)(y-ß') 
-f dy /(1-y)(1+y)(y-ß) 
4 
where y= ,i2=/1-k2 sin2B, k'2_1-k2, 
2,V17 and '_ -2A/k' ß ß 1+k' 
Now making the substitution 
-Lu- f dy _ 2 cn-1 ^ y-ß 
-(1-y)(1+y)(y-ß) 1-ß 
and a similar substitution 
-L. v= 
we find that 
dy -en, /1-ß, 
1 -y)(1 + y)(y - ß') 
f77 
2 (1-k2 sin2B)+d0 
o 
1 
A/lk' r 2K 1+ /L(1 +h') ß 2(K-17) 2 L J 2 /2 
2E-2(1- )K 
is 
Greenhill, Elliptic Functions, p. 164. 
N. G. SHABDE 
where the modulus corresponding to K and E is 









+ ß( 2(K-E) -2K}_ 
/2(l-k) \ 2 l 
2E-2(1-12)K } + - ia 
*(25) P_, (cosh o-)-'j 
4 
rP_s(cosh o-)- d--1 
.8 
r2P,(cosh o-) 
3.1.5 rgP (cosh o) -.,, to inf. r<e 
4.8.12 :i 
can be easily summed up. 
Proof : 
Proceeding as in the last series the required sum is easily found to be 




r14 (1 VT/ (1-E k') ydy 
2 L -l +k' ,(1-y)I1 +y%(y-ß') 
ydy 2k'K 
I(1-y)(1-Fy)(y-ß) 1/2(1+Y) 
+ 1 (1+k')2 
2 Jl -1- k' 
y2dy y2dy x 
fly ̂ /(1 -MIA y)ly-ß' ) u (i -y)(i+y)(y-ß) 
where k'2 =1 -k2 and the modulus corresponding to k is l__ 
1 --k' 













SERIES OF LEUENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 4%9- 
(1+02 
ß2.2K +2/3(1 -/3) 
2E- 2(1 -12)K 
1-f-k' 12 
2(231* 1) 
{2E-2K(1- l2)}+ 13l -42 2K 9 l 1 
e 
1 ,v1c' (1-hk') 
ß 
2K-2E 
A/2(I1-k') r2 A/1+12 l' 
2E-2(1-19)K l 
la 
modulus corresponding to K and E being l as in (24). 
* (26) 
9.2 
(cosh 0)+1 rS P (cosh 0-)-F 1'3 r' P cosh Q) + ...to inf. 
2 -s' 2 23 s 24 3.4 .pi 
=4), a function expressible in terms of elliptic functions. 
Proof : 
Integrating n times with respect to r between zero and r the seines 
P_1 (cosh v)+2 rPj (cosh Q)+ 2 4''2Pá (cosh o)-I-...to inf.,r<e-P 
'< (id) I ^/cosh o-r+sinh o.cos cß we see that 
4-1 , 
n 
(i) ' P_ 1 (cosh a)+2 1 
a 
Ps , (cosh 0-) 
1.2.3... Z 3...(n+1) 
+1_3 r fi+2 Pg (cosh o-)+... to inf., r<e-Q 
2.4 .3.4...(n+2) 
23 
N. G. SHABDE 
_ 1 r 22.rn-1 s 
7r (n-1) t e .E (k)- 
2g rn+2 
3 
(n-..2)! (e )$ 2(1+k') F(k) 
-k112F(k,) +3.5. 2ñr (eal15'1+k',2)(2(1+k',2) E(ki) 
+.. 




I (-1)n>,+ 3.5...(2n-1) 
d(knv dv 
o 
where dn2v =1 -k12 sin2B, dn2u =1 -k2 singe, 
n-iId(2'udu] 
o 
2 sinh o- 2 sinh 
) k'12- k2= 
Q 
/.r12_1-/1',2 and k'2-1-k2, 
e e-r 
the last two integrals being evaluated by the successive use of the 
reduction formula 
Idn2"u du= 2(n-1)(1+k'2) /dn2 -2u.du 2n-1 J 
(2n-3)k'2 rdn2 "-4u du-{- 1 2n-1 J 2n-1 k2dn2"-s2c.sn zc.cn u=0. 
Putting n =2 in (i) we have the required sum =4, 
_ recrE(k;)+ 9 (ecr-r)1 2(1-hk) E(k)-k'2 F (k) 
-9 (e )2 a 2(1-h k'12)E(k1)-k'12F(k1) 
N J, W. L. dlaiaher, l.c., pp. 120.18$. 
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A note on my first paper. 
I take this opportunity to make some oaaveeta.d. additions in 
my first paper {I t.k 1%. LY) 
Additions. 
P2.+1(x) 2 7 5.7 s 3.3 * (iZo(- 2(n+ 3) - x- 2.4 x+4 22 x 
x 7 xs+ / 5 5.7 3 2 I. , 57.2 5.7 ,cs 
4 4.A 2 3.4 4 t 4.3 2.4 
-h i log (1+.01-log æ 7.c ¡(5 1.5 x-2 x 24 2 1-x 4`2 2.3 3 ) 
(( 
3 
s 1 l 4\2 21 
t " On the summation of inSnite series of Legendre's polynomials," Bulletin 
of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, Vol. XXIII, No 1, pp. 23-44. 
66 
1$2- N. G. SHABDE 
(ii) z (-1)"PA(x) x 7 
4 4.3 2 
c',, 5.7 x 4.3 2 
3 4 2n-I-5 2 
x -7.2 æ 5 7 _3.3 x 4.3 +2 g 2.-4 
7c(5s 2 3 3.82 -1 1 _1.5 
+ 4`2 2.3x3 4\ 2 _1 > tan ) 
These two series can be obtained by putting a =i in the series (7)t and 
equating the real and imaginary parts. 
} L.c., p. 25. 
Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol. XVIII, No. 3, (1931). 
1104-21_ DI 
4- 
ON SOME INFINITE íSERIES OF LEGENDRE'S FIINCTIONS 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE 
Introduction. 
Various infinite series for a 
or 
ae 
have been given by Forsyth,* 
Hargreaves,} Glaisher,$ and Ramanujan.§ Ramanujan also gives 
1 
series for simple powers of a, for example, are or -T. We quote here 




































2.4.6 4 ß/2a.4 
* The Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. XII. 
t The Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. XXVI. 
$ The Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. XXXVII, pp. 173.198, " On Series for 
irs 
§ Collected Paper of Ramanujan (1927). Papers 2 and 6. Also see G. H. 
Hardy, Proceedings Camb. Phil. Soc., 21 (1923), pp. 493 -503 (495). 
" A Chapter from Ramanujan's Note -book." 
g 
-54--' N. G. SHABDE 
Very recently V. Naylor and S. G. Horsley have given the series* 
1 cosech a -2 cosech 2a-F3 cosech 37r...= 
4a 
The object of the present paper is to give some infinite series of 
Legendre's functions P (cosh o-) or Q (cosh o-) with n unrestricted 
and o- numerical, having for their sums expressions similar to those 
1 1 in (i) and (iii) involving simple powers of r, for instance, 7r, , 
i.á 
1 
(1). P_á (cosho-) -F 
3 
rP1 (cosh o)-{- 72 P. (cosh )-F... 
2 1 \r6)a =. 
a 6 14 (cif_ 
Y) 
where r<1 and eff- -3r+ 1/91.2 +16 
2 
Proof :- 
It is known } that 
1 1.4 
P_á (cosh 0-)-F3 r13; sh (co 
9'aPs 
(cosh cr)-F... 
2 f 1.. dB ka_'. 2 sinh.v and Y<e-o 
ó` (eff-r)g (1-k' sinaB)' e-r 
* The Journal of the London Mathematical Society, Vol. VI, Part.ß, No. 23, 
July 1931, " Note on the Summation of Certain Series," p. 218. In this note the 
sum of the series has been given as 
4 
it instead of the correct sum 4 
t Ganesh Prasad, " On the Summation of Infinite Series of Legendre's 
Functions " (Second paper), Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol. XXIII, No. 3, pp. 115 -124 
(123). I take this opportunity to express my best thanks to Prof. Ganesh Pra sad 
for suggesting to me this problem and for his kind interest and encouragement. 
61 
ON SOME INFINITE SERIES OF LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 65- 
Putting k8= - , we get ea- -3r+ 
V9r2 
and the condition r<e 
-° 
gives r <1. Again 
d9 I 
J2 dn3u. du, k'- sin'9) - 4 
1 (r'-1)' 
6 is 
Substituting these values in the series we have the required result. 
(2). Q1 (cosh o-)+3 1 Q (cosh cr)+ 
3.5 1 Q (cosh o)+... 
2 eP á 2.4 e2 z 
7r 
g, ti>0 
L (2 sinh o) 2 
1 
Prook= 
It is known * that, 
2 (e á LK E _ q1(oosh Q)+ rQ ,,(cosh o-) 
+4 r ,2 6(cosh o-)-h.., 
r <e° and the modulus k corresponding to the complete elliptic integrals 
K and E being given by k$ - e -r 
e 
o- -7 
* N. G. Shabde, " On the Summation of Infinite Series of Legendre's Functions," 
Bull, Cal. Math, Soc., Vol. XXIII, No. 3, pp. 155 -182 (167), 
N. G. SHABDE 
Make k-->0. Then in the limit we have r= L and the condition 
e°r 
r <ecr gives Q> O. 
im [ K - Now )cL L E 1 =74-, (Modern Analysis by Whittaker and 
Watson, 3rd edition, p. 521.) 
When we substitute these values in the series, we have the required 
result. Numerical values can be given to o- and we shall have a 
number of series for 
2 
1 f r 1 } 1 
(3). î q 1 -P _á (cosh v) -F-- rP, (cosh o-) a re. 31 (e -r)E 2 
+.4 OP (cosh Q)+..., r<1 
-r(2- -3)2+ ^"r2(2 -,3)g +16 (2- V3). 
and ems= 2 
Proof :- 
In the series * 
2K 
-P_+(cosh o)+2 rPa(cosh v)+ 
1.3  r2Pá(cosh a)-}-... 
a e°r-r 
lc= 
/2 sinh v 
a- 
e . 




ON SOME INFINITE SERIES OF LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 
A/3 -1 
we make k =sin á = . Then we have 
12 2,0-2- 
-r(2- 'Vr2(2-1/3)4 + 16(2- V3), 
2 
2K- 7g. rg and the condition r<e -° gives r <1. When we sub - 
3*. ri 
stitute these values in the series, we have the given result. 
(4). 
, z r'- 
-Q-2 (cosh v)-i-2 rQá(cosh v) 
.eQ`r 3 
+2,4 r'QZ(cosh Q)+..., 
-r(2+ 3)a+ «ra (2 +x/3)4 + 16(2 +1/--). r<1 and - 2 
Proof :- 
In the known * series 
2K 13 ^ -Q,(cosh 0-)+2 a,Qi(cosh v)+ 9.2Q , t 0)+ ..., - 4' 
A= 
e-a. 
- r and r <ea, we put k =sin 
12 2 -2 
* Ganesh Prasad, l.c., p. 117. 
5$ N. G. SHABDE 
-rárg 
This gives us 2K- . 
3T11. 
e0-- 




-r(2+ -)' + V r` k 2+ -3 +16 (2+ -:3) 
2 
7. 
The condition r <e° gives. r <1. When we substitute these values 
in the series, we have the required result. 
(5), s 
1 1 7r-1 
Proof :- 
/21. 1 (eQ- r) ¿ 
-P _'(cosh v)+2 rPi(cosh v)+ L,4 r'p2(cosh Q)+.. , 
9< and e °- `T+ 4/r2 +8 
3 2 
In the series 
2 K 
7r 
=P$(cosh v)+L rP(cosh v)1-24 aPá(cosh )-{-,,,, 
e--9 
/2 sinh á. _ Q k= 'V and 9<e Q 
e -r 
we put k= 1 . This gives eQ= 
ßi2 
L , 
The condition r <e v gives r< /L 
3 
73 
ON SOME INFINITE SERIES OF LEGENDRE'S FUNCTIONS 69- 
Again 
1Ì! 
\1 {r( ìì K\ 2 .! 4/a J 
When we substitute these-values in the series, we have the given result. 
(6) 
1 2 8 r2.34.I'; +-3+1 re 
1 
aa (ea.-r)a (^/3+1)2 L 4.-3.11 2-3 2.34..Pÿ: 
=P,(cosh Q)-)-3 r P,(cosh o)-}- 
2. 4. r2Pi(cosh Q)-1-..., 
where r < 1 and 
Q -r(2- A41-)2 ^/r2(2-^/3)4 +16"(2--3) 
e = 2 
Proof : - 
It is known * that 
7,(e0.2_ . E =P2(cosh v) { rP1(cosh v)+ 21 r2P?(cosh e)- 
r <e v and k2= 1 -k'2- 2 sink v 
e17-1. 
Make k -sin 
12 
as in 3. We have 
Q -r(2--3)2+ ^/r2 (2- )4 +16 (2- Vg-) 
e -. 
and r<1. 
* N. G. Shabde, 1. c., p. 166. 
74 
N. G. SHABDE 
Again 
s 
E (sin ` )=2 
L 
2 3;1. P;° +3 +1 
12 4.%13. P, 2 A/3 
,ßy substitution we have, the required result.. 
Conclusion. 
The sums of infinite series of Legendre's functions P,(cosh P) or 
Q (cosh o) with n unrestricted as given by Prof. Ganesh Prasad and 
the author of this paper (Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, 
Vol. XXIII, No. 3) are seen to be Miction of complete elliptic integrals 
K, E or II, the corresponding modulus k being itself a function of Q 
and another parameter r. Giving such values to k, for example, 




simple powers of . a, many other series, similar to those given above, . 
can be obtained. 
Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol. XXIV, No. 1 (1932). 
i- "On Some Series and Integrals Involving 
Associated Legendre Functions." 
-ßr5 
The object of the present paper is to give some series in- 
volving , r V C co3G. a`) for unrestricted. 1-v 
values of n, and 'n-v and some integrals involving P,' 
C 
) . 
Finally the value of the integral 
,h, 
is also noted 
for all values ofyV 
The results given below are believed to be new. 
My sincere thanks are due to Professor Ganesh Prasad for the 
kind interest he has taken in this paper. 
p 
P C c cy 4.-15 ' (c "-t 
pp 
a-) + 31 ' P, (' 
z J z ln, 
(1) -; 
-} - - - - --to infinity. 
LK 2 ) -'kJ - 
corresponding to K and. E being f 2 S',.W.,c- 
2 - r 
1 
Proof:- It is known that 
Pm; 
(,1 1 --_ 1 h- J ( r-v ) 
the modulus 
and 'L C Q 
cas wv' C., y 
(c0-310-1-s ,,,,,t ca, q) 
(1) See Hobson's paper "On a type of Spherical Harmonies of 
Unrestricted degree, order and argument." (Phil. Trans. A. 
Vol. 187, 1$96. 
Lx.,th-a-c.ELQL. e-`5-14^- 1 . ¢ 11.:k vkk. Cc CA-AUCaL a... -rrc Z S (t 3 3 ) 
Therefore, the series has the sum 
n coo 4 
coi a- + fr;.wi, o- 
o 
(2) 
2 I cd, z ß 069- 
?1 J s1/4-; C9 
I 
A- 
2 c0,1- C`r 01,49. 
. 
Ïl _ f , Z $;N,, 2 
. s,.,,, 
1 \ -2r- 
+? -- h v, J - 122 5,2 o- 
o k 
.-2---k_ CA-A, Lk. CLtA-- 
I 2 - 
2 1 
T1 \re-: t 
4 




1(-1(5-)- 3 C5/ (O\)+s q' / 3 
2 
_ f ì.-Ì] ) 
1 





_ \a-. n ( 2) 
_ Lowu 
o 
- to inf. 
2 
-- 71 1 / 2 . 
. CA S YL 1J 014l 
1i 
vv t ca (3- - 2 Co0 139 
V $w,.(. 0-` Co3 ,v d 
Cco 
-coo 
(1) Hobson: L. c. to 







Now the cosine series with the crooked brackets equals or 
according as co, c is + U-2 or - vt ; therefore, the sum 
-1 )Jsw,o- . - 1+ 




Cos ó- - 
n 
EI 
) r 3 r 
J s 
_ 
) K z - 
_ % ------ r 
k b (co-s1 0-) 
1 





K j- (CoA. c,-),--1,_ k a ( a-) - + - -t0 inf. 
3 S 
o < o- z... Z and taking 
2(00--) 





r co, 13 k cb-k. 
c.1,. 4- - 2 to-si. (A J trv 
CO3 l au- 
(1) Hobson: l.c. or Hobson's Theory of Spherical and. 
Ellipsoidal Harmonies. p. 270, formula 140. 















taking o C 6- C 
Jn 2 S - 
1,.=o 
1 




\I2n s,.., 6 
& < 
4 sY (4---1) 6- 
(-+) 
T (Co3 (9-) 
61 + Sv,. 
3 Sw S -f- - - - 
+ si/vu Cri + 2) C9- 
.z ery,+ e- 
2 
45) As it is known that 
a 
T (05&.) 
,,,, l E 5 n, + x) 




(1) MacRobert, Phil. Mas. Series 7, Vol. XIV, Oct. 1932, p. 636. 
Mehler - Dirichlet Integral etc." 
(6) To evaluate 
1 





1,%) . C) '-+w . 
; s,,,,,26,) F (-7,,, p + Il + Yh, ; " ; $,, 0 ) 
Ftl 2t+2 r2+ t2irv - Coy / 
T 
Svrv¡ 
7nrrnv F01 +YYV+YV+) riti +/3t1) +yrv+YV-)((t+Y,)rx Cr( +(3 + Y)),A) 
2 I(ik ++(3+2rn`F2r,(Ì -,,, 6 ) 
p "1 / ()i-i 1 z f \ -rli 1-`rv, ) r ) _ Yrt, - 1 
In the above integral we put 







(Ott *rih+ 1 ) + +r ( +m,;X (I+ ),r, 
2 CYvv i- w + I ) 






I 2(_11'v + n + J (I - t-91, - / 4 ) 
(1) W.N. Bailey: "Some definite integrals allied to an integral of 
Jacobi ", Proc. L.M. S. , Vol. 30, p. 1+15, result no. (2.8) 
(7) To evaluate 
_I 
.L being a positive 
1 
It is known that 
+w 1) p, (I )) 
d 
80 
integer and Iry and 'ni being unrestricted. 
3+h+,, -) C *; 
t},t,+ n,,+,ti + 1 
r(',I+rrv+rv+o (3.l+nv+n+) t4V- L I -{,(21o+m,tv+ 
Ì2,13-+->w+r [24j+ru ' ft+rni+l 11-1-r..4-1 






(2.1J-1) (24, -3) . - -3 1 
So, in the above integral, putting for Iry and v, , and r1,-./4 
respectively we have 
çIcI++ , C,_)C1 )-° 






r ou d 
P), ` t (1 -f-) Pm; 
z. 
rl'rv+rv-+o6+-I 
7tiv -F- I ( Yv + 1 
- 3{1Í/-Yl,+ n, 4 
2rw+ art) t 
m,+,,,+1 2.. 
z 
_ , 2.1Ì- (2- - - .3.d. 2 yo64-1) ) 1,71,+1 ir2nv-+2rv +2 
hv-rYV-eiJt 1 rìtiVfL+./ + 
,17',+-1 
(1) Bailey, 1.c., result (6.2) 
(2) Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, 3rd edition p. 329. 
 
(8) 5Q 01_ 4-2-0-1) + + 2' z 
where 1i.:2 W = d 2 47w-- 
1 
This was given by Nicholson for integral values ,ry only. 






- ,y)) -Y + -rn, +-1 
r 
(See Ganesh Prasad: "On non -orthogonal systems of Legendre's 
functions ", p. 39, Vol. XII, the Proc. Benares Math. Society.) 








_ , ,rv) n 
1 + @ t Cos ,71)(L' t ,,,j+ ) - 
I 11J 
Co32 )1.1)) . 
20-u +) zv+ I 2 
Note:- W.N. Bailey has recently given some interesting series and 
integrals involving associated Legendre functions in the Proceedings 
of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. XXVII parts 2 and 3. 
The following results may be said to be additions to those given by 
W. N. Bailey. 
I. (bw,6) 2 
cr. erv+2'fl(yv+L-I). Fru +2t +IZ+ Ccas(Q) 
Cco- &f+' It2+Y+ t-Q ^ 
- 2 
tl) Nicholson: Phil. Mag. 8 series, Vol. XLIII pp. 1 - 29. 
"Zonal Harmonics ". 
To prove this we have to replace in the series 
=o 
0-v+21,)(Y,+.-I (DC) 
+ x wv (9., 
! 
multiply Ca x S vw et) _e ^ x C0 and integrate with regard 
to x, from O to co , using the formula 1t ` + d,+ I) CCo3 
x c o f. 






P + CCo'5 o ) 
I I I so,) Cf2 i- I ) (A-3 si, fITTF 
z 2 
+ i / 
Co ® - S tvv 6 Co-51  FT-) 
-01r2 rrv --1 l 1 p (Co3 0 ) 2 7rv+ +2 C44- 2 rru + I) C (CO3 P l 




C Ir(4,-z),,). d 
where t-omu Y-) =-. bnnl 61-' Co'3 CI) 
+2 rrvi- I p (cm o) 
2nv d-Zh 12-d- 
2 
c),_04,t2)1_ '-ie,,f v Leg 1,-toti,_e r4,44ettAna4 
P4iz_ I 
ON VARIOUS RECURRENCE FORMULAE FOR P,tm(z) 
AND Q,ym(0) WITH IILNRESTRICTED VALUES 
OF n, na AND . 
By 
N. G. SHABDE. 
Introduction.-The object of this paper is to generalize 
for unrestricted n, m and z the various recurrence formulae for 
13,:n (z) and Q,im (z), which were given by Heine* for integral m 
and n and by F. Neumann- for restricted n, m and z. 
Prof. Hobson has proved four recurrence formulae for 
p m (z) or Onm (z) with unrestricted n, m and a. Of these four 
formulae, the fundamental difference equation, viz, 
(2n+!) z Pnm (Z)-a(n-91z-{-I) Pn1>L /s\-(12+m) Pn_lni (z)=o, 
has been proved by Prof. G. Prasad by a simple method in his 
recent lectures on "Spherical Harmonics" delivered at the Calcutta 
University. This method has been applied in this paper to prove 
the remaining three recurrence formulae given by Prof. Hobson 
and also to generalize the formulae given by Heine and Neumann. 
§ z contains the formulae proved by Prof. Hobson. In 
§ 2 are generalized the formulae given by Heine and in § 3 those 
given by Neumann. Throughout the paper n, m and z should 
be taken to be unrestricted. 
I take this opportunity to thank Prof. Ganesh Prasad for 
kindly suggesting this work and for his interest and advice 
throughout its course. 
Handbach der Kagelfanktionen, Bd I, 1878, pp. 258 -259, 
¢ Beiträge zap Theorie der Kugelfanktionen von Dr, F. Neumann, 1878, PP. 74-77 
$ "On a type of Spherical Harmonics of unrestricted degree, order and argument' 
by E. W. Hobson, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London Vol` 
187 (1896), A, PP, 443-531; see specially pp, 521.523, 
N. G. SHABDE. 
Prof. Hobson* defines P 73 (z) and Q "L (z for unrestricted 
n, m and z by the following expressions :- 
and 
e -WW2 Pnm 
(z)=. 47r sin n7 
I II(n+ni)X 
24 ñ (n) 
(z-f-, I-I-, z-, I-) 
2 I 2- (t2- I)n (t-z) -n-na-1 CU 
é (+1)ai, n(n+m) 
Qn"z(z)_ q.i sin ?Iv II(n) 
(-I-1-, z-) 
(z`j-I)3- f 2 (t2-I),Z(t_z)-na -z dt 
the contours in the two cases being respectively as those shown 
in figures I and II below, a cross -cut being supposed to be 
made along the real axis from i to -00, the phases of the expres- 
sions in the integrands being definitely assigned at the starting 
point of the contour and II(x) being the Gaussian function and 
equal to P(x+ I). 
Pg. I F8.1I 
We shall prove the recurrence formulae for Pns (z) and, as 
it is easily seen, the proofs apply word for word for Q "L(z) except 
with the necessary difference in the contour taken and the neces- 
sary change in the constant term multiplying the integrand. 
1. t. pP. 451 and 455. 
ON VARIOUS RECURRENCE FORMULAE. 
§l 
r. (a). To prove 
Pnm+2 (z)-1-2 (m+ I) (z2x I) 
Pnnt+l(z) 
-(n-m) (n+m-F I) Pnm(z) 
=o. 
Proof :-Let the left -hand side of (a) he denoted by ¢)(z), 
Then 
Co) 
4 7r silltn7r 2n n(nIl(n} 
I) 
(z2- I) 2 J I dt 
3- 
(z+, I.i.,z-, I-,) 
where 
+ - z) ñ+nt+2 ( 
1= [ (n+an+2) (t-z)n+m+3 
2(m+Iz(t2-I)n -0-m) ) 
(0- i )n 
(t-z)n+m1 
-r (1i.+m-}`2) (t2-I)n+1 (n%m+2) ft2-I)n -L (t-z)2+nt+3 (t-z)n+md1 
"\n`m) /t(t2z)n.Hm+l +{2(9n+I)-2(n+9n}2) I (tz(}+m+'l 
since we can write (z2-I) as{ (t2-I)-(t-z) (t-z+2z) 
So 
=[ (11+7n+ (t2- -i- I ) (t2 )'+1 (t-z) (t-z) 
2z(m+I) (0- on cl ( (t2--I)n+1 _ 
(t - z)n+m+2 dt Sl (t- z)n+m+2 
,. cf(z)= 
n7fi I n(1m-a-?ì7.-¡- I) 
47r siti Wir 2" no,) 
0+, I +, z -, I - ) 
d f (t2-I)n+1 
(? - I 1 2 dt t (--z)n+mM2 }dto. t 
? 1ST. G. sVAßDc. 
r (b) To prove 
Onm +2 (Z) +2(m4 -I) 12/4"1 (z) (n (92 +m +I)onnt (,) 
=0 
Proof :- Exactly as in (a), if q)(z) denotes the left -hand 
side of (b), then ¡b(z) 
(-I+,I-) 
e-(n+i)Tri I1(92+ +I) 7a i f 1 
¢L sin n7r II (71) 
(z2 
I ) ` 2n dt (t--z)':+vn.g'l )} t 
2 (a) To proire 
(w2-I) d Pnn(z) cnz Pn14(z)-(7a+m) Pn_im (z) 
dz 





P-ntirt IÌ(n+991) r 
( dt Zn z2 - I ) 2 I 
- nz Pnna (z) 
(0+, I+, z -, 
47r sin ,n7r II(n) 
where 
¡' ( (t2--I)n+l (t2_I)n 22'(t2-i)n 1 I= C(7L + 992 + I) { n+m+1- n+m n+m+l C l (t-z) (t-zj (t-z} f 
992z02-ir 92z(t2- I)n 2n(t2- i)n-i 
+ + (t z)4+14+1 (t`z)n+m+1 (t - Z)n+m 
since (z2-=I)_(12-I)-(t-z) (t-z-}-2z), 
(' (0- On 2?2(t2-1)n-1 [
(t zp+m+l On +3n+ 2)Z. + - z}n.t.ná 
(n+m+I) (t2- 0/41 (n+m+I) (12- -r)1 
(t z)at{.nt+y, (t i)"+1.4 
Now assume that I is identically equal to 
d ¡ (t2 i )n+1 d (t2 - 
dtl (t-k) n+m+1 + p" dt (t-z)n+m 
ON VARIOUS RECURRENCE FORMULAE. 
where a and ß are constants to be determined. This e?tpression = 
.E_- 




¡ (t2-I)n (n (n{-?)L)(t2-I)n + ß _ (t Z)n n z (t- zyl+m+1 
211 02 -On 2n (t2 -I)n -1 
1 (t- z')n +m- (t- z)n+nx 
If this be identically equal to I, we have, by equating the 
coefficients, four equations, viz :- 
(i) - (n +9n +i)a = (A+ -1-1) 
(ii) 2nß = 21% 
(iii) 2(f1+I)a -ß (ri- -m)= -(M+3î1 +2) 
(iv) (n -m+ i)ß +2(n +I)a = - (n +r71, +t) 
which are satisfied by a== -1 and [3.1 
Thus, the assumption has been justified and therefore it is 
proved that cß(z) -o 
2 (b). To prove 
dQ-am (z) 
dz -nrQn'n 
(z) - (n+ m) Q-lm (z) 
Proof:-The same as in 2 (a) except with the necessary 
difference in the contour and some change in the constant term 
multiplying the integrand. 
3 (a), To prove 
(z2 dP n;(7) - (n-m+ i) Pnrlm(z) +(n+ I)z Pnm(z) =o 
Proof :-This can be obtained from 2 (a) by changing n into 
-n -1 but as another illustration we prove it by the method 
used above. 




12 n(n +m+ I l 
(o ) - 47 sin nir . ( 
z2 
11(n) 
-6- N. U. SIIABDE. 




z'(t2-In n-m+ I (t2-I)nk1 
z)ng.m+2 (t `z)n.I.m+1 2(n+ I) (t-z)n.pm+2 
_ 
C(t2 (n-m+ I) (t2-I)72+1 





Assume the expression in the rectangular brackets to be 
d (t2- 0.'1+1 - a, át where a is a constant to be determined. 
This expression - 
2(72+ I) a (t2 I 2(n+ Iia z(t2- I)at 
(t- z)n+m (t-z)ns,m.L1 
a(n-} 9?2-i° I) (t2-I)n+1 
(t - z)nmm.p2 






2(n+ i)a = -I 
2(rn+ Oa = - I 
I 
I 
- (m +n+ I)a 
l 





Hence our assumption is justified and 0 (z) is proved to be equal 
to zero. 
3 (6). To prove 
/ nn (Z2 -I) dQ (z) - (n-m + r) Qn+r1m(z) + (n +I) z ,,m(z) -o 
Proof :- Either change n into --n-z in 2 (b) or use the 
method as in 3 (a), 
ON VARIOUS RECURRENCE FORMULAE. -7- 
2 
Before proceeding to generalize some of the recurrence formulae 
given by Heine it is to be remarked that the notations used in 
this article and the subsequent one for Pnm(z) and Q4'n(z) are 
those of Prof. Hobson. 
I (a). To prove 
,./(z2-3) Pn,om+1(z) = z (rL-9n+I) Pn+1'n(z) 
--(11+m+I) P,nm(z) 
Proof :-Let (z) denote 
(z2- I) Pn+1m+I(z) -zen-m+ I) Pn+lm(z) 
+(1L+m+I) Pnm(z) 
then (z) 
e- n7ri - 47r sinn7r I IT(9t-{-9n+I) ( 2 `L 
'n 
2n+1 III(ra+ I I 
z - I} X 
(z -I-, 1+ , z -, I -) f I, dt 
where 
=-(t2-'I)n+l.(z2-I)(n+9n-{-2) z(9t-9ni-I) (i2-I)n+1 
(t-,)n+m+3 (t -Z)"+"2+2 
+2(n+I) 
(t7 n+)+1 (t-ti) 
_ (t,2._I)n+2 (n.(-9n+2) z (t2__I)n+I (39t H91t+)  (t z)n+m+3 t- )ra+m F2 
(12_ -I)n (n i-9n+2) (t2- I)n+1 
+ 2 ( ]t }- I ) z)n+m+1 (t -z )n+na+1 
Assume that I is identically equal to 
d r (12_1 ).+2 d r t. (tZ-I)n+1-J 
dt L (t - z,n+1L+2 ß dt L (t - z)a+m+1 
where a and f3 are constants to be determined. 
The above expression 
-r- (n+ 1n+2) (t2-I)n+2 
(t2_ I)n+1 
(t-z)n+m+3 i'2(n+2) (1_z)n+mt1 
gq 
-S- N. G. SHABDE. 
2(n.+2)z 02- )n+1 
J (t -z)n.t.m-tG 
+ß (1b -m +2) (t2- 
1)'i +1 2(n+ I) (t- I)n 
(t z)n.Fm +l (t - z)n+m+l 
z(n 
m 
I) n +1 
J (- z+q.2 I) 
If this be identically equal to I, then by the comparison of 
coefficients we find 
(i) - (n +m+2) ar -n +m +2 
(ii) (2n, +I)ß= (2n +I) 
.(iii) 2(n +2) a +(n -m +2) 0=- (3+m+2) 
(iv) 2(n +2) a- (it + »à+ I) J3=- (3t1 +m+5). 
%vhich equations are satisfied by a --I, 
Hence our assumption is justified and o (z) is proved to be 
equal to zero. 
// 
I To prove 
6/03 1) Qnbina+1 (2)=(n-- 9n +I)z Qn+f' (z)- (n+m +I) Q, (z) 
Proof : -The same as in I (a) with the necessary changes, 
2 (n) To prove 
dPnn:(z) 
I p ne+1 (z)+ 'm Pnt(z) 
(z "-- 
. 
- I ) dz A/(zI I 
Proof :- 
Let O(z)=(z2- I) 
CZ P`m (z) Pnmi7(z)_.1riz Pnm(z) 
Then ¢(z) - 
8 n Tri 
47r sin n7r 
II(1L +177) 
II (n) 
(z+, I+, -, I- ) 
I - -721- ( /' (t2-- I )n . "1712 CLIí 
2vo t J (e- 
(z -4-, I+, z-, I-) 
+J (n-i-m+ I) (t2- I)a,, (z'1- I) Ci?l 
(t - z)"+m+2 
e". 1ll(.+in) - 
4 7 sin 'nil' II (n) 2' 
X 
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(z +, I +) z I -,) 
(z2 -i)+2 [. 
¡` (z2-I) (n+ ?n +I) (0- I dt (t- z)n +m +2 
(z +, I+, z', 
9az (t2- I)° at (t- z)n +m +1 
= o, as the first member is equal, and opposite in sign, to 
the second. 




Proof :-Similar to that in z (a). 
3 (a) To prove 
dPm(z) - (m -na+ I ) (n+m) m-1 mz nm( z) 
cis (z2 I) 
P» 
(z) (x - I) Pn z 
Proof :-Let 0(x) = (z2- i) 
d 
ánmx) - (n+m) (n-m+ I) x 
where 
/(z2 ..,1) P»m-1(z).¡Az Pnm(z), 
Then cß(z) = e 
nrs 11(n +m) rrn) In (x2-I) 2 x 4 sin nor n(a) 2 
(z+, I+, x-a I-) 
f I dt 
I = 
Cviz (t2-I)n 0.+911+1) (t2-1)" (z2 -I) 
(t__z)n+m+1 + (t-z)n+m+2 
+ mz (t2-i)n -- (n-m+ I 
(t8 I)n 
(t-z)n+m1 ) (t-on" 
F mz (t2-I)n _ n-m+I (t2- I)n + m+ I) X 
(t-z) 'H4+1. ( ) (t_z)n+m.( 
r (t2- I)n+1 (t2- I)"b - (t1__ I)n r (t_.z)n+m+2 2z (t-z)n+m+1 (t-.x)+i.pm 
2 
N, G. SHABDE, 
cl 2 171Z 
(t - z)n+m+1 2 (t2 - Y )n (t - z)"+m 
-- (n + m f- I) 
2- 0141 
z n.p m3, g 
2 z (n + m-I- I)+12 - On i 
( - ) (t-z)' J 
(t2- I)n+1 2 (n+ I) 2 (t2- I)n 
_1 (n+m+ I) (t-z)n+m+2 (t-z)"+m+1 
- 2 (7b{y) (t1-I)n 
(t-z)n+m J 
d f (t2- I)n+1 ) 
dt j` (t - z)nq mtl I} as it is easy to see. 
In 8 7fna II(n+m) I(z2-I) 
2 X 
47rsin n7r II(n) 2n 
(z+, 1+, z-, I-) 
d ¡ (t2 - I In+1 ldt 
Cit (t- z)n+m+1 J 
=o 
3 (b). To prove 
dQnm(z) (n -m+ I) (n+m) mz l 
dz j(7,2 _1) Qnm- 
1(z). Qnm(z). 
Proof :- Similar to that in 3 (a) above. 
4 (4. To prove 
d 
11 
(z) - + (n -m+ I) (n+m) Pnm -1(z) dz 
Proof : -Add 2 (a) and 3 (a) and we get the result. 
4 (h) Similarly by adding 2 (b) and 3 (b) we have 
2 /(z2 -I) d(2:: (z) - Qnm+1(z) + (n -m +I) (n +m) Q.'n -1(z) 
5 (a). From 2 (a) and 3 (a) by subtraction we have 
111 P (z)- (n -m+I) (n +m) Pnm -1 (z) -pnm+l (z) (s2, I) 




ON VARIOUS RECURRENCE FORMULAE. If 
2z2Qnr(z) -(n-m +I) (n+m) Qnm-1 (z)_Qnm+1 (z) 
6 (a) Multiplying 4 (a) by i) and using 5 (a) 
we 
4 z 
d Pnm(z) 2n(n+ I) pm (z)- Pnm+2 
(z) 
dz m2-I m+I 
+ (n+m) (m+n--I) (n-m+I) (n-m-i-2) Pnnc-2 (,) 
m- I 
6 (b). Similarly Multiplying 4 (b) by lz z and using 5 (b) 
we get 
4 z dQnm(z) 2n(n + 1) yn (2.1n4.2 (z) 
dz m2- I n 7)2+ I 
+ (n+Yn) (n+m-i) (n- m+ I) (n-m+2) wt-2 (z) 
m- I 
7 (a).* From 6 (a), by substituting for z d 
azm(z) 




Pnm+1 (z) by means of 2 («) and using 
5 (a) we have 
4m z" Pnm 2 m(n22 I-n2-n) Pnm(7) I pnm+2 (z) z 2 -I m2- I m+I 
(n+m) (n+m-I) (n-m+I) (n-m+ 2) Pnm-2 (z) m-I 
m 
7 (b). From 6 (b) by substituting for z Qcz 
(z) in terms 
Q 
n 
m +1 (z) by means of 2 (b) and of zQn 
nm 
(z) and 
using 5 (b) we have 
_4_2112! Qom (z),_. 
/(z2-I) 
29n(n22 -n2-n) Qnm(z)- I 
9n2 -I e m$I 
Q 
n 
nt +2 (z) 
(n+In) (n+m- i) (n-m+ i) (n -m+2) Qnm-2(z). 
m-I 
*The corresponding formula given by Heine (6, e.) as formula (e) on p. 258 seems 
to be wrong. 
N. G. SHABDE. 
3 
a (a). To prove 
/(z2 
-I) Pnm +l(z)- (2m+I2+I)zpnm(z) 
m - (m +n) ,s1 (22 Pm- 1(z)+(n+ I) Pn +1m (z) -o. 
Proof :-Let the left hand side of I (a) be denoted by ¢(z). 
Then 4(z)= 
(z+, I-i°, z-, i-) 
8 n7ri II(n.i-m) I 
( z`'- I z L 4vr sin nr II(n) 2n+1 ) 
where 
I dt 
I=[-2 (n+m+I) {ttgz n+m+2 tt2 z +m (- ) (-) 






-(n+m+I) (t- +12 -1-2(n+I) 
(t2-0" )aa 
-} Z(n+ I) z (t-z)n+m+1 
d (t2- I)z+I 
dt (t-z)n+m+1 } 
(t2- I )n 
(t-z)'2+m 
4(z)_o 
I (b). To prove 
- A/W -I) Q,orn +1(z) - (2m +n +i)z Qn "z(z) 
- m(m +n) (z2 -I). Qnm -1(z) + (n + I) Qn +1m(z) =o 
Proof :- Similar to that in I (a) with necessary changes. 
Changing n into -n- I in I (a) and I (b) we have 
2 (a). 4/(z2- I) Pnm +1(z) + (2 m -n)z In (z) 
+ m(m -n i) J(z2- i) P,,m-1(z) + n P92_im(z) =o. 
_ 
47r sin nit n (n) 2" 
c( 5- 
ON VARIOUS RECURRENCE FORMULAE. 
2 (b). )(z2- I) Qnm +1(z) + (2m -n)z Qnm(z) 
+m(m -n -1) ,(z2- I) Qnm -1(z) + n Qn_i'n(z) =o. 
3 (a). To prove 
(n +m) ,(z2 -- I) Pnm- 1(z)+z Pnrn(z)- Pn +lm(z) =o. 
Proof :-The left hand side of 3 (a) 





I +. z - i I-,) 
(,2_01[ / I. 
(t2-I)n (n+m+I) 
+z (t-z)n+m+1 2(n+ I) 




(t2 - I)" +1 
-z+"+2 
2(n+ I) z(t2-I)n 




2(n-}-I) Ct (t-z)"+m+1 
g nra II (n+7n) I 
Sb (z)-- 47r sin n7r n(n+I) 2n+1 
na 
(z2- I ) 2 X 
(z+, I+,z-, I-) 
C 
/' 
d `tl-I)L+1 dt 1 ( -z)  }dt] 
=o 
3 (b). To prove 
(n +m) (z2 -I) Qnm- 1(z)+ z Qnm(z)- '2%+). (z) =0. 
Proof :- Similar to that in 3 (a) with the necessary changes. 
Changing n into -n -r in 3 (a) and 3 (b) we have 
4 (er). (n -m+ i) l(z2-1) Pnm- 1(3) -ti P,tnt(z)+ P'nn -.(z) =0. 
16 
I+ N. G. SHABDE. 
and 
4 (b). (n -m +r) (z2 -I) Qnm- 1(z) -z Qnnt(z) +Qmn- 1(z) =0. 
Combining I (a) with 2 (a) and r (b) with 2(b) we get 
5 (a). (2n +I)z Pnm(z) +m (2n +I),J(z2 -I) Pnm -1(z) 
-n Pmn- 1(z) -(n+ I) Pmn +1(z) =0 
and 
5 (b). (2n+ i)z Qnm(z) +m (2n+ i) (z2 -I) Qnm -1(z) 
-n Qmñ- 1(z) -(n+I) Qmn +i(z) =o. 
Similarly combining 3 (a) with 4 (a) and 3 (b) with 4 (b) we have 
6 (a). (2n+ I) ,./(z2- r) Pnm -1(z) + pm(z) - Pn +1m(z) =0. 
and 
6 (b). (2n +I) (z2 -i) Qnm- 1(z) +Qn- 1m(z) -Qn41m(z) = o. 
Combining 5 (a) with 6 (a) and 5 (b) with 6 (b) we get 
7 (a), (2n+ i )z P,nm(z) + (m- I) (2n + i) ,J(z2- I) P.m -1(z) 
-(n + I) Pn -lm(z) -n Pn +rm(z) = 0. 
and 
7 (b). (2n +I)z Qnm(z) +(m -1) (2n +I) ,/(z2 -I) Qnm -1(z) 
-(n +I) Qn- 1m(z)- nQn +1m(z) =0. 
Multiplying I (a) and i (b) by n and 2 (a) and 2 (b) by 
(n+ I) and then subtracting 2 (a) and 2 (b) from I (a) and r (b) 
respectively we get 
8 (a). 
n(n+ i) {Pn+1na(z)-Pn 1'(z)}-2(n+ I) { Az2-I)Pnm+1 (z) 
+2mz Pnm (z)+m(m-I) (z2- I) Pnm-1 (z)} =o 
and 
8(b). 
n(n+I) {Q4n+1 (z)-Qmn-1 (z)}-2(n+I){ 1(z2-I) Qnm+1(z) 
+2mz Qnm (z)+m(m-I)(z2-I) Qnm-1 (z)? -0. 
97 
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Note 
For the proofs of 3 (b) in § r and 2 (b) and 4 (b) in § 3 by changing n into - n- r, 
it should be noted that, in spite of the relation 
>27ri jQn"n. sin (n+m)7r -Q_n-1 . sin (n -m)71} 




(liobson's paper, i, c., p. 462) 
being not so simple as 
pni' = vn -n -J , 
these recurrence formulae still prove to be true on account of the corresponding recur. 
rence formulae for Pnm , as may be seen by actual substitution. 
ON CERTAIN EXPANSIONS OF ZERO IN SERIES 
OF ASSOCIATED- LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS, P (,z) 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE. 
Introduction : -The object of the present paper is to show 
how zero can be expanded in series of Pnm(p.), n and m being 
integers and /2= cos O. I give a number of expansions of zero 
in terms of Pnm(µ) ; the methods used being (i) a method similar 
to that used by Lindemann for expansions of zero in Lames 
functions and (ii) a method different from that used by Lindemann. 
Zero has been expanded in infinite series of Bessel's functions 
by Niels Nielsen*. Expansions of zero in series of Lamé's 
functions have been given by F. Lindemann-. Similar expansions 
of zero in series of P(µ) are not possible with integral n but 
may be possible with n non- integral, as in the latter case the 
functions do not always form an orthogonal system. Such 
non -orthogonal systems of Legendre's functions have been 
recently completely investigated by Ganesh Prasad +. Some 
of the series obtained by Ganesh Prasad § and the present 
*Math. Annalen, Bd. 52, pp. 582-587, "Sur le dévelóppement du zero en 
séries de fonctions cylindriques ". 
Malt. Annalen, Bd. 19, pp. 323 -385, "Entwicklung der Functionen einer 
cnmplexen Variablen nach Laméschen Functionen und nach Zugeordneten der Kugel - 
functionen ". Sea specially pp. 361 -378 under the heading ` Nullentwicklungen";. 
also p. 381. 
$Proceedings of the Benares Mathematical Society, Vol XII, "On the non -orthogonal 
systems of Legendre's functions ", pp. 33-42. 
§ Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, Vol. XXIII. No. 3, pp. 116 -124 
"On the summation of infinite series of Legendre's functions ", (second paper). 
See series 
II (p. 116). This series can be written as 
O = K0(cosh Lt) - K!(cosh 1) -- -3 K3(cosh lß) --5 
+- to infinity, 
where 
0<11,< z awl Ki,(cosh tP) = 
F_I+pi(cosh 4,) 
N. G. SIiABDE. 
author * can be exhibited as series for zero in terms of P. (p'), 
n non -Integral. C. Fox.- also gives a series for zero in terms of 
P,, (ft), n non- integral. 
Bull. Calcutta Math. Society, Vol. XXIII, No. 3, pp 155 -182. "On the summa 
fion of infinite series of Legendre's functions " See series 1 and 2 (pp. 155-159). These- 
can be written as 
'where 
(I) O= 2i2) Ko(cosh tß)-1C.1(cosh K3(cosh tß) 
-I 
5 




and K(cosh 0)=P-¡+pi(cosh IP) 
as in the last foot -note 
Tr 
nd (2) O- Ko(cosh 'L11)- k) -K1(cosh K5(cosh t 
Where 
Kq(cosh K13(cnsh t) 
-I- -+... to<infin:ty,. 
7 II 
o<4'< 3 and Kp(cosh t) c P_ y +i (cosh '). 
h Proceertins, Londön Mathematical Society, Val, XXIII 26, pp. 35 -So, "Some 
ember contribution. to the theory of null series and their connexion with null integrals' 
Examples given are 
:sid 
3 
/ (i) P_°n(cos cß)-}- 2 (-I)n Pna:-inr(cos tfi)=o if nI 
o<0<ri o<xcß<Ti and- 992< 
00 (-l)M-1 
01) 2yz- I Px(n-I)-1(cos)=4 r P.. t(cos cÿ) whenevet 
1t=a 
O ti10 Cr and 0 <r.. < n(p, 76), 
ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS, Pnm(µ). 
Methods: -Two methods can be followed for the required 
expansion. 
I. One is analogous to that used by Lindemann for Lamés_ 
function -ex pansions of zero. It is to assume the required: expan- 
n n 
sion in the form M Anet Pym(µ), to expand Pnm(¡d) in series 
n =o m =o 
of µ and to equate to zero the coefficients of different powers of ti. 
The coefficierrts, Annz's, can be deterrnined'frorn the resulting equa- 
tions. It is easy to see that if Sn -o gives the expansion of the 
nth degree, the general expansion of zero of the nth degree will 
be S+ X, Sn_i+... =o, where X's are arbitrary constants. 
II. The second method is a well-known one and is indicated 
in several books on Spherical Harmonics. It is to construct ratio- 
nal integral functions of cos 0, sin 0. cos y5, sin O sin 95 and to 
expand them in series of P,BNcos 0). We finally put 0 =o or 
2 
and get the required expansion for zero. 
! 




1' + P82(µ)+ J. 
Proof:-It is known* that 
P42(lu) 
cos 224) = 2 cos 20 [f. P22(0+ 96.211 p420.0+ 138.41 Ps 2 (µ) -I°-....] 
Putting 4' =o and considering that r =Po (µ), we get the 
required expansion. 
(2) O = -2P.° (1)-}-2P20(µ) +P22(1.4) 
Prof: -The res'u1t is well -known and almost obvious. But 
we shall try to obtain it by using Lindemann's method. 
Let o= A0° P° °íµJ+ A.; P2(µ)+A2P22(ft). (i) 
But P °2 (4) = 
342 
- , 2( (r -,u2) Substituting 2 P' µ) = 3 ( ' 
these values in (r), and equating to zero the coefficient of µ2 and 
the term independent of ft, we have the equations, 
* Ganesh Prasad : Spherical Harmonics. Part I, p 119. Ex. 9 
lo 
N. G. SIIARDr... 
A °° -} A °2 + 3 A22 =o 
and A °2 =2A22 
These give 2 A22 = -A °0 and A °2 =2A22 and the result follows, 
immediately. 
3) O = 6 P °1 (µ) -5 P °3 (0-1328 (FO. 
Proof : -Assume 
0 =A23 P23 (14+ A °3 P °3 (u)+ A °1 P °1 (p4), 
But 
and 
P23 0)=15 (u-µ3), 
5 (23-3k 
P°3 CO- 2 
P°1 (Il)=µ. 
Equating to zero the coefficients of µ3 and µ, we have, 
-15 A23+ z A °3 =o (i) 
A °1 -l-15 A23-÷ A °3 =o (ii) 
These give A23= 6 A °3 =- 6 A °1 
Hence 
6P°1 (p) -6 P °3 (µ)- P23 (µ) =o, taking A °1 different from zero. 
In general, the expansion of zero in P* (It) of the third 
degree is 
P23 (u) +6 P °3 (i) -6P °1 (u) +X(P22(/),) 
+2P °2 (z) -2P °o (i) } =o, 
where A is an arbitrary constant. 
(4) O = 
CI 
3 
{2Po2+ P°° 2'4 - 5.7.9 9 P°4 + 5' 9 P° 
+ 9'7 ° }) 2' 4 
+ 
2'4 . r. P`-'4 + P22 5'7'9 
ASSeCIATED LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS Pnm(µ). 
'goof :- 
Putting cß =o in the expansion 
te2(1 -142)sin2$ _ µ2(I--122) (x-cos 2ck) 
. T 
_ á[ 3(ZPl.}. P°)- 5 7 9 9 P4-F 29 P2+ 9'7 4 P0l 
-.2 COS 2cß[12 579 ( 9P24+ 52.9 1)22 JJ 




CO + 1540 P34 (µ)+ 693 P16 (µ) 
- P14 (4)- 63 P12 (µ) 
Proof : -It is known* that 
cosa O sin3 ® sin 95 cos2 
i 6930 P36 () + 1540 P34 CO} sin 3f 
- 693 Pl6 (IO - 770 e14 (m) - b3 P12 (µ) t sin4 
Put i= 2 and we have the required result . 
(6) 
= 15 P48 () + 30 P46 Cu) + -g p44 (/) i- 2P28 (il) 
Proof 
-94 P24 (0_ i45 P22 (µ) 
cos4 O ° sin4 O. sing cos2 ¢i_ 
x - cos4 B° sino O. (r-cos 40). 8 
Ferrers : Spherical Harmonics, p. 92, 
N. G. SIIABBE, 
N ow 
cos 44) (1)- , coso 0 sino -- 





cos46 ( r -µry) 2 d4 
8 dµr (fo) 
8 c0544 
17 P48--13. 178a765 
r745 
P44.i 
(ï!) -8-- coso B sino 0= 
17 p46 
2 
t r u 6! r3 T" 
8 L 6.5 * 3. 5...13 
{13P26±9. 2. P24 - 5 2'4 P2a 
I r28 17 r7rç 




+5. 2.4.6 P22 }]. 
and (ii) we have by putting .p =o the required 
In general, if the right side of (6) be denoted by S$ 
and that of (5) by S6, we have S8-1-AS6 =o, A being an arbitrary 
constant. 
(7) 
ro! ! 21 




81 ( 7P36+j,r7 
16.8.7.6.3.5...17 il 2 
1715 3 +9 -2;4: P 4 
P36 
ro! 21 aIrg 
+ 161O.9.8.3.5...21 2I P3;0+17' 
P38-}-i3 P36 
ASSOCIàTED LECENDRE FUNCTIONS Pn"'(µ). 
+9 2r.9.7 r3 )- 24°6 
+i6 6.36l...r3 I 
13 PIS+9 t P14+5 P12 } 
2 2 8 1 
-i6 ' 8 _17{17 35 7  P 
1 





1 +5. -2.4.6 P 2 
. 
6 ' I Ó 3.5 O.2I { 21 Pilo + 17 2L . P184.-13. 2 2.4 PIs 
+9. 
2r9'17 PI4+5 2I1917r5 P1 
2'4"-) ' 2.4.6 ;8 
Proof :- 
W(1 -4.12)k sin30. COs20 
s I ( 
Now 
2 sin 95-sin 54> +sin 3'k } 
r á r d5 
10.9.8 °7.6 dµ5 µ 
1) (a) -sin 595. 16 (I --112)T 
(i) 
I i r d5 Iod 
{ 
2r 
= -sin 5$. 16 (1 `µ2) 10.9.8.7.6 dµ5 3.5...21. 
2 r.P1oGu)+ 17 2 P8(µ) 
21.19 
+13. P601) 2.4 








I I I01 21 -s1n 5 16. I0.9.87'6 { 3.5...2I {21PoI7. 2 Pas 
(8) 
2119 1 
-i-13 P 24 s J} 
6 sin 3k.µs(I`µ2) (I -'2)E= 16 (I- 14)te {µ5 -u?} 
I d3 
Xsin 3p= i6 sin 3$. (I -µ2)i 8.7,6 Ito (µ8) 




sin 34 (I -µ2)g 1098 
sin 30. 8! 9 
P83+13. 
dµ$ 
P6 3 +9' 
P83+ 










+9. 246 . 
(e) 16 
µ5(1 -µ2)2(I-µ2A 2 sin 0-2 16 
0 
\1-µ2`1 
X { µ5-2 µ7+µ9 
2 sin 0 2 { I d 2 d r d - 16 (1-µ ) 6 d K6 8 dµ µ8+ IO µto µ 
=2 160 6L3. ,.'.13 {13PIS+92; P14+5'12.41P121 
2 2 
16 ' 8 
. sin0 I 3's .i17 {17P18+13, 
7 
P16 +9. 17.415. Pio 
5' 
17 15i3 2 sin I j' IO. -I P1 
246 21 + 16 Io L 3.5...21 { 
2I Piro 7 Z 21 s 
+13.21,19 P16 +9. 2P1917 
21219.17 °15 
PI2 },. 
4 4' 4' 
Thus (i)= (a) +(b))(c). Putting 0= on both the sides, 
we have the required expansion. 
(8) 
Cosa O. sins O. sin4 0. cos4 0 
=08 (1-wo ) 
e 
i7 {cosS_4 cos40+6} 
c¿s 2 
) 
I. (I - I 9IOIL...16 c48 µ 
=-: (I-µ2)g I I216 X 9.10...16 3'5'7"'33 
d8 j 9.33 
dµ$ 
1 
33'P16(4) + 2 P14(0 
F25 
1 
2'4 PI2 (µ) 
+2 a . 32,4169 Po(w) 









13`33'31.29'27'25 + 2.4.6.8.10 2.4.12 
33.31.21 33'31'19 +' 2.4.. 14 P2(w)+ 24...16. 
33 - (9.1o...16) (3.5...33)L33Ps1g (f1)+29 2 P814 
1 
+ 25 .2...3 4 (N) i- 
2/.33.31.29 
P812 2.4.6 
s -1-17 . 
33.31-27 6,8 P 8 (l) 
P8,0 (N) 
II. (I-1+2) L8 (I-µ2)2]°(I-Ft2) [µ8 (I-2µ2+ /44)1 




"7-"--CI1119w (3.5 25) 1, 
2.2 
25 P412+2I Z P4 2. 10+17 243 P43 
+ 13. 2522461 
5.3-19 
P46 
p4 g-F 9' 2.4.6.8 j 
1.2 
13 (35...33) 33' P41g+ 29 Z; 
p414 
33'31 p412 2t 33'31'29 P4 t0 -}-t7 
33w31...27 
2.4 2.4.6 246$ s 
+1 33'3125 p4 +9. 
33'3123 p4 ,' 24...10 g 9' 24...I2 4 
21z ..14 
4 





III. (1 --F42) [11,8 (I -F1")] = (I -F=2) Lµ8- .fá10 
P9 N. G. SHABDE, 
= P2...14 
14'13'7' (3'5..29) I 29'P614+25' 
2g'27 




16.15'II (3'5 '33) {33 Psis -1-29. 23 P614+ 
33'31...25 + 3 P s 24 ..IO s 
Therefore, we see that 
cos89. sin83. sin40. cos40 
= [r. cos 8 ¢ -4. II. cos 0+6. III ] 
Putting rk=o we see that 
o=--I- -4.II+ . III 
In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to Professor 
Ganesh Prasad for kindly suggesting to me this problem and for 
his keen interest and encouragement, while the work was in 
progress. 
og 
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"ON A SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS" 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE. 
Introduction. 
Bromwich * has given a new solution of Laplace's equation repre- 
sented by Y = á {r" P(cos B) }, which occurs in certain potential 
problems he deals with. G. N. Watson in a note,t with the title 
" On some solutions of Laplace's equation," has given solutions of 
Laplace's equation represented by 
ana 
p) ... .. ... Ón (r P). 
Expansions for án {P (cos B)} in terms of Legendre's functions 
have been given by Bromwich and later on by H. B. C. Darling.$ 
A. F. Joliffe § has put ers 
{P (cos B)} in the form 
Z n! ( µ Jn {(iz -i) log 1 µ}-._P..log µ µ being -cos 9, 
analogous to the well -known form for 
1 d ¡¡ µl yin\ 2i".rE! d J {(µ2-1)" log µ 
1-l-µ} 
1 -µ 
* Proc. London Math. Society (2), Vol. XII (1913), p. 100. 
f Proc. London Math. Society (2), Vol. XII (1913), p. viii. 
* Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 49.(1923), p, 289. 
§ Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. XLIX, IN 125. 
18 
P. log 1 +µ 
1 -µ 
(ncr 
"1-4$ N. G. SHABDE 
Now it is obvious to see that since V =r ". Pn (cos B) sin m4 
is a solution of p g V- a 9 V-I- 0 a V-I- a' V -0 when expressed a:a ay" a z2 
a P+9 m 
in polar co- ordinates, 
amt any 
{r" P " (cos B). s,°$ mzp }, must also give 
solutions of Laplace's equation. The object of the present paper is to 
give expressions and expansions in terms of associated Legendre 
a Pita 
functions for {r ". P,,. 
amp. any 
of spherical harmonics. 
COB m}, thus obtaining 
§ 1. 
Taking q =1 and p =0, to find the value of 
a p+q r"Pn(cos 9) cos m, or of arnn.an, sin 
a system 
a jr .p., 008 
an sin 
m C [log {r "P . °s mck }r cos mxc [log r.P `+ 0a P" n sin sin 
To find the value of P;` := 
m43}. 
... (I) 
* 8P" =P".log 1-ht`-1-A.P" -21 2n-1P. 2n-3 p-9.f- ... ... an 2 1+2n 2(2n-1) 
.. } 3(-1)"-2 P +(-1)"-1 1 n(n-1) ' n(n+1 ) ' 
where A -2 \ 1- L 3 
1 
Zn ), 
it Bromwich, l.c., or L:obson, Theories of Spherical and Ellipsoidal Harmonica, 
p. 172! art. 112. 
HO 
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or * 
OP. = 1 (-1;p.(2n-F2p-h3) 
an 2n-I-1 r=o (p-h1)(2n+p-F-2) n+v+i 
-i (-1)".(2n-2p-1) -Z (p+1)(2n-p) P-r-i 
Hence 
8n 
P _ n {(1-µg)a dµn° Pn =(1-µ9)a dµm 




{ 1.2n n_- ...{ 
= log 12µ.Pn-hÄnP2{1 2nlP " -1 2(2n-1) 3P" { 
+rran 
n 'V 1 
pn-srn (in = 
L 1-µ 12 






11+1P-a-I- ... .,.... ... µ 






1 p + ' , (-1)p.(2n+2p+3) p_1-µ9)á µ 2n+1 =-o (ph1)(2n--p+2) n+p+z 
"-1 (-1)1' .(2n-2p-1)Pn- _ 
Zo (p+l)(2n-p) r-1 
* Darling, lc. 
11 
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Again using Jolliife's expression for 1P } we have 
á 
dn. r a 







- log ( 12 µ)P; -m 'V 1+µ P-' n2(1 2 1) C l+µ )P"_, 
' + ... ... + ( -1)». Pn.(m- 1)i ( i+µ ) ] ... (IV) 
Hence using (II), (III) and (IV) in (I) we have 
-r'. 
a { r ".Pm cos me sin 1 
cos 
mcp [ log r Pñ +P' log 1'4+ A nP -2 1. 2n, P 
+ 
i (l+µ 
) } .. 
or 
-rm cos m 
L 
log r.Pñ+ j -2n-hl P° 
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+ 
/ 
-1)r(2ri 1 2p-f 3)p7°+r+l-zl(-1)r(2n-2p=1) 









/xa-1)n.log 12+P'} -P.lóg(:1Lµ)-- {m 
'V 1-µ P-1 t Fµ 
ml 2 
1). \ 1-Fµ !P"-e,n-1) ! P(1µ )2 J. 1.3) 
§ 2. 
To obtain expressions for a 
2 r 
P (µ) and a a r +1 P (µ) and thus to a ner nap +1 
1r 
find expressions for a r ".Y . cos nz and 
en21' Sill 
a 2r+1 n, 
An2r+1 -'tt.Pn. 
cos nzç sin 
G. N. Watson in his note * has obtained values for 02r,n and 021, +1,2 
1 
aer +1 
where Baren = 
1 a2P P and 0, +i,,, (2p)! an !' ant r +1 
According to him, 
2r 
Ber - Z vk.11 22,_k and Ber +1,n. = 
k =0 
where 







261,= G Sr,9(-1)(r-1)aPn_Q(p-), Zr= Z Sr,9 (-1)rgPn_4(µ), 
9'=1 9=1 
S,,,Q depending on n, p and q only (not on µ) and 
To =1, T, =log (1+át), 12= 
8Z1 2e. s2 
. 
* L.c. 
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T 
m (- 1), +P + 
and T - °° ( -1) e +p +1 
=P +i 2 . s. 
where t= µ -1 = -2 sins 2 , while cr., is the sum of the products 
Y 
ja 2a e2 Qe lf P' 
p at a time of 1-2, 2-2, .... s ', the functions T, having no 
sifngularities in the real space except on the negative part of the 
axis of harmonics, also t T'9 P +9 =T2 p +1) (1+2). T'2 +1 =T 2 p Ex- 
pressions for 8p in terms of n, 'p and q have been obtained 
note. 




a2"rn - an- - 
dm ( 82, 1-µ')a. cipm !1` Pn 
=(2p)! (1-µa).dm [k vkT9p-k 
' -(2p) ! (1`µ')2 
µm 
[k 2P-k Z k791`1)k4rn-9(µ) I 
1 
I9P n m kq 
'.(213) G T9P-k (1) 87 k,9Pn-9(µ) k=0 9°1 
n- 4+1 





+T2`p-k(1-µ9)2 (-1)".8k,913n-9(01 . (I) 
9=1 
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Similarly, since 'therefore 
o 91,=1 y 9P+1 
an9P+1 r n(µ)=(2p+1) ! k=o 24k T9 P+1-k 
4+5 
a 2P+1 P"(lu)-(2p+1) (1-/12)21 ddL 2kT9P+1-P a 9P+1 
!" 
m ]. 




=(2.0 +1) ! T9P +1 -k 8k,4(- 1)ck -1), p:-4(µ) h=o 4 =1 
-m+1 
} T2 P-k+1 Vi -p.2 ' Z (-1)(k-1)9,P:-9(µ) 
4 =1 




a° ) Cos 7n 
a TV sin 
odd integer 2p+1 
(k-1)4Skf9'Pfi-9(i'6 
.. . (II) 
} where c is an even integer 2p or an 
_m m 
( l 
= e°ñmz(1-µá)a dfm {.-j \r"'PAIµ)/ 
_ cos ¿ 2 dm ¡ ` r" (log r)`-tc ! a : t - sin z.(1-µ' ) dµm l iZ (c.-l) ( 11 ont P"(µ) 
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}... (2 1) 
This can be further evaluated in terms of associated Legendre's 
functions by using (I) and (II), 
§ 3. 
To derive an expression for 
âm 
P.,;(,.) in terms of Legendre's funo- 
tions from an expression given by H. B. C. Darling in a different notation. 
As in Darling's paper* let P, (p,) denote the co- efficient of 
am in the expansion of (1- 2p,a+a2)á (2s -1) Then according to him, 
dPm," 2-2s-4p +1 ds p(2na-2s-2p {-1) 
where A 
(I) 
, =2 ( 1 -I- 1 -I-... -l- 1 ) if m < 2s 2m -23-I-1 2m-2s-F3 28-1 
and =-2 2m 2s -1 + 2n 123 -3 + + 2s+ ]. ) if m> 2s, 
the series terminating when m -2p is unity or zero. 
Now the co- efficient of h"-"` in the expansion of 
1 
(1-2µh+h2 )"`+á 
in powers of h is Lm.m ! (1-µrz)-ám 
(2m) I 
P'(/.1) being Legendre's associated function. So putting s= -s, 
m =n -s and a =h in (1- 2µa+a2)4 we see that 














2-"(:m 1){(28)1}2(1-142)..P_, P"+9a,a1- (m-1-2s)t(s!)' 
G-".(n-s) t{(2s)I}'.(1--µ e, ')°..n__a P+,,, _ (n-1-s)!(st)9 
2- 2a(n- s)! {(2s)! }2.(1- µ9)8.28.s!(1 -p2) 's P(µ) 
(rc s)!(s1)9 (2s)! 
-_ (1 -µ2 )28.(2s)!(n -s)! 13: (p) 
(n+s)! st 2' 
,n 
- (1-µa)' (2m)!(n-m)! p"(µ) n+an"  n (n-{-m)! m! 2" 
(I) can be written as 
dm"+"+" 
-Aa,+n aP,,. .,"- 1 
p(2n- p+1) 
x Pn+,n-9p,fl 
Substituting in this from (II) we have 
d r 
cha L (n-!-m)!m!2" 
=A [ (1-µ2)'.(2m)!(n-m)! p:(0 ] "+no" 
(n+m)!m1.2 
2n-4p-!-1 r (1-µ')a"(`Lm)!(n-2p-na)! 
p(2n-2p-{-1) L - (n-zp+m)! m! 2" 
19 
... (II) 
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Hence, 
am 
l'(µ) - mt(n+m)! 2m 
(1-p.2)2 (27n)! (n- m)! 
[ ?m (1-µ9 ) . (2m)I (n-m)! m m 
(n+n2) I ni! 2` 
x A x P*(p')-Pn(p) x 
a (1-µ2 )2m(2m)!(n-m)! 
am { m!(n+m)! 2m 
=ei»,+n,mPw(µ)- 
P. 




a2 ) J 
" 2n-4p+1 (n+m)!(n-2p-m)! µ ) 
P p(2n-2p+1) (u-m)!(n+m-2p)! ñ P 
XP =sue } -á log (1- µ2).P (µ) 
a ( (2m)!(n-m)! 
Pn(µ) an ` m!(n+m)!2m 
`Lm!(n-m !! 
m!(n+m)! 2m 
-P *(µ) dam +n,m -2 log (1-- µa)- {ii(2m +1)- fi(n -m +1) 
-tii(n+m+1)-ifi(m+1)-log 2}] 
2_'.. 2n -4p+1) (n-(-m)! n-2p-m)! P; -Zp(2n-Lp+1) (n-mj!(n+m-2p ! -9p ... 
ó 
S %' Pn (µ) S n I 8 z l 
cos 
'm4 P' +4 r,. 
siri a m 
-sin )IL 
° + cos 
(3.1) 
SYSTEM 01? SPHERICAL HARMONICS 1:4i' 
cos -r " sin m4). [P "(µ) {A", + ",, -2 log (1 -µ2)- ß(2m +1) 
+41(n-9)2,-1-1)-11/(m+1.)-/.(n-hm-h1)-1og 2 )1 
2n-4p+1 (n+m)!(n-2p-m)! pÁ` - r=i p(2n-2p+1) ln-m)!(n+m-2p)!' -2r 
r" -sin +¢ P"(µ) +cos m 
§ 4. 
To give another expression for á P;; (µ) and expressions for 
a9 m aS ^2 P Tfn, ^9 P+1 
am2 
Pnf 
amg Pnf...: Pnf anz2P+1 Pnf 
in terms of associated Legendre functions and thus to evaluate 
a ` {r. p: cos ?n¢ where c =2p or 2p +1. am' sin 
If p.> 1 we have for m an integer 
and if 11<f 
(3.2) 
n 1I(n+m) 1 Pn(µ)= 
11(n) I {µ+ 1./ -1. cos }n cos m¢d4a 
o 
P"(µ)= IIf(ñ) ) 2 I {µ+ 1'u2-1 cos } cos mOd. 
0 
N. G. SHABD); 
ám{II(n+m)} 1 
11(n) a I {µ+ 
o 
-II(n+m) 1 f 7r{µ ,Vµa -1 11(n) a 
o 
and 
cos 431 " cos m4d4 
cos O }" sin m4). d4) if µ >1 
a ( am5 II(m+n)e a ' a 
` 11(n) ' i {µ+ µ'-1 cos o}" cos mo, do 
o 
"171. 
II(n+m)e a ' ,r 
11(n) 
f {µ+ /µa-1 
a 
Now 
cos 0 }" sin nz4). cpdq) 
if µ<1. 
4)=2{sin 4) -; sin 24)+ s sin 343- ... }, 
8 >0. 
Multiplying both the sides by sin m43, 
¢ sin m43=(cos (m -1)¢ -cos (m +1)0 } -á {cos (m -2)0 
-cos (m +2)4) } +......,- 7r <ÇÇ7 
Therefore 
á P"(µ) 
=tgn+nz-1-1)P7:(0-II(n+na,) r Pñ-'µ) _ Pñ+' (µ) 
L II(sz+m(-1) IÌ(zz+m+1) 
- ) 13;7'04 Pn+a(/") 
]C Ili.n+m-2) II(n+m+Z) 






= {On -Ha +1)- 72i i}P;"(µ) 
r 
L 
e a iPs 1(!-)- e ' P:+144 
11(n+m-1) II(n-1m-F-1) 
1 Pñ '(!") 
2 II(n+m-2) 11(n-f-m-{-2) 
s7r sir 
e ' PT-30.0 ea P+a(µ) 
I1(n+m-3) 
So we see that 
a r". cos a m sin 
if µ<1 (4.1) 
=r" Pñ(µ) {.+cos mcß}+r" 
Óm{Pñ(M)} s1Oe 
... (4.2) 






(-1)P-1. cos p¢ 
* Modern Analysis, p. 163, Ex. 2. 
121 
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q52 cos mc- xr2. cos n -2 (- 1)r -' {cos (m fp)f +cos (v/-7))41} 
r=i 212 , 
a a' II(n-f-na.) {µ+ -µa -1. cos 01" ama 890 II(n) 
o 
cos m¢. d 
J 
a 62 11(n+m) 1 r {µ+ -µ2 -1. cos 4} ". cos mi. d a m' 11(n) r f 
0 
a 
111(71+m)} I _2 am . {µ+ A/ p.2 -1. cos O}". 4). sin myl.) d 
II(n+m) 1 ti` 
11(n) a 
V,.2 _ 1 cos 4)1'. cos m¢, 4 2 d4 
82 
, II m (n+ 










{ 11(n+m+p) + II(n+m-p) if µ>1 
a2 . mTr 
_8m2 II(n+m)e g i 
. e `. P 
11(n+m) 
a -2 j II(n-}-m ) e a ' [ { 
P cm+,>2 pM-i 
II(n+m-1)" 
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+Pñ é 1 ) - i 1_ 
II(nz-I-1) J J 2 
mmr"1,..9 P. e 8 n Z(-1 )D-1 +II(n-m)e s -i 
11(n-1-m) p=1 p . 











=r - s Pm . am 
cos f sin m sin `a-1 -2¢' C +cos 1nß 1. 
+ds't +sñna`a. Pn i 
á Pn 
and can therefore be evaluated by using (4.1) and (4.3). 




(-1)n-' a -1 cos(n-n)-92)9i-{-F7047;_77. a 
n=t k 6 n2 
-3. 
a. _m : l á 9. (II(n+m)( 1 or e I m 





[j P:-1(M.).(loré-(-') ') `II(n-}-1x)(lore 3 X II(n-1-m-1) 
ir. 




_ / , - 
II(n+m+1) -a{ 1+-11 3{ 




pñ+P ( l or e *P 7 \ 1 or 
P=, 732 II(n+m-1-p) II(n-{-m-y 
+II(n+m) (1 ore 2 
C2 3 
m-P 
6 r(-1)P-1 ?f2 
1 pÁ-P(1 or e ') 
P=1 I p ( 6 p2 .) { II.n-I-222-I-p) 
m}P 
p.+P_ 
(1 or e 2 ) 
II(n+m+p) 5 
according as p.>1 or <1 
Hence 
a a m {r". P 
,, ems 
cos m¢} sin 
... (4.5) 
=2 "L10 P %as - 
) á, sin a m s I cos 
C-cos "61' 
a p^ s 
t 
-sin 
nx -3432 t -h sin nx " - t I cos 6. ri (4.6) 
and can be evaluated by using (4.1), (4.3) and (4.5). We can easily 
work out that 
72-21i 1 7r2 -, ÿi2P. coScp= cos S 9)t-i- -. ( -1)9 ' 
2p+1 7, 9=1 q2 
-(2p-1)(2p-2).7J2P-g-I-...-(g )1 TJ{eos (m-f-g)i-cos (m-g)0} 
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and 
1 9P+t (2p+1)(2p),r2P-i e,+. sin mc¢=-Z (-1)%. + 
7r 9=1 q q3 
+(2p+1) ! (cos (m-g)cp-cos (m ¢g)cp) q2P+7 
By using these expansions it is easy to evaluate 
a` P c being 2p or 2p+1 as am` 
. 
a P, - 8' II(n+m)(1 or e 2 ) am` am` 




{n+?(1 or e ) 
1-1(n). 
1 1 
am` ' a 
XJ {µ +Vµ' -1 cos 0 }" { -0 sin m04 
0 
cc, -1) a`- ' {H(n+m)(1 or e 2 ) l 1 
1.2 a m` ' J( 7r. 11(n) 




` 1 or e 2 / {µ ' µ }" 
II(n) 
+ -1 cos 
20 
0 
{a (cos n2ct) am` 
155- 
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a° =am` 




o. II m) (n}( lore ) ' " am°-' /} IIkn-1-m-1) 
7i e("'+ 
11(n-f-m+1) / "( )+s( )-F...] 
m 
c(c-1) a `-2 Ii(a--n2)( 1 or e-2- l 's'. e' . Pñ 
1.2 am`-2 / II(n-Fm) 
Hence 
a° amt 
( -1)q -1 
q' 
e(m+e)9 i pm-g e(m-°,a 
; } J II(m.-}-n-}-q) II(n-{-m-q) . 
-f-... 
according'as µ> or <1 ... (4.7) 
Pm'snm0 
[ cos a 
c 
,+ ca. -91n aa -1 P+.. -9 sin m 972` h G -f.COS MI) 972`-' 
a` ( cos 
a l sin ) . ... (4.8) 
and can be expressed in terms of associated Legendre functions by 
using (4.1), (4.3), (4.5) and (4.7). 
§ 5. 
To give in general the value of 
a N+4 trx Pm cos 
a 9t+a sin 
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in terms of associated Legendre functions seems to become very 
complicated. Even taking the simplest case of 
a m COS n 
aman r. Pn sin m , 
we see that the expression for this will involve double series. Thus 
a ,. 
a ni L 
a 9 m COS 
a n a n2 t rn' P"' sin 
cos 
sin mai. log r. 
mcfr 
+ a Pm T 
J an 
-sin 
°' +r . cos m cos n¢ log r. Pa sin ` 
a 
logr. mPn+ nor O PDS 
For a m 
{Pñ} we shall substitute its value from (3.1) or (4.1). 
To find 
9 
{Pfi} we have aran 
am02 an P - n m an P) 
r 1 Pñ+ z Ln+2p+3 . Pñ 
L P=o (p+1)(2n+p+L) +P+i. 
.1_1(-1)P 1)pra 
03+1)(2n -p) P-1 
_- 1 a P+ z 2n+2p-} 3 a 
2n-}-1 am P=o (p+1)(2n+p+2) am +P+t 
... (5.1) 
15á- N. G. SHABDE 
+"Z (-1)p(2n-2p-1) a P. 
r=o (p-I-1)1,2n-p) am 
Here for 
127 
a m a m a a. am P +r + and mP._ t m
we have to substitute in terms of associated Legendre functions from 
(3.1) or (4.1) thus obtaining double series. 
The general case of 
aP+9 
n 
rr cos ny,} 
a m. a n i` R ft ' sin 
can be treated similarly by using the results of § 3 and § 4 in the results 
of § 2. But it is easy to see that the expressions will be tremendously 
complicated giving a number of double series. 
In conclusion I wish to express my best thanks to Prof. Ganesh 
Prasad for kindly suggesting to me this problem an& for the interest 
he has taken in this paper. 
Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol. XXV, No. 3 (1933). 
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ON SOME RESULTS INVOLVING THE k- FUNCTION, A 
PARTICULAR CASE OF THE CONFLUENT 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE 
(Read, the 3rd July, 1932.) 
Introduction : -In papers * recently published, prof. H. Bateman 
has developed the theory of the function k (x), which is defined by 
him for all real values of n and x by the integral 
2 .I2 cos (x tan O- nO)dO. 
ir 
o 
* 1. On the k- function, a particular case of the confluent hypergeometrie 
function " -the Trans. of the American Math. Society, Vol. 33, No. 4, pp. 817 -831. 
2. " Solutions of a certain partial differential equation " -the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 17, No. 10, pp. 562-567, October, 1931. 
3. " Relations between confluent bypergeometric functions " -the Prcc. National 
Academy of Sciences, Vol. 17, No. 12, pp. 689 -690, December, 1931. 
These three papers will be referred to here as B BD and Bg. Prof. Bateman 
writes to me -" I shall be glad if you will kindly correct the mistake in sign 
relating to kl(x), if you publish your work. " -I take this opportunity to correct a 
slip in B1. On page 818, line 7 from the top, read + sign before the integral 
2x (xt). " cos dt . in place of the - ve sign and read + sign before 110(x) in line 8 in- 
0 (1 +t2)ß 
stead of the - ve sign. Prof. Bateman uses the definition of 11 (x) used in Watson's 
Bessel Functions. Similarly the reference to Szegö on p. 825 should be to the 
paper (Math. Zeit. Vol. 25) cited on p. 829 " -as he writes to me. Also on p. 826, 
for mks, value of 
l 1 f k2, (x) xx é '.L, (2x) should be ( s and not s This o 
correction has been suggested by Prof. Bateman himself when the error was brought 
to his notice by me. 
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Another definition, k (x) 
2 sin (2m -,n) 
= k2 m(x), 
a m = -03 2m -n 
depending upon cardinal functions and interpolation formule is also 
given+, in the same papers and the theory is developed from the 
consideration of both of these definitions. This function is a particular 
case of the confluent hypergeornetric function Wi,,m(.c) and in fact 
k2 (x) r (1-I-n) =W , (2x), x >01 , 
This function arises as a solution of the differential equation 
ay "=(x -n)y, which plays an important part in the recent researches 
of Kármán f and Tollmien on the turbulent motion of a fluid. This 
equation was submitted by Kármán to Bateman for further investiga- 
tion. In view of the importance of the function in physical problems 
as well as from purely mathematical aspect, the following short study 
of its properties seems to be justifiable.® 
In art. 1 we obtain some integrals for k (x). In art. 2, we study 
the addition theorem given by Bateman without proof in B,. In 
art. 3, an expression for k(x), n an odd integer, in terms of Bessel 
functions Ks(x) is derived and this is made use of in obtaining certain 
definite integrals involving k (x) with n an odd integer. In art 4 
we obtain other definite integrals involving k (x) and in art. 5, some 
miscellaneous results are derived. Many of the results given below 
are believed to be new. 
§1 
A. contour integral for k2 (x), n being a+ ve integer.§ 
%(0.{.) x 
{t -1 
(1.1) ka(x)= J e t +1 f t -2 n -idt 
the integration being taken round any contour encircling the origin 
once counter- clock -wise. 
* See B, p. 689. { Göttinger Nachrichten, Vol. 30. 
Göttinger Nachrichten, 1929, Über die Enetelung der Turbulenz. 
§ As mentioned to the author by Prof. Bateman, this contour integral is closely 
related to the integral (4) on p. 563 of B2 and by formulae (11 and (5) of B, this 
integral is expressible in terms k2 (x) when 
'v= 
-2n when n is zero or a + ve 
integer. 
- ,o i ,44 ¢ ^ ̀vw ow-Q. G1.jA.o dsZ v ego eú 
U) 1 Qkc . C CketsA )11.05-; V-crt_ t3 n , ÿ 1 I l d 5), 4-'3 `^2u -4 
= NLw)u u.o 
(1) Se4.- ?,tv sd, )4 141 zw, T-f,04ALn- 
de}L, WeJW+.Wwx a-aA,i o c1eAA- (5 OLe4 
- _ ze,,a.Q,(o p-,-4.,.c,,,,.ti.g,,,. 
5-042 
( 1_.,. }" ß 
l3d 
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Proof : 









1 f 2 cos (2n8 -x tan B) d6+ f 2 cos (2n0 can 8) dB 
o o 








ei(2nO -x tan B) 
dB for Bin the 2nd = 27r 
integral) 
ftY-1 
=- 1 f xts+1 dt 
2711, J 
(putting t=e-Bi 
the integration with respect to t being carried out round the circle 
t =1 of unit radius from 0=7r to B = -a, i.e., in the clock -wise 
direction. 
ft' -1 
Thus, dropping the minus sign, ka (x)- f (O +) ex t te +1 I dt 
t2"+1 
the integration being carried round the circle in a counter- clod: -wise 
direction. 
An integral for k (x) for all real values of n and x. 
ta -1 
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the integration being carried round a semi- circle of unit radius from 
0=2 to 0= -2 in the counter -clock -wise direction. 
Proof : 
For all real values of n and x 
2 
k (a)- r. cos [n0 -x. tan ONO 
('g ei(nB-.i tan B)dd-{- 
-1 f z e-i(szB-c tan B)dB 
o o 
1 (2 ei(nB -x tan 0) 










+ (putting t=e-Bi), 
the integral being carried out with respect to t round the semi -circle 
of unit radius from 0= 
2 
to B =- 
2 
. Thus dropping the minus sign, 
1 
1 
ex tta-}-1 3 dt (t_e-Bi 
ai p°++' - 
integral being carried round the semi -circle in a counter -clock -wise 
direction. 
An integral for k,(a) for+ve real values of r. 
r (1 +n) k, (x) =VP ,ßz (2x) for x >0 
I3z 
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But 
T7 r 1 *Wkfnr(ú)=- I (k+.1-m)e°zz.zk 
27ri- 
_?+m 
t) (- 8 ( 1+- t )k e-'dt 
where the arg z has its principal value and the contour is so chosen that 
the point t- -z is outside it. The integrand-is rendered one -valued by 
taking I arg (t) I <ar and taking the value of arg (1+ t) which tends 
to zero as t---> 0 by a path lying inside the contour. This formula 
becomes nugatory when k -¡-in is. a -se integer. To over -come 
this difficulty we observe that wherever R(k- z -m) <0 and k-4--nt 
is not an integer we transform the contour integral into an infinite 
integral and so when R(k- f-m)<0, 
k-1-2-1-nt 
[7 r k ,(z)- f t-k 2 +m(i + t:) ewtdt 
" o 
This formula suffices to define Wk,, (z) in the critical cases where: 
-k is integer is defined ::for all values of 
k and st and all values of z except -ve real values. 
Hence we get for n not a -ve integer, 
(1.2) 1r5 (x)- r n 
27rá j- (1-1-n 
l 
2vri. n 
e-". xk. {-t)-"(t } 2")"e-tdt 
1(0+) 
e-`(-1)_"(t+20"dt 
the contour being so chosen that the point t = -2a3 is outside it. The 
integrand is made one valued by taking I arg (t) I Sa and taking 
value of I arg (L_ 
+1) 
which tends to zero with t. 
* Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, 3rd Edition, pp. 339 -340. 
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When n-ls0 
(1.21) k,"(x)= f en) r (1 I-n) t'". (2,u+t)". é °. dt 
o 
xk. sin n7r f t-"(2.c {-t)". é ̀ , dt fir 
o 
This suffices to define k, "(x) when 1 -n is a+ve integer. 




e a z f r (s) r (-s-k-m+$)r (-s-k-m+1) zeds 
27ri IF (-k-m+ä)r (-k+m+á) -: 
iF w kvm(z)- 
for all values of z such that arg z 1 <7r and for all values of arg z such 
that 7rS I arg z I <17r and such that k and k -1 are not + ve integers. 
1 
Therefore, remembering that kan(x) (1 +n) W ",1(2r) we have 
for values of n >0 






(x 1 e xi2r)" r r (s)r (-s-n) r (-s-n-1)ds $- r(+n) 27ri J rc-n,)r (-n-i-1) (2x)". . -CO; 
§2 
Addition theorem for all real values of n, for k,, (d) as stated 
by Bateman in B, p. 567 without proof is as follows 
(2.1) lcn(x +y)= k "(x) ko(y) +kn_,(x). Ica( y)+..)e >0, y >0. 
Addition theorem for k, n (.i), n tieing a + ve integer. 
(2.11) k,n(x+y)= k,",(y).lc2n-a,(.;) 
m=-a 
* Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, pp. 343.345. 
Proof : 
1 
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1 ¡(o+) k2n(u+y)= 2iJ t-2 
ri-1. 
t2 -1 
ecx+v) t2 +1 
eáá 
, d..0 
by using (1.1) 
ft'-1 
1 (o+) n-1k(y) exL2+1 1 dt} = l 22 m= -w 
(t2-1) [asey\ t2+1 _ k2m(y) t21 m=-m 
t2 -1 
7 1 1/'( 
o+) 
IC cl 2(y) 1 t2m-Zn-1 ex t2+ly Zari dt 
= k2m(y)k2n-2.(G), 
Proof of 
(2.12) k.(4,+ .0= h2.(1/)1c2.-24r) 
m = -w 
for all real values of n and y >0, 
2 t -1 
kn(E+y)= p t-n- e(x+y) t 2 +1 ot. 
ari 
by using (1.11) 
t2-1 
¡' tam-ri-1. am(y)ex 
t t2+1 }dt,. 
7r2 J m=-w 
y>0 
* B2, pp. 818-819. 
13s- 










2 v 2 - 1 ^ ri2m(J) t2m-n-1 e t +1 7ri ,n- -m - 2 
+ / - 4 k9m(y) kn-2m(x) 
. at 
Proof of the addition theorem by means of Parseval's theorem: 
eiy tan 0 -k cos 2B i sin 2B k + o(y)-F( -F ) a ÿ, ..., y >0 
eix tan B -niB k _2,(x) (cos 2nz9 -i sin 27zO), ,r >O. 
m =0 
.. By Parseval's theorem, 
1 .ir ei(x+y) tan 0 -nei 
dB 
7r -7r 
= 21r(0 ko(y)+2 kn-2m(x)k2m(y) 
m=1 
= 2k(x+y) 
or k(x+y)=ko(y) kn(x)+ kn-2m(I) k2m(yf m=1 
§3 
An expression for k (4, n being an odd + ve integer in terms of 
Bessel functions. 
If n is an odd integer 
cos n0 =1 [ (2 cos 0)5-n(2 cos (9)""2 + n(n -3) 1.2 
n(n- 4)(n -5) (2 cos B)fi -o +... 
1.2.3 
(2 cos 0)n-4 
-1 
( -1) 2 n, (2 cos B) ] 
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2" n. 2"-2 n(n-3) 2"-$ 
(1+42)5 (1+0)i-1 1.2 +t$)j-2 
"1 n.2 
J 
if t =tan 8...(I) 
(1 +12)5. 
and sin n9 =sin O [(2cos 0) "-1- (n -2)(2 cos B) " -g 
- 








(1-}t2)a (1+12)2 (1-}-t2) 2- 
Again, 








2"` f (m+2) 
if t=tan 0...(1I) 
Km(x), 
taking m to be a +ve integer or zero and using Bassets'* notation 
for Km(x). 
Now, 
k "(x)= 12 cos (x tan O- nO)dO, 
o 
n, a +ve integer and x >O and real 
2 ( cos xt 
J (1 +t2) 
o 
dt [á 2" n.2" 
(1+t2)2 (1+t2)2_1 
" -1 2 
(1 +t2)2 
* See the foot -note on page 373, Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, 3rd 
edition. 
13) 
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(putting t= tan O and using I and II) 
r r 2"-1 n.2^-$ A-1 = 2 J cos xt dt L o (1+t2)e+ì (1,+-t2) 
r -1 (n- ) 2 w-$ + 2xJ cosxt.dt [ 2 a 
o n'1+t2)2 (n-2) (1+t2)1-1 
n. 2 
(1+t2)2 
+ (n -3)(n 
4)2" 8 
+...( -1)x$1 
1. 2. (n- 4)(12 +1)9 - (1 +t2)á 
(integrating the second integral by parts) 
2 ae r 2"-1, x1a1 n.2"-$. x g^_1(x) KL,-(x) 2 
'< 2"S'- r (s+(11+1.) 2- (x) 2°-' r (s+1) 
w-$ 
2"-$. x a , K"- (x) -1 
+n(1.2 ) 22-V r(zg 1)+...-} (-1)2xK,(x) 
A-$ 
2.r. , 2"-' xw K"_, (x) 2"-2. x . Kw-$(x) .+ 2 - 2 2 
n. 2"-á , r i 2-24 . 
w-1 
+... (-1) 2 Ko(x)l 
rá 
A$ 
2 r2 2 . x2 . KAs+1 (x) n. 2 8. x 9. li.-1(f0)1 '- 2 =-1 
1 t 7r2 r(+1) r 
A-1 1xK1(x) 
J 2. ri 
I3$ 




2 . Kn+t(.C) 2 2 . (c) 9 . 
+ a n. 
By means of the recurrence formulae for Kn(x), this formula can be 
reduced in terms of Ko(x) and K1(x) and thus when n is an odd 
integer kn(x) can be expressed in terms of Ko(.G) and K1(x) as stated 
by Bateman on page 818 of B,. 
When n is an odd integer and R (12+1 > > 0 
(3.2) I= f dx 
o 
2 2 IKR+,(x).aµ I- zldx 










(-1) a r xµ+1. K1(x)d.c 
2j a Jo 
n-1 w 
2 '514-'1+1 d c \ + i - 2 ' f K ( x 
7r2 n r ¿ O 2 
2 ¡' ^g+µ+l K(X)de +,.. 
+ f K0(x)x /A J rá J 
making use of (3.1) 








2 e - 2µ+ n a _ rµ2 irµ2 n +..* r2 
n-, 
+ (-1) " 2µ, rµ±1rµ+3} 
2r a 2 Z 




(-1)"2' . 2µ . r 14.-1-2 r µ2 2 
r á 
making use of the formula * 




rµ+n+2 -2 (rµ+1r 2µ+n-2 2 






\Z ) L2µ+n n +r + r2 




11-}sa-1 .. .. r (á-1) 2 
+ 
(_1)á ON' rµ+2 ri 2 
* See Watson's The theory of Bessel Functions. 
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n being an odd integer we have 
(3.21) I= f kn(a). Kµ(x). xp-l. dæ 
o 
1+ 2 a + _ 2 a (z [ f Bna l(x) g(x) xp a dx 
n=6 





+ ( 2F1 
a 
,/ 
xp. K K. d,e l 
2 2R ¿' 
cn 




tinag +p P. Kn_s. K. d.e--h - r(n -1)0 
n_, KoK . x dx 
+ (-1)m a µ s r 
making use of (3.1) 
2 212? 2113 +p 
-3 
[r( +1). r(p +$1) r 2 
, p-L-n+1-µ p-µr p+µ 
2 2 2 
n 2 2 . 2 rp-}-n-l-prp+n-l+px 
rá r(p+ná') 2 2 
(-1)al 2P-2 x ... 
2 2 2r1 r(p+1) 
p+2-µ p+2+µ p+µ p-µ r r r r2 
Hy1 
'r-14521-^ N. G. SHABDB 
2 r 3 r phn -µ p-nFµ 






2 2 ä-+P (p+n-2-µlX 
` 2 I 
p-hn-2-}-µ r P-1-µ p-l+µ + ... 
2 2 2 
+(-1)n-z .2P-2rp+1-µ rp-1-1-I-µ 
X 
r¿ r(p+1) 2 2 
r P-1+11 FP-1+/-1 J 2 2 
making use of the integral * 




-4LL r P+X+µ p-ñ+µ 
FP 2 '2 2 
P-X-µ 
2 
2 r S 2n+P-4 p-hn+l-µ rp+n+l-1-µ -á L Zr C1+1) r(P+21)r 2 2 
n. 
0-1-n -6 p+n-l-µr p+n-1 +µ 
- +... ri r(P+-n , 2 ) 
2P- 2 r p+2- µ p-h2+µ pµ p +r 
rá 2 2 L 2 
n+p-3 +rp-1-µ FP-1+P, 2 
2 2 tn. ri r (P+näl) 
* Titschmarch, Journal of the L. M. Society, Vol. 2, 1927. 
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x r ° + . r p-}=-`. 
p-1-n-5 
2 n+ p-2-µ r p+n-2+µ+ +r(á-1) r(P+n=a1) 2 2 
n-i 
(-1)_ä + rp+1-µ rpl+µ 
r+ r (p+1) 2 2 
When R (cosh a) >-1 and n an odd integer we have 
(3.22) I - f e- cosh a kn(x). xµ d.c. 
o 
, r 2n 23 r (µ+n+2) Pµ '1-1 (cosh a) =2a 
L r (µ+1) 
E (2+1) sinhµ'+4+1 a 
r (µ+n) Pµ1 1(cosh a) s 
r á sinhµ+ á a 
'°-1 P, µ-á(cosh a) 
r (µ+3) a 
21-1 sinhµ+aa 
2nái rµ+n+1 P, µi -1(cosh a) 
+r(µ+2) y 
131-1- sinhµ+á+1 a 
223 r (µ µ +n-1) P ;(cosh a) - 
r (-'f' -1) sinhl+áa 
n-i P -µ 2(cosh a) 
g r + sinhµ+ z a 3 J 
This we obtain by making use of (3.1) and the integral 
1 
e- t cosh a (t¡, dt 
ih 
o 
* Watson, The theory of Bessel Functions, p. 388, 
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PZ ;(cosh a) 
=A/Fr. rµ-v) .rtv+itt.) , v- 
, sinhµ-Ta 
R(µ) >IR(v)I and R (cosh a) > -1 
§ 4 
Definite integrals involving k(x). 
r 
Consider the integral) ka (x)xmdx where n is a+ve integer and 
R(ra +I) >O. Then 0 
I- f ka(x).xmdx 
fm1.e -(- 1) x d" [é Zx.x"-1] dx 
n! d,c" 
x n 
as kan(x)= -1) .x.e . d [e-22.x2-1] 
n! dx 
n 
= 1 r e-es f,mi-1. ex} d.0 
n! J de i 
0 
1 e= x1 [vm+1,.F"C1:(m,},1) x».,+,"Ce(m+1)m.am ' 
-I- ... +(m-}-1)rn...(m+2-n). xm+'-"]dx 
= L [r (m+n+1 )-1-"C,. (m+1)r (m+n)+nC, (m+1).mx (4.1) n. 
r (n +m -1)+ +(m +1)m ..... (m +2 -n)r (m +1) 
J 
From this we get when m and n are + ve integers, 
fk, (x). xm. d c (4.11) 
= h [(rn+n)!-1-"C1.(m+1)(m-}-n-1)!+ ... "C",+,(rn+1)!(n-1)!] 
if zn+1<n 
I 44 
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= 1 [(vz-{-n)!-F-"e,. +1)(m+n-1)!-I- r ! 
{(m+1)m(nz-1) ... (m-n+2)}nz!f ; 
if m+1>n. 
Also when R(m +1) >O. 
fko(x).xm.dx=f é x y .dx=r (m+1). 
Next consider the integral 
J e -°s.x" ka "(x)dx 
where R(a) >O, 
R(m+1i >0 and n is a +ve integer. 
Then 
f e-"' x'". k, (x).cic, 
(-1) 
" 
J xm+1,ex(1-a) d" .[e sx a,"-lJdx 
n! 
R 
e-a".x"-1 d {xm+1,exc'-")}d.e 
n! dx" 





{- ... (m+l).m ... (m+2-n)..G"`]dx 
1 (1-a)". r (m+n+1) (m+1).(1-a)"-' 
= n ` (1,+a)"+.+ + "Ç1. 
... ... -I- (7'ro+1 m ... (m+2-n) r 'mz+1) 
(1+a)"`+' ' 
In particular if NZ is a +ve integer and R(a) >0. 
m 
dm 1 r1-a (4.13) f é dam (1+a)a \ \ 
-1 
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=1111 r (1(-1 
+a)a)(n+x++nl 









n! L (1-{-alm+n+1 
if m-1-1>n. 
Also if R(a) >0, and R(m +1) >0. 






- 1 sin 
7r.2p -1 
na p (-1)mr(p+1)pCm 
2 m0 (2nx-n)(2m+2-n) 
This can be easily proved by making use of 
and 









Z J (2m-n)(2m+2-n) 
f (ii) Lm(x) é x.Cp.dx=0, 7n>p and =(-1)"', r (n +1)pC,, in<p. 
If R(a) > 0 and R b >0 and n is a +ve integer 
f e-" k,(b,r) dx 
0, 
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" (b-a)' (b-a)"1 2P+1 ( b-a n-1 - (a+ b)"+' + (b+a)" (b+a)a \ b-ha) 
And again 
fe-". ka (bx)dx= a+b 
Putting in I, a =ai we get when a and b are > 0, 
fcos alt. ]ca".(b.c).dx-i f sin ax. lra"(bx)dr. 
0 0 
2b"+1 ( b -ai ln-1 
(b-f-ai)a 
= 2b " +l . r2 x cos 2na +i sin 2na where tan a= -á and r= Vat +.ba (ba +aa) "+i ' 
Hence we get when n is a-hve integer and a and b > 0, 
2b " +' . cos 2n( tan-1 cf)) 
f cos (ar).ka "(bx)dx - a2 I-b 
o 
sin ar. lea "(br.)dx- 
0 





While putting a =ai in II we get 
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(4,3) e-a z cos bx. k$(x)dx 
o sin 
2 cos 2n ( sin +a 
{(1 -I-a)a +b2 } ' 
n being a+ve integer, a > 0 
(4.31) fe-a.x. cos bx.k$ (x)dx, 
sin 
n and na being +ve integers and a > 0 
d 
cos 2n tan -' 
ll b al = 2( -1)m' dam sin + (1+a)4 +b' 
m 
Similarly we can evaluate 
w 










Thus (4.32) and (4.33) can be obtained by integrating with respect 
to a,f e'. sin nix (x)de once and twice respectively between 
proper limits. 
(4.31) can be evaluated for unrestricted values of n by first 
evaluating 
f e'' . L(z) . cos (mz)dz. 
sin 
!$ 
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§5 
Some miscellaneous results regarding k "(n). 
If m and s are +ve integers (5.1) 
I=f kg,(r)e x.Lca)(2x) dx 0 if < s 
Proof : 
I -f k$e(c).( -1), d ±. 




1 ¡ a+1sz-s 
(-1)s. , 
s 172 -s 
ifnz>s 
Jo ( -xy)dx (5.11) 
y _ - = 1 
2 




rm. f e' To-I(.c)Jo (-xy)dx 
= r (m+1)(-1)n,.e-'-zy. To(y)-1-(-1j- m-7 r m, ez T0 (y) 
= (3-+Y L ",(y)+e 4y. L,_1(y) =e zy [L,"(y)+L ,,, -,(y)] 




.= (- 1) ".e- ay.y$vTv(y) ; 
* Mess, of Math., Vol. LV, p. 158. 
{R(v)> -1} 
-18& N. G. S$ABDL 
and the relations that 
k )= ( -1)m. e [Lmx)- Lm_1(x)] 
=e--1 Cr (m+l)To(x)+r(m)To 1(x)] 





1 sin (4s -n) 
-- ((-1)8.-G 4s -n a , = o 
Similarly 
I k(x). sin xdx= 2 z 
x 1r ,=o 
0 
(-1)° 
(2s +1) 4s -n{ -2 
a 
sin (4s -n+2) 
2 




ka(x).P{cos 20} (5.2) 
n=o 
(o+) xt2-1 - 1 I dt.e ta +1 t4-2t2 cos 20+1 
8 
just as Z J2 +,(a)Pa (cos 20)= 
=o 
(o+) 
j z( t 
t I} 
dt 
1 f e.r 
` 
/ J 
27rí N t4 -20 cos 28+1 




k2(x)- (al 1) Ir2-2+ (a22)b2,-3.--F,....1 +=o 
= 0; -1 <a < - 
s 
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This follows from the fact * that 
lJ 
co),1') -0 , x >O, -1 <a < -2 
and that 
=0 
(-1)" e`x L.a)(2")=k2"(x) - (a +1) ]c 
(see B1, p. 819). 
It is known that e- e.e2k.Lµ)(E).L(:)(W).de =0. 
But if m is a +ve integer 
k2,(x)=(-1)m.e_.x[L("a)(2.0- (all) L(:)1(2,6)+ 
(-1)n, (a:7,1) Icoa)(2a)] 
Therefore, n being a+ve integer > na 
fkam(x) . e`x ..,,2 a . L(:)(.2,e)dæ-0, 
Again 1 11-v(x- by )= ko(y)hv(x)- k2(y)hv +(x) -1- 









* Einar Hille, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 12. 
" On Laguerre's Series," pp. 262 -63. 
I- See B5, p. 567. 
1+a (11 -a)2 
N. G. SF1A$DE 
1-a ri Zi (-1)m'i.hv+am(a") .1-{-a l (5.41) 
ao 
hv(e-1 y)k28(y) ÿ =hv(x) (-1)8-1 -I-(-1)8hv+a: 
-co 
_( 
s )e [ hv+as--h8(x) (5.42) 
This is analogous to (24), p. 565 of B2. 
ifkv(x-Fy)=1r0(y)kv(x)-1-kv-203).k2(Y)-f- ... 'r>0, y>0, 
Hence 
f 1 ] v ( x h J ) k a ( / ) dJ - [ k v + a ( ) - - 2 k 2 _ ( . ) ] 
o 
1 + 2 kv+a 8+2 (a:) (5.43) 
if s> 0 
2 [kv(x)-1-kv +2(x) ] 
Similarly 
I kv(C-f-y)k28(x) yy- (-1)8-1 ko(x)+ kv+28(x) (5.44) -, 
(5.43) and (5.44) are analogous to (24), p. 565 of B2. 
Fora > -1 
ktm(x)= (- 1)me -.r, [Lfa) (2.c)- ("i 1)L(a)(2.c1-f- 
añl) L(a) (2w) ]. 
See 13a, p. 564. 
So, 
and 
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,0 
f kan(a:).e-x.xo`.L(a)(2.r).d.r.2° 5.5 ( ) 
o 
=0, n > vz 
- 1) (n =( al 
72 
r (a+1 ), n < nz 
because 
(0 for n >nz, 
f e-a.;ca.La)I(,) . La)(a)d.r= f (a+1) (n±a for mz_n n 
0 
L(nz, n =0, 1, 2. ...) 
(5.6) It is also easy to see by using the results, given by S. 
Goldstein,* involving W L,, functions that the following are true 
(i) f k,_Je-z. .r-'d r,= r2,712 , n being  +ve 
o 
(ü) 
fæt-1 L(d).r. lca(x). dr- 1 f (l+l) j' l . 2` r (1+n)r (l-n+ll ' 
x aF,(1+1, l, l-n+1,-a2);l>0, R(a2+1)>0 and I I(a) (<1 
¡ 
(iii) J (204. é L. Ji(21 t')1cae+a(t)dt- (-1) `le 
o 




(y) f tt''. e'°. Iv(22. a. ta)ka(t). dt 
o 
= r 4+1+1) r (a+l)avaFa (v +l+l, v +1; v-¡-1, r (n-1-1). 2 2 2 
2 
-99+1 ; al) 
* The Proc. L. M. Society, Series 2, Vol. 34, part 2, pp. 103 -126. " On 
the operational representation of Whittaker's confluent hypergeometric function and 
Weber's parabolic cylinder function." 
-134- N. G. SHABDE 
pw 
(vi) 1 J 2`, 0-1. (r s-}-2)ß. k98+2(t)dt s! 
o 
s. a 9 
(s+i+2)++ r (s+1+1)+t zi)e' s(s-1/r (+,o)+ - 
1 1 w 1 e 
(vii) e, (2t). t. J,(2t)z= eo r (s1+1) h'ae+z(t) 
In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to Prof. Ganesh 
Prasad, who first brought to my notice the papers of Prof. Bateman 
and who has been taking -a very kind and keen interest in the pre- 
paration of this paper. My sincere thanks are also due to Prof. 
Bateman for his very valuable suggestions and remarks, which have 
been embodied in this paper. 
Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol. XXIV, No. 3 (1932). 
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ON SOME RESULTS INVOLVING THE k- FUNCTION, 
A PARTICULAR CASE OF THE CONFLUENT 
HYPERGEO METRIC F UNC PION. 
BY 
N. G. SHABDE 
In a previous paper* I have studied the k- function of 
Kit-min. The object of the present paper is to add some more 
results involving these k- functions. The results obtained below 
are believed to be new. I wish to express my thanks to Prof, 
Gr..nesh Prasad for the kind interest he has taken in this paper, 
§r, 
x sin x=#s2(x)-3 ks(x)+5 kro (x)--f- 
x cos x - -2 *(x) +4'k8(x)- 6k12(x) +. <,... 
Proof :- 
From the first definitions of the functions we have 
eixtan0 _ko(x) +k2(z) e29z +k4(x)e402+ 
Hence equating the real and imaginary parts 
cos (x tan 0)= 
oo 
2 cos 2n0. k2n(x) (i) 
n -o 
co 
sin (z tan0)= Z sin 2n0. k2n(x) . (ii) 
n_o 
Differentiating (i) with respect to O we get 
eo 
sin (z tan 0).x. sec20= 2n sin 2n0. it2n(x) 
n =o 








. k2n (x) 
See a paper with the saine title as of the present one in the Bull, Calcutta Maàk. 
,9ociety, Vol XXIV, No 3, pp. 109 -1-34. 
JJ N. G. SHABDE 
= k2(x)- 3ks(0) +5kio'x) -+ 
Similarly, differentiating (ii) with respect to 0 we get 
00 




in this we have 
o0 
x Co3.xm n. cos . . IC2n (x) n-o 2 
= - 21C4 (2) + 4k8 (X) - 6112(x) + ... 
§2. 
co 




We have' for a > o and n a positive integer 
co 
can be expressed as a definite 





I - a ln-1 
+a)2 \ I+a / 
Therefore, by an inversion formula 
o + ioo 




I -F- t 00 
+(x, t)= e-x. (-t)n. 
n=o 
00 













2a2 ( -t. i +w )n k2n(y) n=o 
2 (I-a9 y,t. 
I-a 
I a 
Hence again inverting, we get 
c+ioo r -a 
2 ax -}.r 17 -2i J i_a1 . e exp -y. ia 
C-i30 -t. u 
271i 
k -}- iJ0 
4y X 
I-t ¡r ezp w t 144 L (I-1-t)2w 
k-ioo 
dw 
X I- w- I-t 2 
I-Ft 
] 




A. Milne obtains the following result* as regards the zeroes 
of Wk,m(x) - 
If n =k -1- -m vanishes, Wk,m(z) has no zero apart from 
z =o. If k is increased by unity, another root is introduced. 
Now remembering that k2m(3) I'(I- H,)- Wn,A(23) for z >o, we 
have the result that h2(z) has no zero apart from x =o and each 
time n of km(x) is increased by 2, a,,other root is introduced. 
The fact that 1c ¿(x) has x =o as a root is obvious from the fact 
that k2(x) =2xe-x when x>o. 
The Proceedings Edinburgh Math. Society Vol XXXIII, 1914-15, pp.48-64 (51), 
"On the roots of the cJnfiuent hypergeometric functions ". 
N. G. SHAME 
§4. 
00 
To evaluate f e(I _a)x . lc2n(93), K v u-I;zxµda 
}} 
a> r, n a positive integer and Ii (2+0> R(v) , 
k2n(x) = 
x.ex dn [e-203. 'n-1 ñ! do" 
- (-ir n n-I n n-1 n-2 C(-2) . x + cl. (-2) (n-I). s - 
n02(-2)n-2 (n- I) (n-2). on-8+.«... 
+ n(-2). (n--i)t1 tCe-G6 
= (-1 r* e-°c [ xn+ttCl(-2.)n-1 (ryt,-I).zn-1.... 
n! 
-F...(-2)xn (n- a)!] 
Hence the required integral 
00 
n ¡ '(n!) e-acö'Kv{4/a-IZ xdxf - 2)n. co" 
+nCI (- -2)n-Y (n-I). xn-1-i-...-{'(-2)xy2(n-I)! } 
-_(_- I)» 
E 
( -2)n, sin (n +µ)ir r(l, +n+ I -v) Qv (a) 
n1 siri (í +n +v)7r 
+(- 2)n- 1(n- I)nCI. sin (n+ -l)f F(la +n -v) Q (a) sin (p+91-I)7r +.. µ+n-I 
...+(-2)n(n-1)r sin ('`+ v)Q (a) sin (a+I+n)7r ,t+I 
since * °O ` t cosh a dt e- K (t sinh a). t 
o 
* Watson: Theory of Bessel functions, p. 387 
k-FUNET1ßi4 
- sin µ+r . F(µ+ I -v) Qvµ (cosh a). 
sin (µ + v)r 
§5. 
co 
To evaluate f (I -c112 I f 
o 
xµdx 
a > t, n a positive integer anal R (v +µ+ I)> -I . 
Proceeding as in §4, the required integral is seen to be equal to 
I 
0 
( t) n 
6 
-ax IS,,/Za2 -I). x}xµdx (- 2)'xn+ - - 
v 
+n(- 2)x(n -t)!1 
-1r 
n ! [(_2);r(n +µ I vt) Pn+µ (a)(-2) (n; I)nCI 
-v -v 
r(n+µ+v)XP (co + - - - +(-2) n(n-I)! r(N+v+2) P (a) 
n i-µ-'t fi+ I 
since * 00 
e-t cosh a I (t sinh a). tµdt 
O 
-v 
=r(µ+v+t). P (cosh a), R(µ-1-v)>-I 




x k2.(z ) J 4/I-a2 711i 
I > a>o and µ,n and In being positive integers,µ + t >m 
Watson: l.c, p. 387. 
' ! 
N. G. SIIABDE 








J4 sil-a') '41x.x S (-2)nxn} "CA -2)n-1X 
X(n-1)xn-1+ --'i' - -+n(-2)x(n-1) 1}J 
)nr( 
2) (N-{-n-m ! I'm n -1(n-I)X 
X(µ+n-m-1)!P"N+-I(a)+...+(-2) n (n-I)! x 
X (IA +I-m)! µ+1(a), 
no 
* en(cos9)- i ¡ ,\ne-Xcos9 Jm(Asin9)dA (9i-m:! 
o 
co 
The value of J e(r -a)x 
o 
§7 
. k274(x) JAx)xg.C.1x 
a >o, R (g 4- i +in) > -1 and n a positive integer, can be at once 
written down by using the expansion of 1c2n(x) given in §4 and 
no 
the t value of the Weber's integral f e ax . xq. Jns(bx)dx. 
The value of the required integral will be seen to be equal to 




) n.(a°- + b") 2 !I (m) 
Hobson : the Proc. London Math. Society. Series t, Vol 25. 
¢ Ganesh Prasad : Spherical Harmonics, part II, p. 
) 6o 
Ic- FUNCTION 
m-n-q, m+n-l'-g-11, m+I b2 
2 2 a 2 + 
(-2) 
m -(m +q+ I) 
... + ( -2) n (a2 +b2) 2 X 
n(m +q + 1) -q -1 , m4-q +2 , + b2 )] 11(m) 2 2 ' a2 +b 
For particular cases the hypergeometric function involved in 
the value of the integral can reduce to simple functions like 






k2m,(ce) k2"(x), zµ dz, a>0, 
m,n and u being positive integers can be evaluated by using 
the expansion of k2, (z) given in §4 and the value of the integral 
given in the result (4.13) on p. 125 of my previous paper. 
The integral to be evaluated will be seen to be equal to 
(-l)n 
+m -1 
E--'n I 1-a n ! da (i+a0 2 1+a 
+(- 2)n -1nU (n- I) (- I) "2X 
dµ+"+1 -a I ¡¡I m-1 
X 
dcµ+"-1 {(Ia) ll+a } .. - +(-2).2n(n-1) 1 
X+1- t 
t 
e I -am- 1.] da (1+a)' 1t  
